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Fredric V.  
Rolando

“(W)e passed the 2006 law that 
reclassified a long-term liabil-
ity into a short-term liability 
which created a real pinch on 
the Postal Service that should 
have never occurred.”

–Sen. Ron Johnson (R-WI), chair-
man, Homeland Security and Gov-
ernmental Affairs Committee, 2016

B
ack in August in this 
space, I reported on 
the introduction in the 
House of Represen-
tatives of the USPS 

Fairness Act (H.R. 2382), a bill to 
repeal the retiree health pre-fund-
ing mandate that has severely 
damaged USPS finances for more
than a decade. I called on NALC’s 
army of activists to rally support
for the bill in Congress, and wow, 

did our activists rise to the challenge. As this issue goes to press, 
a bipartisan super-majority of 298 House members has co-spon-
sored H.R. 2382, and Reps. Peter DeFazio (D-OR) and Tom Reed 
(R-NY) have taken steps to place the bill on the House’s so-called 
Consensus Calendar. Under House rules, bills with more than 
290 co-sponsors are eligible for a floor vote if the committee with 
jurisdiction does not act in 25 business days, providing a sec-
ond option for a floor vote. I am pleased to report that the chair-
woman of the House Committee on Oversight and Reform, Rep. 
Carolyn Maloney (D-NY), supports the USPS Fairness Act and is 
working with us to ensure its passage.

I want to thank our team of legislative and political organizers, 
our branch and state association leaders, and the thousands of 
carriers they inspired to contact their members of Congress about 
the Fairness Act. Thanks to your efforts, and thanks to the active 
and retired members who responded to our push notifications 
on the NALC Member App, we were able to build a huge majority 
for our bill in just four months. 

Now we must do the same on the Senate side of Capitol Hill. 
Happily, I can report that Sen. Brian Shatz (D-HI) and Sen. Steve 
Daines (R-MT) have introduced a Senate version of the USPS Fair-
ness Act (S. 2965), which is identical to H.R. 2382.  

The outlook for enacting the Fairness Act in the GOP-controlled 
Senate is somewhat uncertain. On one hand, as the quote at the 
top of this column makes clear, the chairman of our oversight 
committee in the Senate (the Homeland Security and Govern-
mental Affairs Committee, or HSGAC), Sen. Ron Johnson (R-WI), 
agrees with us that Congress made a mistake when it adopted 
the retiree health pre-funding mandate in 2006. On the other 
hand, many other senators may want to do more comprehensive 
postal reform.

We agree that other legislative reforms will be needed to fully re-
store the Postal Service’s finances. And there are many steps we can 
take to strengthen the Postal Service. We could start by investing our 
retirement funds better. As I argued last month, the requirement that 
all our funds be invested in low-yielding Treasury bonds has cost us 
tens of billions of dollars in forgone investment returns, which in turn 
increases expenses for pension and health benefits. We could free 
the Postal Service to deliver beer, wine and spirits, and to innovate in 
other ways to generate greater revenues. And we could adopt a more 
sensible rate-setting process—an action that the Postal Regulatory 
Commission is once again working on in earnest.

But let’s be honest; we have been trying to enact comprehen-
sive postal reform legislation for the past five sessions of Con-
gress. So far, in the 116th Congress, no postal reform legislation 
has been introduced in either chamber of Congress. Prospects 
for such legislation in the House suffered a setback with the 
tragic death of Oversight Chairman Elijah Cummings (D-MD) in 
October, and with the decision by Rep. Mark Meadows (R-NC) to 
step back from leadership on postal reform.  

On the Senate side, we know that Sen. Johnson has opposed 
the bipartisan bill advocated in the last Congress (2017-2018), but 
we don’t know what he and the GOP majority on the HSGAC Com-
mittee might offer as an alternative, or even whether they plan to 
offer any alternative. But if Sen. Johnson wants to enact compre-
hensive postal reform, we also know from experience that the more 
moving parts there are in any legislative proposal, the more diffi-
cult it becomes to achieve consensus. Given the  requirement of 60 
votes to overcome filibusters, this is especially true in the Senate. 

It’s time to take a different approach. There is broad biparti-
san consensus that repealing the retiree health pre-funding man-
date, the policy responsible for roughly 90 percent of the Postal 
Service’s reported financial losses since 2007, makes sense as 
a matter of fairness. That step would dramatically reduce the size 
of the problem. This action, combined with a new rate-setting 
system in 2020, would provide Congress with the breathing 
room to consider a less complicated postal reform bill, one that 
can attract broad consensus.  

The definition of insanity is trying the same failed strategy over 
and over and expecting a different result. Let’s end the insanity 
and take a step-by-step approach to postal reform. 

You can help us execute this strategy by contacting your sena-
tors and urging them to co-sponsor S. 2965. We did it once (on 
the House side); let’s do it again. 

The urgent first step of postal reform: 
Enacting the USPS Fairness Act

January 2020

Contract update
In November, NALC and the Postal Service reached an agree-
ment on a neutral arbitrator for the interest arbitration. Unfor-
tunately, the arbitrator in question is not available. The par-
ties are now working on selecting another arbitrator to serve 
as the neutral arbitrator.   
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Letter from 
the Editor

If letter carriers get out their mes-
sage better than anyone else in 
the labor movement—and they 

do—it’s not by chance. It is, rather, 
the result of an interactive, two-way 
process involving carriers and jour-
nalists.

It starts with so many of you, letter 
carriers at all levels who work diligent-
ly to counter the misleading conven-
tional wisdom regarding the Postal 
Service, thereby facilitating the need-
ed legislative and regulatory reforms.

Your communications efforts, 
though, would not be fruitful if jour-
nalists weren’t receptive, both to 
you and to your message. Fortunate-
ly, they often are, and so your work 
has a profound impact. Here are a 
few illustrations of their willingness 

to listen, and why they chose to do so—in their own words.

The Postal Service issues quarterly financial reports and 
an annual report. The most recent one, the annual Fiscal Year 
2019 report released in mid-November, drew substantial me-
dia interest. Almost all of the articles not only included com-
ments from President Rolando but also were informed by his 
thoughts and featured NALC’s take on the financial numbers 
and the factors behind the numbers. Our president and the 
postmaster general were the most-quoted people overall.

That wasn’t an outlier—President Rolando generally is relied 
on by news outlets to help explain USPS financial reports. To 
find out why, I turned to one of the most prolific journalists 
covering these events; Jory Heckman, who reports on federal 
workforce and postal workforce issues for Federal News Radio.

“I definitely do think that hearing from President Rolando 
always provides valuable context, so we always make it a 
point to include his comments in the story,” Heckman said.

“Particularly in the last report, the Postal Service was cit-
ing some of the costs with the liabilities and the pre-funding, 
so it was really great to hear President Rolando reflect on it, 
give some broader understanding of what that means.”

Heckman added that, more broadly, “It’s really good to 
know what NALC sees as some of the bigger issues for the 
Postal Service and its workforce.”

Leadership that helps deliver the message effectively is 
a big boost. Leadership that inspires others to do the same 
is—to deploy a term we’ve used before in this space—a 
force multiplier for us.

John Paige, who carried mail for almost 43 years and is 
president emeritus of the Idaho State Association, has had 
letters to the editor published in recent weeks in the Idaho 
Statesman, Idaho State Journal, Post Register, Coeur d’Alene 

Press and elsewhere. Those letters, like his many others over 
the past few years, touch on a breadth of issues, including 
public service, reasonable rates, universal service, earned 
revenue and the large presence of military veterans.

Why do the papers run so many of his letters?
We turned to Scott McIntosh, opinion page editor at the 

state’s largest newspaper, the Idaho Statesman.
“I appreciate his attempts to dispel the myths, and I ap-

preciate that his letters tend to be fact-based and verifiable 
and informative—and that they provide information that 
most people are not aware of,” McIntosh said.

McIntosh mentioned the initial submission he received 
from Paige, during his prior stint as top editor of the Idaho 
Press-Tribune, the state’s fourth-biggest paper.

“Absolutely, I remember the first time I got a letter from 
John. He had something in there, and I said ‘that’s not 
right.’ I looked it up, and he was dead on. After that I got a 
few more letters. I checked them too, and sure enough… He 
always is fact-based and accurate.”

The impact of Paige’s letters extends beyond readers and 
lawmakers, McIntosh said: “I definitely learn stuff from his 
letters. I think he does a real good job of informing every-
one—not just the general public but journalists as well.”

We’ve noted in this space that retired letter carrier and Navy 
veteran Aubrey Fisher of Delaware, a 51-year member, reached 
out to a Barron’s reporter after reading an article that he felt 
didn’t tell the full story about postal finances. That reporter 
subsequently researched the role played by pre-funding and 
has since written several balanced and insightful articles.

So why did Al Root, a senior writer at the nation’s leading 
finance weekly, listen, do his due diligence and incorpo-
rate a new perspective into his journalism?

“It’s an underrated source of information, when knowl-
edgeable readers reach out and offer a different perspec-
tive,” Root said.

“It can take me down a path that I did not see in the 
course of my regular reporting. It presents a fuller picture of 
what’s going on. I don’t know everything.”

Diligent letter carriers, inquisitive journalists—and look 
what happens.

Journalists’ perspective

January 2020

Philip 
Dine
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Congress returns from the 
holidays this month to begin 
the second session of the 116th 

Congress. The first session was an 
active one, with the House passing 
more than 430 bills and the Senate 
continuing to prioritize nominations. 
With the 2020 elections just 10 months 
away, it’s expected that it will be a 
busy spring on Capitol Hill. NALC is 
hopeful that the second half of the 
116th will see some activity beneficial 
to letter carriers, postal employees 
and federal workers, though election 
years can be tricky—many lawmakers 
focus on must-pass legislation, such 
as appropriations, when they aren’t 
out campaigning for reelection. In the 
meantime, let’s review the legislation, 
the accomplishments and the hang-
ups of the last year.

Postal activity
In early December, Sens. Steve 

Daines (R-MT) and Brian Schatz (D-HI) 
introduced the USPS Fairness Act (S. 
2965), a bill to repeal the mandate to 
pre-fund postal retiree health benefits. 
The bill is identical to the House leg-
islation (H.R. 2382) introduced earlier 
last year, which has reached a biparti-
san super-majority by surpassing 290 
co-sponsors. With the introduction of 
a Senate companion bill, there now is 
demonstrated bipartisan and bicamer-
al support for repealing the mandate.

Repealing the pre-funding mandate 
is at the top of NALC’s legislative agen-
da, as it will end an unsustainable and 
unfair financial burden and thereby 
free USPS to invest in its infrastruc-
ture, better utilize its vast networks to 
further serve business and residential 
customers, and serve as a key step in 
achieving future postal reform.

“Pre-funding repeal is the key to 

achieving postal reform, and letter car-
riers should celebrate the accomplish-
ment of surpassing 290 co-sponsors 
in the House,” NALC President Fredric 
Rolando said. “While our focus remains 
on increasing the number of co-spon-
sors on the House bill, we will provide 
more information on what NALC mem-
bers can do to build support for the 
Senate bill in the near future.”

Additionally, in December, the Postal 
Regulatory Commission (PRC) issued a 
revised proposed rulemaking regarding 
the system for setting postage rates of 
the Postal Service’s Market Dominant 
products. The PRC proposal eliminates 
the previously proposed “CPI+2 percent-
age points” per year cap in favor of a CPI 
price cap with an annual adjustment for 
changes in delivery “density”—which 
would allow the Postal Service to raise 
rates further if mail volume and rev-
enues fall while the number of delivery 
points  increases. It also tweaked its 
original proposal to give the Postal 
Service the authority to raise rates by an 
additional one percentage point above 
the CPI if it meets certain efficiency and 
service quality targets. NALC is study-
ing the potential effects of the proposed 
system and will fully participate in this 
process to strengthen the nation’s uni-
versal postal network.

This past year, significant strides were 
made on our priority resolutions with 
record numbers of bipartisan House co-
sponsors for door delivery and six-day 
mail delivery, and for anti-privatization 
of the Postal Service in both the House 
and Senate. Restoration of service stan-
dards still lags behind the levels of previ-
ous Congresses and has yet to surpass 
218 co-sponsors, the number needed for 
a majority in the House. 

In August, Ashley Poling and Ann C. 
Fisher were confirmed to be commis-

sioners at the Postal Regulatory Commis-
sion (PRC); Ron Bloom, Roman Martinez 
IV and John Barger were confirmed to 
the Postal Board of Governors (BOG); 
and in early December, current chair-
man of the BOG Robert M. Duncan was 
confirmed to his second term at the 
board. With these confirmations, the 
PRC is fully staffed and there are enough 
members on the BOG to achieve a quo-
rum for the first time since 2014. NALC 
expects more nominations in 2020, as 
four vacancies remain on the BOG. 

Other important legislation to letter 
carriers includes the Social Security 
Fairness Act of 2019 (H.R. 141/S. 521) 
and the Federal Retirement Fairness 
Act of 2019 (H.R. 2478), both of which 
continued to add co-sponsors through 
December. NALC fully supports both 
pieces of legislation and hope a con-
sensus may be reached in Congress that 
leads to their eventual passage in 2020. 

The bipartisan Know Your Social 
Security Act (H.R. 5306), which would 
reinstate the printing and mailing of 
the annual Social Security statement 
until such time as a wage earner selects 
to receive it by electronic delivery, was 
unanimously approved in December in 
the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee. The Coalition for Paper Options, of 
which NALC is a member, supports this 
legislation and is encouraged by the 
growing support in Congress for this bill.

Other activity of note
There was other significant legisla-

tive action for federal workers, the 
broader U.S. workforce and the coun-
try at large.

The Fiscal Year 2020 National De-
fense Authorization Act compromise 
between the chairmen and ranking 
members of the Senate and House 
Armed Services Committees in Decem-
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News from Washington
USPS Fairness Act surpasses 290 in House; introduced in Senate
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ber produced a $738 billion defense 
policy bill with far-reaching provi-
sions. Among these provisions was 
language to provide 12 weeks of paid 
parental leave to the federal workforce 
and a pay raise for military members. 

A deal was announced between 
congressional leadership and the White 
House on the United States-Mexico-
Canada Agreement (USMCA), a trade 
agreement replacement for the 1994 
North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA). Both the White House and 
Congress, Republicans and Democrats, 
are claiming victory with the revised 
plan. Of note, the new deal includes 
significant improvements to labor provi-
sions over the administration’s initial 
proposal. As this issue went to press, the 
House is set to take up the deal in a vote, 
while Senate Majority Leader Mitch Mc-
Connell (R-KY) has said that the Senate 
would not consider the deal until the 
new year.

Budget activity

As this issue of The Postal Record was 
going to print, Congress was working 
to meet the Dec. 20 deadline to pass a 
long-term spending deal through the 
end of Fiscal Year 2020 or pass a tem-
porary measure to complete work on 
long-term funding. Be sure to check the 
NALC Government Affairs webpage for 
the latest information on FY 2020 and 
FY 2021. PR

By touching every address in 
the United States at least six days 
a week, letter carriers naturally 

develop special relationships with their 
customers. Since USPS’s Customer Con-
nect program began in 2003, thousands 
of carriers have successfully lever-
aged their interactions with business 
customers to encourage them to use 
the Postal Service, rather than rely on 
private delivery and mailing services. 
Below are some recent stories about 
Customer Connect leads submitted by 
letter carriers that have helped USPS 
earn new revenue.

Business expansions also 
expand USPS’s bottom line

In a conversa-
tion with one of his 
longtime customers, 
Long Island Merged, 
NY Branch 6000 
member William 
Prezkuta learned 
that the business 
owner was expand-
ing into a new busi-
ness venture. But 

instead of just continuing with small 
talk, the carrier saw an opportunity for 
the Postal Service.

Prezkuta asked the customer if, given 
the increased amount of shipping he 
was going to generate with the expan-
sion, he would like to speak with a USPS 
sales representative. When the owner 
seemed interested, the carrier took 
down his contact information. Prezkuta 
later passed that information to his 
postmaster as a Customer Connect lead.

After a sales representative presented 
the store owner with explanations about 
the various benefits that the Postal 
Service can provide to its customers, the 
owner agreed to use USPS for his new 
business as well. The opportunity to 
save money, eliminate surcharges and 
facilitate his personal business needs 
proved to be persuasive. 

Prezkuta’s ability to turn a casual 
conversation into a fruitful partnership 
generated more than $526,840 in new 
estimated revenue for USPS.

Another carrier had the same idea 
about turning a business expansion into 
an opportunity for the Postal Service. 
Uniontown, PA Branch 520 member 
Virginia Glisan was speaking to one of 
her customers, the owner of a local auto 
shop, when he mentioned that he was 
looking to increase business in the area.

The carrier didn’t let this comment 

go by—instead, she explained about 
the USPS benefit of Every Door Direct 
Mail (EDDM). EDDM is designed to 
help local small businesses with af-
fordable targeted advertising. When 
Glisan walked the All Care Auto owner 
through how convenient and easy the 
process was, he 
agreed to meet 
with a USPS sales 
representative.

When the car-
rier got back to the 
post office, she 
filled out a lead 
card and gave it 
to her postmaster. 
From there, and 
armed with the 
knowledge Glisan 
had found out about the expansion, the 
sales team was able to convince All Care 
Auto to use EDDM for its new business 
needs. Similarly to Prezkuta’s situation, 
the success of the sale depended on 
Glisan’s willingness to go the extra mile 
for her customer, and tailor her sales 
talk to the store’s needs.

Thanks to Glisan’s connection, 
her lead generated nearly $1,000 in 
new estimated revenue for the Postal 
Service. PR 

Customer Connect adds up for USPS

Virginia Glisan

William Prezkuta
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On Oct. 29, Region 10 
National Business 
Agent Javier Bernal 

joined 100 labor leaders 
from more than 20 unions 
across the country in El 
Paso, TX, to hear workers’ 
stories about surviving and 
organizing in border com-
munities in the United States 
and Mexico. The “Solidarity 
Without Borders” event was 
organized by the AFL-CIO to 
call for due process, labor 
rights and human rights on 
both sides of the border.

“This country was built 
by immigrants from many 
different countries,” Bernal 
said. “We must recognize 

and utilize our strength as organized 
labor to provide support to those in 
need across the border to help ensure 
their rights as human beings.”

Bernal, AFL-CIO Executive Vice 
President Tefere Gebre and other lead-
ers observed an afternoon session at 

the immigration court in El Paso that 
hears the cases of detained immigrants, 
before attending a dinner at La Mujer 
Obrera, a community space that once 
was a garment factory. The day ended 
with a solidarity vigil held at the memo-
rial next to the El Paso Walmart—the 
site where, on Aug. 3, a gunman killed 
22 people and injured 24 others in an 
attack meant to target and terrorize the 
immigrant and Hispanic community.

On Oct. 30, AFL-CIO Secretary-Trea-
surer Liz Shuler and the delegation 
heard from researchers, activists pro-
viding legal aid to refugees, and orga-
nizers on the ground in Juarez, Mexico. 
After crossing the border bridge on foot 
from El Paso into Juarez, the delega-
tion witnessed firsthand the challeng-
es and humanitarian crisis that exist 
in many locations along the border. 
The delegation heard accounts of 
people organizing fellow Guatemalan 
migrants fleeing land seizures; textile 
and mine workers fighting company 
unions and organizing an independent 
labor union in the economic aftermath 
of NAFTA; and U.S. military veterans 
deported for immigration reasons but 
who want to live in the nation they 
served.

“The AFL-CIO’s Solidarity Without 
Borders delegation is a starting point 
for union leaders and union members 
to build a common message of solidar-
ity that acknowledges worker rights 
and human rights and dignity,” the 
AFL-CIO said in a statement.

Bernal added, “There are many dif-
ferent unions willing to come together 
to help others. When that happens, 
we not only make a difference in other 
people’s lives, but in ours as well. We 
must continue to help our union broth-
ers and sisters across the border in their 
struggle for fair wages and benefits.” PR

NALC shows ‘Solidarity Without Borders’

NALC Region 10 National Business Agent 
Javier Bernal participated in the AFL-CIO’s 
“Solidarity Without Borders” event on Oct. 
29 and 30.
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The opportunity for letter car-
riers to contribute through the 
world’s largest and most success-

ful workplace charitable giving drive, 
the Combined Federal Campaign, is 
almost up. The last day of Open Sea-
son for federal employees to register to 
participate is Jan. 12.

During Open Season, employees 
may make pledges to the eligible non-
profit organizations of their choosing. 
The CFC uses paycheck deductions to 
allow carriers to conveniently make 
regular charitable donations.

Carriers can choose which organiza-
tions to donate to from a list of more 
than 2,000 eligible charities. After 
those selections are made, carriers 
may then specify their desired dona-
tion amount for each organization; 
that amount will be automatically 
deducted from their paychecks every 
pay period and sent to the charities. 

If retired letter carriers choose to 
donate, they will follow the same steps 
but will have their selected amount 
deducted from their annuity payments.

Three charities on the CFC list have 
ties to NALC:

The Muscular Dystrophy Asso-
ciation (MDA) is NALC’s only official 
charity. It is the world’s leading non-
profit health organization sponsoring 
research, treatments and improved 
technological assistance for individu-
als with neuromuscular diseases. MDA 
research grants support about 150 
research projects worldwide, as well as 
camps and activities for children with 
neuromuscular diseases. For more 
information, go to mda.org. 

The Postal Employees’ Relief 
Fund (PERF) provides small relief 
grants to assist active and retired post-
al employees whose primary residence 
has been destroyed or left uninhabit-

able by a major natural disaster or 
house fire. The fund helps qualifying 
victims re-establish residence and 
replenish necessities in the aftermath 
of these disasters. The charity is run by 
the four postal employee unions and 
the three management organizations—
their members support PERF through 
voluntary donations. Information and 
applications for assistance from PERF 
can be found at postalrelief.com.

United Way Worldwide is the lead-
ership and support organization for 
the network of nearly 1,800 commu-
nity-based United Way organizations. 
The program spans 40 countries and 
territories, and focuses on using com-
munity-driven solutions to increase 
access to developmental cornerstones 
such as education, financial stability 
and health. For more information, go 
to unitedway.org.

The simplest way to sign up to  
contribute is through the CFC  
Online Donation System at opm.gov/
showsomelovecfc. PR

other crafts in grades equivalent to 
the former City Carrier Grade 1 no 
longer could be excessed into the let-
ter carrier craft under Article 12 of the 
National Agreement.

Both the American Postal Workers 
Union and the National Association of 
Mail Handers intervened in the case in 
support of the Postal Service’s position.

The award is not expected to have a 
major impact on the letter carrier craft. 
Evidence presented by NALC at the 
hearing showed that while 11,589 Level 
6 clerk positions were eliminated in 
the five-year period from 2014 to 2018, 
only 98 clerks were excessed into the 

Combined Federal Campaign ends Jan. 12
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 Beyond
  the call of duty
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Melissa Tilton had some help 
on her route one day last Au-
gust—Cincinnati, OH, resident 

Grace Flannery, a young woman with 
Down syndrome looking for a job in 
the mail field, cased the mail with her 
and went out with her to deliver it.

Tilton, a four-year carrier and Cin-
cinnati Branch 43 member, served as 
Flannery’s job coach that hot summer 
day. Though it was just one day in the 
life of a letter carrier to fulfill Flan-
nery’s keen interest in mail delivery, 
Tilton showed Flannery how to do ev-
ery task necessary to deliver the mail.

“She did every part, which is fan-
tastic,” Tilton said. “Her accuracy was 
fantastic and she had a great attitude. 
She was very careful, very thorough, 
and she did a great job,” Tilton said. 
“I loved her passion, and her people 
skills are really, really good.

“Some of the customers came out on 

their porch to get the mail from Grace,” 
Tilton said, and this gave Flannery 
a chance to greet patrons, a task she 
handled with aplomb.

Flannery also got a sample of the hot 
weather letter carriers often face. “She 
sweated right there with me,” Tilton 
said, “and she didn’t complain.”

The postmaster chose Tilton to help 
Flannery because she has a prosthetic 
right arm and could relate to Flannery’s 
challenges. After her arm was amputat-
ed due to side effects from medication 
for an infection, Tilton could no longer 
perform her job as a nurse. The Postal 
Service gave her a chance at a new 
career. Even with her right arm gone, 
Tilton made it through 18 months as a 
CCA to reach career status.

Tilton is thankful to the Postal 
Service for giving her the opportunity, 
and she hopes some of it rubbed off on 
Flannery.

Melissa Tilton (l) helped Grace Flannery be 
a letter carrier for a day.

Letter carriers deliver 
community service year-

 
etter carriers set an example for their commu-
nity every day by their hard work, dedication 
and compassion for their customers. Some-
times carriers take extra steps to show others 
what service to the community means. 

In this issue of The Postal Record, we 
bring you a few stories of carriers who go the extra 
mile for others. Some encourage people with difficult 
challenges to live life to the fullest. Some give blood 
to save lives. Some bring joy to their neighbors or 

patrons by helping them fix problems. Whatever they 
do, these carriers remind us that we can all find ways 
to bring happiness and fulfillment to our communities.

We know that for every story in this issue, there are 
many more, because NALC members and branches 
help those in their communities year-round in a variety 
of ways. If you have a story to share with us, please 
contact The Postal Record by phone at 202-662-2851, 
by email at postalrecord@nalc.org or by letter at 100 
Indiana Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20001.

L
On a route for a day

Beyond
the callof duty
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“I told her from the beginning, ‘Grace, 
you can see by looking at me that I’m 
not the same as everybody else in here, 
so  I’m going to carry mail differently 
from [the way] the mailman who comes 
to your house carries mail. But I’m able 
to, because the Post Office said, ‘Here’s 
someone who wants to work,’ ” Tilton 
said. “ ‘Go with it, and smile, and work 
hard—that’s all it takes.’ ”

For Flannery, who wore a postal 

uniform for the day, her time spent as 
a letter carrier was more than a wish 
fulfilled—she is working on developing 
job skills and finding a permanent oc-
cupation with the help of job coaching. 
Flannery’s goal is to work in a com-
pany mailroom.

“I want to do this again,” Flannery 
said after her day as a letter carrier. 
“I feel great, I feel proud and I feel 
confident.”

Brian Fronheiser has given the 
gift of life in the form of donated 
blood steadily for decades, and 

it has added up to more than 58 gallons. 
The retired member of Allentown, 

PA Branch 274 began donating blood 
in 1979 as an Army paratrooper serving 
in Alaska. When he left the Army and 
joined the Postal Service in 1982, Fron-
heiser continued the tradition.

“It just makes you feel good as a 
person,” he said. Donating blood is in 
Fronheiser’s blood, so to speak—his 
late father also gave blood frequently, 
and his brother has given even more 
than the carrier has. Fronheiser usu-
ally donates blood platelets instead of 
whole blood. Platelets are a compo-
nent of blood separate from red and 
white blood cells that can provide life-
saving treatment, especially for people 
with certain diseases such as leukemia 
or those undergoing chemotherapy. 
The primary function of platelets is 
to form blood clots, which stops the 
body from bleeding too much from an 
injury. When platelets are low, serious 
or life-threatening bleeding can occur.

Giving his blood 
58 gallons and countingBrian Fronheiser has been 

donating blood since 1979.
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Unlike whole blood, which requires 
months between donations, an individu-
al can safely donate platelets as soon as 
10 days after the last donation. Fron-
heiser takes a trip to the Miller-Keystone 
Blood Center in Bethlehem, PA, every 
two weeks to give. In platelet donation, 
blood is drawn from the donor into a 
machine that separates and extracts 
platelets and then returns blood cells to 
the donor’s bloodstream. This process 
makes giving platelets longer than draw-
ing whole blood—a platelet donation 
session takes about two hours.

Having survived cancer, Fronheiser 
understands the dire need for blood 
donation and what it means for recipi-
ents. He urged other letter carriers to 
take advantage of the Postal Service’s 

policy, outlined in the Employee and 
Labor Relations Manual (ELM), provid-
ing up to three days of administrative 
leave time for blood platelet donation 
for full-time employees.

“Hopefully, people will take advan-
tage of that,” he said.

“His generosity has saved count-
less lives in the community,” said 
Debra Nalbandian, donor recruitment 
manager for the Miller-Keystone Blood 
Center. “His donations directly impact 
the well-being of cancer patients, 
trauma victims, premature infants and 
burn victims,” she said.

Fronheiser said the donations don’t 
make him feel sick or sluggish. “It’s 
just the opposite,” he said. “You feel 
good for doing it for a good cause.”

Though he is a retired carrier, 
Sandy Lleo can still lift a few 
pounds, including Thanksgiv-

ing turkeys he distributed to people in 
need in his community.

Lleo, sergeant-at-arms of South 
Florida Branch 1071 and a Navy vet-
eran, hatched a plan in November to 
deliver Thanksgiving turkeys to those 
in need. He found a donor in the com-
munity, who provided 20 turkeys. Lleo 
split them between two Miami human 
service non-profit groups.

He took 10 turkeys to Camillus 
House, an agency that provides 
humanitarian services to homeless or 
poor people. Camillus House serves 
more than 12,000 men, women and 
children each year, helping with hous-
ing, food and other basic needs.

He delivered the other 10 turkeys to 
Lotus House Women’s Shelter, a non-
profit group providing housing, food and 

health care assistance to area women and 
children in need. “Their eyes actually 
watered, they were so amazed,” Lleo said.

Lleo helps Miami’s hungry eat in 
other ways. For several years, he and 
some fellow branch members also 
have volunteered as food preparers at 
an annual Christmas celebration for 
underprivileged children held by a lo-
cal picnic ground company, and he is a 
long-time NALC food drive volunteer.

“We receive all year long,” he said, “but 
this time of the year, we have to give.”

Two times ten turkeys

Sandy Leo drops off the turkeys at Camillus 
House (l) and Lotus House (r).
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We’ve all heard it before: “Nei-
ther snow nor rain nor heat 
nor gloom of night stays these 

couriers from the swift completion of 
their appointed rounds.” 

Those words have long been associ-
ated with the Postal Service, and letter 
carriers often go above and beyond 
on their routes for their customers, 
including Pocatello, ID Branch 927 
member Brett Hochhalter.

Whenever there is a surprise snow 
shower, chances are good you will find 
the 21-year letter carrier at a customer’s 
house, either at the beginning or end of 
the workday, grasping a snow shovel.

Hochhalter has had the same 50-block 
route, which covers about eight miles, 
for 18 years and has been doing the ex-
tracurricular shoveling for about the last 
15 of those. “Last year, I did three every 
day when it snows,” the carrier said.

If it has snowed overnight, “I do it 
on my way to work,” he says. “Every 
morning, I’ll do a couple [of paths]. 
I’ve always got a snow shovel in my 
truck.” Occasionally, a customer will 
leave a shovel on the porch.

If it snows during the day, Hochhal-
ter will shovel once the workday ends, 
after he’s gone home and switched 
out of his postal uniform. Last winter, 
a man who lived on his route came 
outside and told Hochhalter, “I never 
even knew that was you.” The carrier 
explained that was because he “would 
go home and change.”

He has said that he has had to 
deliver warnings about city code for 
failure to clear walks during inclem-
ent weather. He dislikes doing that, 
and never wants anyone on his route 
to receive a citation for something he 
feels he could easily help with. 

He regularly shovels the driveway of 
a 95-year-old widow on his route. “I’ve 

done hers forever,” the carrier said. 
“I’ll always do her house.” 

The woman’s son lives in California, 
so he tries to watch out for her. “I’d 
hate for the woman to fall,” he added. 
“She can’t do it herself.”

Other than hers, which driveways 
he shovels depends on whom he sees 
and on what people’s needs are. He will 
try to do any elderly customers’ drives, 
including a brother and sister who live 
together on his route, and those where 
the residents work later into the evening. 
Last winter he cleared the home of a 
single mother with three children. Hoch-
halter was so careful and discreet in his 
actions, though, that the carrier said, 
“I’m not sure she even knew I did it.”

His secret was out, though, when 
someone from the Idaho State Journal 
drove by last February while he was 
in action. That was “the only reason I 
got the accolade,” he said. The carrier 
didn’t really want to be the subject of a 
story, but finally agreed to speak with a 
reporter in the hopes he could inspire 
others.

He soon was approached at a local 
restaurant by a woman who had seen 
the story and wanted to help. “There’s 
a lot of people everywhere who do 
care,” said Hochhalter, who also spent 
a dozen years serving in the military—
two years in the Army and 10 years in 
the Air Force.

The carrier said that the results of 
his actions were widespread. “This 
helps everybody,” he said, including 
“people who are walking to class at 
[Idaho State University], the homeown-
er and then me delivering the mail.”

Hochhalter hopes to encourage 
younger people to do the same thing in 
their communities. He said that several 
carriers in his post office shovel on 
their own routes. 

Hot and cold 
Looking out for patrons 
in extreme weather

Christina Zahnter (l) with Lovie Weekly
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One thing Hochhalter says he defi-
nitely tries to avoid is commenting, “I 
hope we get a light year.” Whenever 
he says or thinks that, Pocatello has a 
tendency to get walloped by storms, he 
added with a laugh.

So why does he shovel snow, year 
after year? “Just to help people out,” 
he said. “I’ve never done it for atten-
tion. It’s not about me. It’s about other 
people who need help.”

From hot to cool
As we all know, letter carriers also 

deal quite frequently with the heat. 
Kansas City, KS Branch 499 member 

Christina Zahnter, a first-year carrier, 
recalled delivering on her route one 
morning last July during a triple-digit 
heat wave in the Midwest. She said 
that local TV stations had been urging 
people to “Check on your neighbors.”

That day, Zahnter went to deliver 
to a woman, Lovie Weekly, who is 
confined to a wheelchair. The cus-
tomer normally opens the door to get 
her mail from the carrier so she doesn’t 
have to go all the way to her mailbox. 

When the woman opened the door 
that day, “a bunch of heat came out,” 
Zahnter said.

She asked the woman if she had air 
conditioning, but the woman told her, 
“No, honey, that broke years ago.” 
Weekly hadn’t fixed it, and was trying 
to get by with some small fans.

Determined not to let her customer 
suffer, Zahnter told her she was going 
to work on the problem.

Despite not being on the non-perma-
nent hold-down route that long, the 
carrier has had the opportunity to get 
to know the community. Zahnter later 
told people at a local barber shop and 
a couple of the other neighbors, “We’ve 
got to get this lady an air conditioner.”

A neighbor named Rick Strunk, 
upon hearing of Weekly’s situation, 
told Zahnter: “She’ll have it before the 
night’s over with.”

Strunk called his church pastor, 
who, as luck would have it, had an un-
used window air unit sitting in storage 
and gladly donated it. Strunk brought 
the A.C. over to Weekly’s house and 
began to install it.

“As soon as I got off work that day, 
I went by,” Zahnter said. “They were 
plugging it in.”

The woman soon was crying out 
of gratitude. “It makes me feel over-
whelmed,” Weekly later told the local 
Fox News affiliate. “I’m thankful, very 
thankful.”

Why did Zahnter help her customer? 
Simple answer, she said: “Because it 
was hot outside.”

She added, “Wouldn’t everybody?” 
And the carrier’s assistance didn’t 

stop there. When Zahnter mentioned to 
the neighbors that Weekly did not have 
wheelchair access from her house, they 
collectively began to brainstorm how to 
build her a ramp as well.

When Weekly’s children come to 
take her to doctor’s appointments and 
other places, “they have to carry her 
down the stairs,” Zahnter said.

The carrier spearheaded an effort to 
get community organizations to donate 
money and materials, and Zahnter 
received permission from the local his-
torical society to build the ramp, since 
Weekly’s house was zoned as historical. 

 “My daughter’s in the ROTC program 
in high school. They’re going to build 
it,” Zahnter said, adding that they also 
have received a building permit from 
the county, which waived the fee. 

“We’re good to go—just waiting for 
a good day to start it,” the carrier said. 
She hopes that this will happen this 

Brett Hochhalter 
delivers mail to a 
patron on his route in 
Pocatello, ID.

The plans for the ramp 
to Weekly’s house
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winter, and says that she has received 
offers from fellow letter carriers to help 
build it.

Her customers have reacted positive-
ly to her efforts. “I’ve gotten hugs from 
them,” Zahnter said. “You get to meet 
the people. You do what you can.

“I care about the community and 
I live in the community,” she added. 
“They’ll look out for me if something 
happens to me out there. It goes both 
ways.”

Paying it forward
Both Zahnter and Hochhalter said 

that it’s easy to make a difference on 
your routes, and they had advice for 

carriers wanting to get started.
“Talk to people. Get to know your 

customers,” Hochhalter said. 
And if you see something that needs 
getting done, “just go out there and do 
it,” he added.

Zahnter concurred. “I’d encour-
age them to pay attention,” she said. 
“That’s all it takes. Kindness and com-
passion, paying it forward. Sometimes 
all they want is a hug.”

The carriers encouraged fellow NALC 
members to help in their communities 
in whatever way they’d like. “Everyone 
needs help at some point in their lives,” 
Hochhalter said. “If we can help others, 
there’s good in our lives.”

“You’re very calm, methodi-
cal, patient,” someone 
once told Greater East Bay, 

CA Branch 1111 member Bob Avila 
about his demeanor when he teaches 
people to play golf. Avila took it to 
heart, and now he uses his skills to 
introduce his favorite pastime to kids 
with special needs, free of charge.

“It’s very rewarding,” Avila said, “and 
I get to play golf while I’m teaching.” 

Avila started carrying the mail in 
1988 and took up golf a decade later 
(he now lives on a golf course). He 
discovered a gift for teaching, so he 
took up golf instruction, especially for 
young beginners. At group lessons and 
tournaments, he often ran into people 
with special-needs family members. 
Soon, word went around about his 
teaching demeanor and Avila became 
the go-to guy for teaching golf to chil-
dren with special needs. He has taught 
more than a dozen of these students, 
who range in age from 10 to 16.

What’s different about teaching golf 
to a youngster with special needs than 
to other students? “The enthusiasm 
of hitting a good shot, the excitement 
of being out with mom and dad, or a 
friend,” Avila said. Many have seen golf 
on TV or watched from the sidelines 
and enjoy the thrill of doing something 
they had thought was out of their reach.

“I always make it really fun for 
them,” the carrier added. “With my 
special-needs kids, it’s all about bond-
ing with their mom or dad or family 
member.”

Unlike some sports, golf allows 
everyone to go at their own pace, he 
said: “The game is self-satisfying— ev-
erybody has a different game, and you 
can take it wherever you want.” The 
experience goes beyond the students 
with special needs and extends to the 
whole family, he added. “If you get 
mom and dad and sister and brother 
out there, what a great outing that is,” 
Avila said. PR

Teaching golf and goodwill Retired letter carrier Bob Avila now 
teaches people to play golf.
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News

When was the last time you had 
your blood pressure checked? 
If it was more than two years 

ago, you might be in for a troubling 
surprise: you’re more likely to have 
high blood pressure now than you 
were before. That’s because in 2017, 
the American College of Cardiology, 
the American Heart Association and 
nine other groups updated their blood 
pressure guidelines, lowering the rates 
at which Americans are considered at 
risk for hypertension.

If you’ve ever had your blood pres-
sure checked, you know that you get 
two numbers, one over the other. The 
top number is your systolic blood 
pressure, which measures how much 
pressure your blood is exerting against 
your artery walls when the heart beats. 
The bottom number is your diastolic 
blood pressure, which measures how 
much pressure your blood is exerting 
against your artery walls when the 
heart is resting between beats.

The change, the first in 14 years, 
lowered the rate considered high 
blood pressure from 140 over 90 to 130 

over 80. According to The Washington 
Post, that means 46 percent of U.S. 
adults now are considered hyperten-
sive, up from 32 percent under the old 
guideline.

The chart below explains the levels 
of risk. High blood pressure is the 
second-leading cause of preventable 
death in the United States, after smok-
ing. Hypertension can lead to heart 
attacks, strokes, severe kidney disease 
and other problems that kill millions 
every year. Blood pressure is affected 
by genetics, age, diet, exercise, stress 
and other diseases such as diabetes. 
Men are more likely to have high blood 
pressure than women, and African 
Americans are more likely than whites. 
Even those who exercise regularly 
can be hypertensive. Many people are 
unaware that they have the condition 
because there are no symptoms.

Lifestyle changes and medication 
can help reduce your risk of complica-
tions from high blood pressure:

• Eat a well-balanced, low-salt
diet that emphasizes vegetables,

fruits and fat-free or low-fat 
products; includes whole 
grains, fish, poultry, beans, 
seeds, nuts and vegetable oils; 
and limits sweets, sugary bever-
ages and red meats.

• Limit alcohol.

• Enjoy regular physical activity.

• Manage stress.

• Maintain a healthy weight.

• Quit smoking.

• Take your medications properly.

A number of inexpensive medica-
tions are available to help treat high 
blood pressure. If you haven’t had your 
blood pressure checked in a few years, 
you should have it checked against the 
new guidelines and also consult your 
doctor.

The guidelines were changed in the 
hope that more Americans will adjust 
their behavior, especially younger 
adults. The lower score is expected to 
triple the number of men younger than 
45 considered hypertensive and double 
the number of women under 45 with 
high blood pressure.

As reported by the Post, Thomas 
Frieden, the former director of the 
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention who now runs a global 
health initiative that focuses on 
heart disease and stroke, said the 
“big news about this guideline is it 
should end forever any debate about 
whether people should be treated 
with medicines once they hit 140/90.” 
He said that until now there has been 
“a perspective that it’s not that big of 
a risk, but that’s just wrong.”

“The fact is, lower is better,”  
Frieden said. “Even what we consid-
ered mild hypertension before is a 
deadly disease.” PR

other crafts in grades equivalent to 
the former City Carrier Grade 1 no 
longer could be excessed into the let-
ter carrier craft under Article 12 of the 
National Agreement.

Both the American Postal Workers 
Union and the National Association of 
Mail Handers intervened in the case in 
support of the Postal Service’s position.

The award is not expected to have a 
major impact on the letter carrier craft. 
Evidence presented by NALC at the 
hearing showed that while 11,589 Level 
6 clerk positions were eliminated in 
the five-year period from 2014 to 2018, 
only 98 clerks were excessed into the 

Are you at risk for hypertension?



Editors of branch and state asso-
ciation newsletters and web-
sites are invited to enter NALC’s 

biennial competition for outstanding 
periodical publications.

A panel of publications experts will 
determine award winners in the vari-
ous categories, which are listed below.  
The decision of the judges is final. Win-
ners will be announced at a workshop 
held during the national convention in 
Honolulu, Aug. 17 to 21.

Entries must be received by April 1, 
at this address: Publications Compe-
tition, NALC, 100 Indiana Ave. NW, 
Washington, DC 20001-2144. 

All entries must have been created 
by NALC members; been published 
in branch or state association news-
letters, or been posted on a branch 
website or feed (for the Best Website 
award) between April 2018 and March 
2020 (inclusive); and must be sub-
mitted by current branch officers or 
editors. 

Please duplicate the labels on 
the following page and attach one 
to each copy of each entry. SUB-
MISSIONS THAT DO NOT COMPLY 
WITH THESE DIRECTIONS WILL BE 
DISQUALIFIED. Each entry must be 
clipped or photocopied from your 
publication and, if smaller than 8½ 
x 11 inches, taped onto a full-size 
sheet of paper. Entries will not be 
returned. Entries will be judged in 
the following categories:

Overall Excellence: This category 
recognizes publications that best serve 
the membership. Judges will consider 
content (appropriate and original arti-
cles, useful information, local angles), 
style (clear writing, effective headlines, 
good story placement) and overall ap-
pearance (readability, attractiveness, 
use of photos and art).

Judging will be based on three pub-
lication issues you choose to submit; 
please note that you must send two 
copies of each issue. Each copy must 
have a completed “Overall Excellence” 
label attached.

Publications will compete in the 
subcategories of 1) large branches 
and state associations and 2) small 
branches. Large branches are defined 
as having 500 or more members, but 
the judges may alter that threshold to 
create a balanced number of entries in 
both categories.

Best Editorial or Column: This 
category is for opinion pieces such as 
editorials or columns by union officers 
or editors. The judges will consider fac-
tors, including the author’s effective-
ness in putting forth his or her point of 
view and insight into the topic. Each 
branch or state may submit up to three 
editorials or columns. Send two copies 
of each entry.

Best News or Feature Story: This 
category is for reporting on topics 
important to letter carriers, or for profil-
ing branch or member activities; do 
not submit columns or other opinion 
pieces here. Judges will weigh choice of 
topic, factual reporting and clear writ-
ing. Each branch or state association 
may submit up to three news or feature 
articles. Send two copies of each entry.

Best Cartoon or Photo: Each branch 
may submit any combination of up to 
three cartoons, photos or illustrations 
created by members of that branch. 
Cartoons will be judged on relevance, 
technique and how well they convey 
their point. Photos and illustrations will 
be judged on interest, impact and qual-
ity. Send two copies of each entry. 

Promoting Unionism: The special 
award for the Promoting Unionism 
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News

Branch publication  
competition call for entries Editors:

Copy these labels or print additional copies from
nalc.org/news/precord/index.html and attach one
to each copy of each entry.

Name of author:

Name of publication:

Month and year of issue:

Branch no. or state name:

Located in city, state:

Name, title and phone number of person submitting:

2020 NALC Publication Contest Entry
BEST EDITORIAL or COLUMN

Name of creator:

Name of publication:

Month and year of issue:

Branch no. or state name:

Located in city, state:

Name, title and phone number of person submitting:

2020 NALC Publication Contest Entry
PROMOTING UNIONISM

Name of artist or photographer (must belong to your
branch):

Name of publication:

Month and year of issue:

Branch no. or state name:

Located in city, state:

Name, title and phone number of person submitting:

2020 NALC Publication Contest Entry
BEST CARTOON or PHOTO

Number of members in branch:

Branch no. or state name:

Located in city, state:

Name, title and phone number of person submitting:

2020 NALC Publication Contest Entry
OVERALL EXCELLENCE

Name of author:

Name of publication:

Month and year of issue:

Branch no. or state name:

Located in city, state:

Name, title and phone number of person submitting:

2020 NALC Publication Contest Entry BEST 
NEWS or FEATURE STORY

Checklist
for entries

Number of members in branch:

Branch no. or state name:

Located in city, state:

Name, title and phone number of person submitting:

2020 NALC Publication Contest Entry
BEST WEBSITE

✔ A publication may
submit a maximum of
three entries in any one
category.

✔ Submit two copies
of every entry. A copy
can be clipped from the
publication and taped to
a sheet of 8½ x 11"
paper, or it can be a
page from the publica-
tion (or a photocopy of
that page) with every-
thing but the entry
crossed out. 

✔ Attach a completed
label to each of the two
copies of every entry.
Please type or print
clearly.

For example, if a publication
decides to enter one editorial
and two columns in the
“Best Editorial or Column”
category, it must provide two
copies of the editorial and
two copies of each of the
two columns, and it must
affix a completed “Best
Editorial or Column” label
to each of these six items.
Entries that don’t comply
with these rules will be dis-
qualified.

✔ Submit by APRIL 1
to Publications Competi-
tion, NALC, 100 Indiana
Ave. NW, Washington, DC
20001-2144.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS JANUARY 2010 I POSTAL RECORD 21
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Editors:
Copy these labels or print additional copies from
nalc.org/news/precord/index.html and attach one
to each copy of each entry.

Name of author:

Name of publication:

Month and year of issue:

Branch no. or state name:

Located in city, state:

Name, title and phone number of person submitting:

2020 NALC Publication Contest Entry 
BEST EDITORIAL or COLUMN

Name of creator:

Name of publication:

Month and year of issue:

Branch no. or state name:

Located in city, state:

Name, title and phone number of person submitting:

2020 NALC Publication Contest Entry 
PROMOTING UNIONISM

Name of artist or photographer (must belong to your 
branch):

Name of publication:

Month and year of issue:

Branch no. or state name:

Located in city, state:

Name, title and phone number of person submitting:

2020 NALC Publication Contest Entry 
BEST CARTOON or PHOTO

Number of members in branch:

Branch no. or state name:

Located in city, state:

Name, title and phone number of person submitting:

2020 NALC Publication Contest Entry 
OVERALL EXCELLENCE

Name of author:

Name of publication:

Month and year of issue:

Branch no. or state name:

Located in city, state:

Name, title and phone number of person submitting:

2020 NALC Publication Contest Entry  BEST 
NEWS or FEATURE STORY

Checklist
for entries

Number of members in branch:

Branch no. or state name:

Located in city, state:

Name, title and phone number of person submitting:

2020 NALC Publication Contest Entry 
BEST WEBSITE

✔ A publication may
submit a maximum of
three entries in any one
category.

✔ Submit two copies
of every entry. A copy
can be clipped from the
publication and taped to
a sheet of 8½ x 11"
paper, or it can be a
page from the publica-
tion (or a photocopy of
that page) with every-
thing but the entry
crossed out. 

✔ Attach a completed
label to each of the two
copies of every entry.
Please type or print
clearly.

For example, if a publication
decides to enter one editorial
and two columns in the
“Best Editorial or Column”
category, it must provide two
copies of the editorial and
two copies of each of the
two columns, and it must
affix a completed “Best
Editorial or Column” label
to each of these six items.
Entries that don’t comply
with these rules will be dis-
qualified.

✔ Submit by APRIL 1
to Publications Competi-
tion, NALC, 100 Indiana
Ave. NW, Washington, DC
20001-2144.
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Checklist
for entries
4 Submit two copies of 
every entry in the print 
categories. A copy may be 
clipped from the publication 
and taped to a sheet of 8½ 
x 11 inch paper, or it may 
be a page from the publica-
tion (or a photocopy of that 
page) with everything but 
the entry crossed out. 

4 Attach a completed label
to each of the two copies of 
every entry. Please type or 
print clearly. For example: 
If a publication decides to 
enter one editorial and two 
columns in the “Best Edito-
rial or Column” category, 
it must provide two copies 
of the editorial and two 
copies of each of the two 
columns, and it must affix 
a completed “Best Editorial 
or Column” label to each of 
these six items. Entries that 
don’t comply with these 
rules will be disqualified.

4 Submissions must be 
received by APRIL 1 at 
the following address: 
Publications Competition, 
NALC, 100 Indiana Ave. NW, 
Washington, DC 20001-2144.

category includes, but is not limited to, 
articles or photo treatments that raise 
members’ awareness of and activism 
in the labor movement. The judges will 
look for attention-grabbing entries that 
promote pride in labor and involve carri-
ers more deeply in NALC. Each branch or 
state association may submit up to three 
entries. Send two copies of each entry. 

Best Website: This category recog-

nizes websites that best serve the mem-
bership. Judges will consider relevance 
of content, overall appearance and 
timeliness of information. Blogs, Face-
book pages and Twitter or Instagram 
feeds may be submitted as well. Please 
print out the web address of the site 
onto two 8½ x 11-inch pieces of paper 
and attach the “Best Website” label to 
each. Send two copies of the entry. PR
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Adam Momirov has been 
catching walleyes since he 
learned to walk. His father 

first took him fishing as a youngster on 
Berlin Lake near Alliance, OH, not far 
from his current home in Minerva, OH, 
in search of the elusive fish species.

“They’re kind of hard to catch, 
but they are really good eating fish,” 
Momirov, a member of Alliance Branch 
297 with five years of mail delivery un-
der his belt, said. “It stuck with me.”

The walleye is a long, thin freshwa-
ter fish with a white belly and a gold 
back crossed with black bands. It can 
grow as long as three feet and weigh 
more than 20 pounds. Their range 
stretches from the Arctic to the Great 
Lakes and areas further south. Walleye 
boat-fishing season lasts year-round, 
except when ice intrudes.

The dual characteristics of being 
delicious but also challenging to catch 
have made walleye a favorite sport 
fish, and Momirov kept fishing them. 
He now is a top walleye fisherman with 
several fishing tournament successes 
under his belt, including a few first-
place finishes.

Momirov competed in his first wall-
eye tournament when he was 20 years 
old. He’s 35 now, and competes in five 
to eight tournaments a year. That’s a 
lot of fish caught.

Walleye are plentiful but shy, so 
tournaments take a full day of search-
ing for and catching the fish. “Nor-
mally, they are eight-hour tournaments 
from start to finish,” Momirov said. 
On a large lake, the fish can range 
for miles, so travel time on a boat is a 
factor. “I’ve driven an hour one-way 
on a boat to get to a fishing spot,” he 
said, “so that cut our fishing time to 
six hours.”

The carrier’s fishing success has won 
him trophies, cash prizes and sponsor-
ships from fishing equipment com-
panies. He is the tournament director 
for Walleye Madness, an Ohio fishing 
group second in membership only to a 
group in Wisconsin. As a leader in the 
group, Momirov sets up tournaments, 
promotes the sport and teaches new 
generations how to fish, often at semi-
nars he gives at boat shows.

Walleye Madness typically hosts 
four tournaments a year, two on Lake 
Erie and two on smaller inland lakes. 
Each tournament involves between 30 
and 50 competing boats, each with a 
two-person team of anglers. The teams 
spend the day finding the fish and then 
catching the largest they can.

After eight hours on the water, each 
team submits its five largest catches to 
be weighed. The combined weight of 
those five is the team’s score. A sepa-

Adam Momirov
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rate award goes to the competitor with 
the largest single fish of the day. Mo-
mirov has won the “largest fish” award 
enough times that he has earned 
the nickname “Big Fish Adam.” The 
largest walleye Momirov has caught 
weighed a little more than 13 pounds, 
though he bagged that one ice-fishing 
rather than in a competition.

The carrier has participated in one 
national walleye tournament held on 
Lake Erie, in 2017. The annual national 
walleye tournament typically attracts 
up to 250 teams and is nationally 
televised. 

Momirov enjoys the challenge of 
finding walleye. “You really have to 
put some strategy into it,” he said. 
“Walleye are very finicky fish. They 
can be found in a foot of water one 
day and 50 feet the next day. They’re 
known as the fish of here today, gone 
tomorrow.”

Like other competitors, Momirov 
sometimes goes “pre-fishing” before a 
tournament to locate the best fishing 
areas.

“If a tournament is on Sunday, 
sometimes we’ll fish for a solid week 
straight, and try to locate where the 
largest fish are at on that body of 
water,” the carrier said. “They obvi-

ously are fish—they swim; they move; 
patterns change.”

At the end of a tournament, com-
petitors bring their catch to a scale on 
shore, where the fish are weighed to 
determine the winners. Most of the fish 
are either thrown back in the water or 
end up on a dinner table—and some-
times they inspire the next generation 
of anglers among the spectators.

“Most of the time we release them,” 
Momirov said, “Occasionally, we’ll find 
a family on the side of the shoreline 
that’s close to the weigh-in and ask 
them if they want the fish, and nine 
times out of 10, they say, ‘absolutely.’ 
I’ve seen so many times where a kid 
is just staring into the cooler at the 
biggest walleye he’s ever seen and that 
kid will remember that, and say, ‘Hey, 
dad or mom, I want to catch one like 
that.’ ”

Momirov attributes his fishing suc-
cess to experience. “It’s time on the 
water,” he said. “It’s never-ending, the 
learning experience.”

Catching a bounty of delicious fish—
a species that goes for $20 a pound in 
a grocery store—and the joy of sharing 
them with friends and family, make 
Momirov’s sport even more enjoyable 
to him.

“You’re always going to have din-
ner,” he said. Momirov has a freezer 
just for saving fish. “I save them up 
throughout the year and then I’ll have 
a fish fry and invite friends and family 
over. It’s kind of what it’s all about.” PR

The walleye, also called the yellow pike, is 
a freshwater fish native to most of Canada 
and to the Northern United States.

Momirov with some of his winning catches



Proud to Serve

Honoring heroic carriers

Proud to Serve is a semi-regular compilation 
of heroic stories about letter carriers in their 
communities. If you know about a hero in 
your branch, contact us as soon as possible at  
202-662-2489 or at postalrecord@nalc.org. We’ll 
follow up with you to obtain news clippings, 
photos or other information.
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Heroism, like the mail, comes in 
many packages—think of police 
officers or firefighters. But for 

some citizens in need of assistance, their 
heroes come in the form of concerned 
letter carriers.

Letter carriers are members of nearly 
every community in this nation and 
know when something is wrong. Spot-
ting fires and injuries, they often are the 
first to respond. The following stories 
document their heroism. For them, deliv-
ering for America is all in a day’s work. 

Quick action saves man 
from overdose

While making his usual deliveries in 
a shopping center on his route on Sept. 
10, 2019, South Suburban Merged, IL 
Branch 4016 member Chris Gustafson 
drove behind one of the stores and no-
ticed a couple sitting in their car in the 
parking lot. The 13-year carrier pulled 
up and made his delivery, but when he 
began to drive away, he saw that “the 
girl had run around to the other side of 
the car.” 

As Gustafson watched, the woman 
reached into the car and begin shak-
ing her boyfriend, who the carrier 
could tell was unresponsive. “He was 
just flopping around,” Gustafson 
said. He quickly realized that the man 
was seizing, and dove into action. 
“I yelled out of my window that she 
should call 911,” he said, and then he 
ran to the car. 

While the woman called, Gustafson 
took over the situation. “His lips were 
blue,” he said. “I shook him a little 
and his tongue was blue, too.” When 
the man did not respond, the carrier 
knew that he had to put into practice 
the skills he had learned in a CPR class 
more than 20 years before. “I’d never 
had to do CPR before,” Gustafson said, 
but he knew the man needed immedi-
ate medical assistance. He gave him “a 

couple of breaths” and had just started 
chest compressions when the para-
medics arrived and took over. 

Later, the police disclosed that the 
man had overdosed on heroin, but had 
survived his ordeal thanks to the car-
rier’s timely assistance. 

For Gustafson, it was more of a 
surreal experience than a heroic one: 
“One minute you’re just doing your 
job, and the next it’s literally life or 
death in the parking lot,” he said. 
“And then you go right back to deliver-
ing mail.” 

Carrier saves woman 
from vicious dog attack

Lorain, OH Branch 583 member 
Alex Uber was on his regular route on 
Nov. 6, 2019, when he heard screams 
coming from the backyard of one of his 
customers. 

He ran down the driveway to see 
what was wrong, and found a woman 
being attacked by her dog. “I could see 
the dog grabbing her by the shoul-
der…it was dragging her across the 
grass,” the four-year carrier later told 
Cleveland 19 News. “She was bleeding 
pretty bad.” 

He leapt over the fence into the 
backyard, where he sprayed his mace 
at the dog. When that didn’t work, he 
tried to pull the dog off of her shoulder. 
“I figured anything I could do would 
be more than just saying I walked past 
and didn’t do anything,” Uber said. 

By alternately yelling and using his 
mace spray, Uber finally managed to 
distract the dog long enough for the 
woman to pull herself free, and both 
the carrier and the woman managed 
to get out of the backyard. She had 27 
puncture wounds from the attack and 
was admitted to a hospital’s ICU, but 
fully recovered. 

A neighbor who witnessed the attack 
stated, “If it wasn’t for [Uber], I think the 

It was Sept. 26, 2019, and 
Chillicothe, OH Branch 452 

member and CCA Michael
Jordan was delivering mail
when he saw a tan sedan 
run through a stop sign. “He 
kind of came up on the curb, 
and when I looked over, [the 
driver] was hunched over in 
his car,” the two-year car-
rier said. The sedan narrowly
missed hitting Jordan, who 
had been walking right next to 
the curb. The car immediately
pulled over; the driver, an 
elderly man, slumped out of
his vehicle and called loudly
for help. Jordan was only a few 
feet away, and rushed over to 
assist him. “You could see he 
wasn’t doing well,” the carrier 
said. He asked the man if he 
was all right, and the driver 
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“I could see the dog 
grabbing her by the 
shoulder...it was drag-
ging her across the 
grass. She was bleeding 
pretty bad.” 

—Alex Uber 



outcome could have been a lot worse.” 
The carrier demurred. “I’m not a hero,” 
he said. “I did what anyone would do.” 
Uber is currently enlisted in the U.S. 
Marine Corps and is set to begin active 
duty in February.

Carrier risks flames to 
alert community about fire

“I was delivering across the street on 
the cul-de-sac when I saw flames shoot-
ing out of the window,” Santa Ana, CA 
Branch 737 member Jose Garcia Jr. re-
called about his route on Sept. 18, 2019. 

He had been in the middle of his 
deliveries when he noticed the fire, but 
once he saw the danger, he knew there 
was no time to lose. “That customer 
[in the burning house], she is always 
home,” the six-year carrier explained. 

He jumped out of his vehicle and 
sprinted across the street, where 
he began banging on the windows, 

desperately trying to 
alert the homeowner. 
While he attempted 
to do so, “the last 
window blew out, 
and suddenly the 
rooftop was on fire,” 
Garcia recalled. 

The house now was 
engulfed in flames, 
so the carrier moved 
to the neighboring 
homes—the houses 
were connected du-
plexes, and he knew 
that any residents 
next door would also be in danger from 
the fire. Eventually, the firefighters ar-
rived and took over the scene. 

As it turned out, neither the ho-
meowner or her neighbors were at 
home during the fire—in fact, the only 
injured person was Garcia himself. 
“Once the fire trucks arrived, I went 

to go call the post office and tell them 
what happened,“ he said. “And I 
just started feeling like my hand was 
burning.” 

He later found out he had sustained 
second-degree burns to his hand from 
knocking on the windows, but his 
heroic actions ensured that no one was 
left inside while the fire raged. PR
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Alex Uber was interviewed by his local news affiliate after he 
saved a woman from a dog attack.

It was Sept. 26, 2019, and
Chillicothe, OH Branch 452 

member and CCA Michael 
Jordan was delivering mail 
when he saw a tan sedan 
run through a stop sign. “He 
kind of came up on the curb, 
and when I looked over, [the 
driver] was hunched over in 
his car,” the two-year car-
rier said. The sedan narrowly 
missed hitting Jordan, who 
had been walking right next to 
the curb. The car immediately 
pulled over; the driver, an 
elderly man, slumped out of 
his vehicle and called loudly 
for help. Jordan was only a few 
feet away, and rushed over to 
assist him. “You could see he 
wasn’t doing well,” the carrier 
said. He asked the man if he 
was all right, and the driver 

requested an ambulance. The 
CCA called 911, and continued 
to wait with the man and talk 
to him until EMTs arrived. 
Jordan was most pleased that 
the story had a happy ending: 
“I heard he made a full recov-
ery,” the carrier said. 

On Saturday, Aug. 31, 2019,
Sarasota, FL Branch 2148 

member Joseph Loeser was 
delivering on his route when 
he saw one of his customers, 
Ray O’Brien, waiting by the 
bus stop. The carrier contin-
ued on his route, but when 
he passed the same area an 
hour later, O’Brien was still 
there. Given the temperature 
that day (“The heat index 
was around 110 degrees,” he 
recalled), and remembering 
the numerous talks about 

heat stress he had heard from 
USPS, Loeser had a strong 
feeling that something was 
wrong. He asked O’Brien if 
he was okay, but despite the 
man’s insistence that he was 
fine, the carrier decided to 
get him some water. When 
he returned, O’Brien was 
slumped over on the ground. 
The carrier immediately put all 
of his heat safety training to 
use. “I got him sitting up, and 
then I just tried to keep him 
cool—I shaded him and put 
a water bottle on his neck,” 
he said. Loeser also told local 
security guards to call 911. An 
ambulance came and took 
O’Brien to the hospital, where 
they diagnosed him with heat 
stroke. After he recovered, 
O’Brien thanked Loeser for 

helping him in his time of 
distress, but the one-year car-
rier was very modest about his 
role: “The real heroes are the 
EMTs,” he said.  PR
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Joseph Loeser

Help on the way



Playing the role of a mentor

Executive Vice 
President

Mentoring plays an impor-
tant role in the professional 
development of a letter car-

rier. Not just does it help develop 
the mentee, it also builds relation-
ships and fosters a better work en-
vironment. Most carriers, whether 
they realized it or not, had a mentor 
when they started. Typically it was a 
veteran carrier who showed you the 
ropes. Whether they gave us safety 
reminders or tips on how to perform 
the day-to-day functions of carrying, 
we’ve all benefited from our fellow 
carriers’ knowledge and willingness 
to help. Experienced letter carriers 
can take an active role in mentoring 
other carriers.

A mentor is generally an experi-
enced and trusted adviser. Not to be 

confused with an on-the-job instructor, a mentor is more 
focused on the long-term growth of the mentee. Mentors 
can teach, provide wisdom, advise and support. Although 
an on-the-job instructor isn’t necessarily a mentor, that 
doesn’t mean these instructors can’t be excellent mentors. 
What better way to establish a relationship with a new car-
rier than to provide immediate on-the-job training—and 
then maintain a relationship with the new carrier to fill the 
role of a mentor as the carrier progresses and continues to 
learn more about the job?

Although the overtime and unpredictable schedules for 
new employees hasn’t changed much in the last few de-
cades, the job has certainly changed and evolved due to 
an increased use of technology. Today’s letter carrier per-
forms a variety of tasks to improve customer service and 
meet expectations regarding tracking and transparency. 
New carriers have a lot to learn besides how to deliver the 
mail, which we all know is harder than just “following the 
mail.” Learning the technology, the procedures and pro-
tocols, and dealing with management are a lot to absorb 
all at once. Especially in the fast-paced, productivity-at-all-
costs mentality that is prevalent on most workroom floors. 
A mentoring relationship can provide new employees with 

a resource to ask questions, get feedback and begin their 
journey to become a professional letter carrier.

The mentoring relationship doesn’t end when the car-
rier is converted to career. Carriers need to learn how to 
maintain the route edit book, ensure that unsafe route con-
ditions are reported and communicate changes with the 
carrier technician, to name but a few requirements. Proper 
route maintenance allows other carriers to professionally 
and accurately deliver all the mail on the assignment and is 
vital to providing the best customer service possible. Many 
of these skills will need to be taught to new career employ-
ees. Even if they’ve learned it before, reminders and active 
practice can make it routine.

Besides the day-to-day tasks that revolve around get-
ting the mail delivered, you also can mentor by teaching 
new carriers about the union. This can include getting them 
involved with the annual food drive, telling them about leg-
islative issues or teaching them how the National Agree-
ment is organized so they can learn more about their rights 
and how to enforce them. Even simple things, like making 
sure they understand their Weingarten rights and learning 
to consult with the shop steward when there are possible 
violations to the agreement, can be invaluable for new 
members.

There are a lot of resources out there for letter carriers. A 
number of postal handbooks and manuals cover the many 
aspects of delivering and handling the mail. NALC has doz-
ens of active publications: one in particular, the Letter Car-
rier Resource Guide, condenses a plethora of useful infor-
mation for all carriers, but especially for new carriers. But 
these resources cannot and do not replace a mentor. These 
are just tools to be used in conjunction with a hands-on, 
personal relationship from a mentor that can help show 
them the big picture and focus on their priorities, whatever 
those may be at the time.

Consider whether you can be a mentor to any of your 
current or future coworkers, just as some experienced let-
ter carriers likely did for you. Pass on your knowledge and 
skills. If, instead, you are a potential mentee, try to take an 
active role in seeking out a mentor. To get the most from a 
mentor and become a professional carrier, you should try 
to learn from all of your coworkers and glean some of their 
wisdom. If you engage with other carriers, ask questions 
and listen, you’ll find that somebody is mentoring you, 
whether the other carrier realizes it or not. 

Brian 
Renfroe

“Whether they gave us safety remind-
ers or tips on how to perform the day-
to-day functions of carrying, we’ve 
all benefited from our fellow carriers’ 
knowledge and willingness to help.” 
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Some training opportunities in 2020



Playing the role of a mentor
a resource to ask questions, get feedback and begin their 
journey to become a professional letter carrier.

The mentoring relationship doesn’t end when the car-
rier is converted to career. Carriers need to learn how to 
maintain the route edit book, ensure that unsafe route con-
ditions are reported and communicate changes with the 
carrier technician, to name but a few requirements. Proper 
route maintenance allows other carriers to professionally 
and accurately deliver all the mail on the assignment and is 
vital to providing the best customer service possible. Many 
of these skills will need to be taught to new career employ-
ees. Even if they’ve learned it before, reminders and active 
practice can make it routine.

Besides the day-to-day tasks that revolve around get-
ting the mail delivered, you also can mentor by teaching 
new carriers about the union. This can include getting them 
involved with the annual food drive, telling them about leg-
islative issues or teaching them how the National Agree-
ment is organized so they can learn more about their rights 
and how to enforce them. Even simple things, like making 
sure they understand their Weingarten rights and learning 
to consult with the shop steward when there are possible 
violations to the agreement, can be invaluable for new 
members.

There are a lot of resources out there for letter carriers. A 
number of postal handbooks and manuals cover the many 
aspects of delivering and handling the mail. NALC has doz-
ens of active publications: one in particular, the Letter Car-
rier Resource Guide, condenses a plethora of useful infor-
mation for all carriers, but especially for new carriers. But 
these resources cannot and do not replace a mentor. These 
are just tools to be used in conjunction with a hands-on, 
personal relationship from a mentor that can help show 
them the big picture and focus on their priorities, whatever 
those may be at the time.

Consider whether you can be a mentor to any of your 
current or future coworkers, just as some experienced let-
ter carriers likely did for you. Pass on your knowledge and 
skills. If, instead, you are a potential mentee, try to take an 
active role in seeking out a mentor. To get the most from a 
mentor and become a professional carrier, you should try 
to learn from all of your coworkers and glean some of their 
wisdom. If you engage with other carriers, ask questions 
and listen, you’ll find that somebody is mentoring you, 
whether the other carrier realizes it or not. 
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Vice President

Many of you will assume new 
roles in your branch after 
the Installation of Officers 

ceremony takes place. As a result, 
some of you will take on a more ac-
tive role in processing grievances, 
and you, as well as many others who 
already do this work, may be inter-
ested in an opportunity to sharpen 
your skills. Here is an opportunity to 
do just that. 

Advanced Formal A and Beyond 
training program

We held two classes in 2019, and 
we have now held 10 classes since 
we started this program in 2016. Ac-
cording to the 781 participants that 
have attended, this training is a re-

ally good product. Every single participant that attended 
thus far said he or she would recommend it to others. 

At present, we plan to offer two classes this year. We are 
asking that you discuss this issue within your branch now 
and submit your applications by the end of March. We will 
send every branch in the country a letter and some applica-
tions, which will arrive in time to give you the opportunity 
to discuss this issue at your January or February meeting.    

The dates for the two scheduled Advanced Formal A and 
Beyond training sessions are Sept. 13 to 18 and Nov. 15 to 
20. These two training opportunities will be held at the Mar-
itime Institute in Linthicum Heights, MD, five minutes away
from Baltimore-Washington International (BWI) airport.

The total cost of food and lodging per room to attend an 
NALC Advanced Formal A and Beyond training session in 
2020 will be $1,219.15 (single occupancy) or, $1,816.80 
(double occupancy). This is for five nights at $243.83 (sin-
gle occupancy) or $363.36 (double occupancy) per day. 
This rate includes your room and tax for five nights, as well 
as all meals and refreshments during breaks each day. We 
will supply all the materials you will need. 

Over the years, we have made adjustments to this train-
ing program based on suggestions from participants and 
from our own observations. One such suggestion we imple-
mented was to offer an optional additional day of hands-
on computer training for those who need/want to take ad-
vantage of it. This option has drawn high praise from those 
participants who attended the extra day of training over 
the last few years. We will offer the extra day of hands-on 
computer training again this year as an available option.

The extra day of computer training will take place on Sat-
urday afternoon/evening and Sunday morning on the front 

end of each session. This is a good opportunity for those of 
you who want to learn more than you know now about us-
ing a computer. While it does incur the cost of an additional 
night’s stay ($243.83 for single occupancy or $363.36 for 
double occupancy) for your branch as referenced above, past 
participants report that it is well worth the additional cost.

Each Advanced Formal A and Beyond training session 
class has 80 participants, so we have a total of 160 spots 
open at present. Participants are selected from the appli-
cations we receive on a first-come, first-served basis. We 
already have received some applications, but there are 
plenty of spots open in each class if you are interested in 
attending. However, if you have an interest in attending, 
I would advise you to submit your application as soon as 
possible. 

Applications will be sent out with the letter to your 
branch. They are also available on the NALC website. Sim-
ply go to nalc.org and click the tab labeled “Workplace Is-
sues”; from there, a drop-down menu will allow you to se-
lect “Contract Administration Unit,” and you then can click 
the tab labeled “Advanced Formal A and Beyond training 
program.” On that page, you will be directed to information 
about the training, including two links to the application 
that provide the qualifications needed to attend. One is a 
fillable version and the other can be printed out and filled 
out by hand. Either way, please complete the application 
and mail it to me at: Lew Drass, C/O NALC, 100 Indiana Ave. 
NW, Washington, DC 20001-2144.

This training program is intense, rewarding and a great 
investment for your branch’s current and future efforts to 
provide the best possible representation for its letter car-
riers. If you are going to attend this class, you should plan 
to work hard all week, but you will get a lot out of it, too. I 
will be looking forward to seeing many of you in one of our 
Advanced Formal A and Beyond training sessions. 

Arbitration advocate training program

 We also will be offering two arbitration advocate train-
ing classes this year. The first class will be held from Jan. 
12 to 18. The participants for that class have already been 
selected.  However, we plan to offer a second class in the 
fall. I will report further on this when we have firm dates. 

One of the requirements you will need in order to be se-
lected for this training opportunity is to have some experi-
ence serving as a technical assistant (TA) in at least a few 
arbitration hearings. If you are interested in becoming an 
arbitration advocate, you should apply through your na-
tional business agent’s office. Once again, recommenda-
tions for participants will be submitted by the NBAs.

In closing, I want to wish all of you and your families a 
happy new year!

Some training opportunities in 2020

Lew 
Drass
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Unless your branch has no 
annual income or financial 
activity, you must file one of 

three types of financial reports with 
the Office of Labor-Management 
Standards (OLMS); the type of fi-
nancial report you send depends 
on the total annual receipts of the 
branch. The Labor-Management Re-
porting and Disclosure Act (LMRDA) 
requires that unions file the report 
within 90 days after the branch’s (or 
state association’s) fiscal year. Most 
branches’ fiscal years end Dec. 31, 
so most should be filing by March 
30 each year. Branch presidents 
and treasurers are responsible for 
ensuring that the required reports 
are filed timely and accurately. The 

LMRDA does not provide or permit any filing extensions, 
for any reason.  

The filing requirements are:

• Form LM-2—Lengthy report filed electronically by
branches with $250,000 or more in annual receipts.

• Form LM-3—Four-page report filed electronically by
branches with total annual receipts of at least $10,000
but less than $250,000. The Department of Labor (DOL)
instituted an electronic filing system, the Electronic
Forms System (EFS), which replaced the Adobe Acro-
bat and digital signature system. With a web-enabled
computer, treasurer may complete, sign (along with
the president) and electronically file the LM-3 without
purchasing a digital signature or downloading special
software. In addition, EFS performs all calculations for
the LM report and completes a form error check prior to
submission to the DOL.

• Form LM-4—Two-page report filed electronically by
branches with annual financial receipts of less than
$10,000.

The officers who are required to file annual financial re-
ports are responsible for maintaining records that will pro-
vide, in sufficient detail, the information and data neces-
sary to verify the accuracy and completeness of the report. 
The records must be kept for at least five years after the 
date the report is filed. Any record necessary to verify, ex-
plain or clarify the report must be retained, including, but 
not limited to, vouchers, worksheets, receipts and appli-
cable resolutions. 

Willfully failing to file a report or to keep required records 

can lead to criminal penalties—specifically a fine of up to 
$100,000, imprisonment for up to one year, or both. Know-
ingly making a false statement or representation of a mate-
rial fact or knowingly failing to disclose a material fact in a 
report or other required document, and/or willfully making 
a false entry in, or withholding, concealing or destroying 
documents required to be kept may result in the same pen-
alties listed above.

As a reminder, since 2005, the OLMS has required that la-
bor organizations submit Form LM-2 electronically. OLMS also 
permitted, but did not require, those who file Forms LM-3 and 
Form LM-4 to file electronic reports. Under a new rule, OLMS 
requires all filers to file electronically. This new rule was appli-
cable to fiscal years beginning on or after Jan. 1, 2017.

More information is available on the DOL website con-
cerning electronic filing, as well as information on register-
ing with EFS. Anyone who needs to prepare or sign an LM 
form in EFS will need a specific PIN for his or her union. The 
DOL advises that each union (i.e., each branch or state as-
sociation) should select one representative to register with 
EFS online and obtain a PIN for that union (branch or state 
association).

More information on filing the appropriate LM form for your 
branch or state association can be found at dol.gov/olms.

In addition to information on filing the LM report, the 
same link can be used to search for other important infor-
mation, including, but not limited to: 

• Conducting audits in small unions—A guide for trustees 
with a limited, focused review of financial records that
was developed for use by trustees from small unions.
The guide can be found at the above link by clicking on
“Union Resources” under “Compliance Assistance Re-
sources” and then clicking “Publications” under “Union 
Financial Integrity.” The link to a PDF of the guide is un-
der “Financial Safeguards.”

• Bonding requirements under the LMRDA—All branches
and state associations that have liquid assets and an-
nual receipts of $5,000 or more in value must be bonded.

• Bonding computation worksheet—Many NALC branches 
and some state associations either do not have a bond
and should, or are under-bonded. This worksheet will
assist the branch treasurer in assuring that any branch
officer who handles funds or who has access to funds
is bonded for at least the minimum amount required
by the Department of Labor. (Both the bonding require-
ments and the computation worksheet can be found by
following the same links listed above for the guide for
conducting audits.)

Reporting to the DOL:
Electronic filing requirements

Secretary-
Treasurer

Nicole 
Rhine
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Assistant  
Secretary-Treasurer

As chairperson of the Commit-
tee of Laws, it is my job to review 
submissions from branches for 

proposed changes to their bylaws. After 
reviewing, I make a recommendation—
based on precedent from long-standing 
presidential rulings—to the full commit-
tee on whether the proposed change is 
in conflict with the NALC National Con-
stitution. Also serving on the Committee 
of Laws are Director of Safety and Health 
Manuel L. Peralta Jr. and Director of Life 
Insurance James W. “Jim” Yates.

While reviewing submissions each 
year, it becomes apparent that there 
are recurring issues with branch bylaws. 
This month, I want to share with you 
some common problems the commit-
tee sees that pertain to branch officers.

•	 Required officers—Article 4, Sec-
tion 1 of the Constitution for the Government of Subordinate 
and Federal Branches (CGSFB) lists the required officers of a 
branch. They are president, vice president, recording secre-
tary, financial secretary, treasurer, sergeant-at-arms, a health 
benefits representative and a board of trustees (composed 
of either three or five members). The most common problem 
the committee encounters are branch bylaws that fail to pro-
vide for the election of one or more of the required officers.

•	 Consolidating offices—Article 4, Section 3 of the CGSFB al-
lows branches to consolidate the offices of the branch, with
the exception of the office of president. (However, branches
with fewer than 10 active members may consolidate the office 
of the president with other offices.) This is another problem
area the committee encounters, and it may be a contributing
factor to conflicts found with Article 4, Section 1 of the CGSFB
concerning the list of required officers in branch bylaws. 

While it is permissible for a branch to have fewer elected offi-
cers than are listed in Article 4, Section 1 of the CGSFB, the bylaws 
must guarantee that only elected officers may handle the duties 
assigned to the officers listed in the Constitution. Accordingly, 
the branch bylaws must explicitly consolidate each office that 
the branch wishes to forgo with one of the other elected branch 
offices. For example, let’s say a branch wishes to consolidate the 
offices of recording secretary and financial secretary. This is per-
missible under Article 4, Section 1 of the CGSFB. However, the 
branch’s wishes must be expressly stated in the bylaws. 

This could be accomplished in several ways: by simply list-
ing the office as recording secretary/financial secretary; by in-
cluding a sentence in the branch bylaws stating that the office 
of financial secretary will be consolidated with the office of re-
cording secretary; or by listing the duties of the financial secre-
tary (found under financial secretary in Article 6 of the CGSFB) 

under the duties of the recording secretary in the branch by-
laws. The bottom line is that long-standing presidential rulings 
have held that somewhere in the branch bylaws it should be 
clear that the offices were combined.

• List of offices—Every branch’s bylaws should contain a
list of the branch’s elected offices. There are a couple of
reasons for this requirement. First, it is important that the 
membership of the branch know readily what the branch
offices are. Secondly, the CGSFB states that a board of
trustees of either three or five members must be elected.
If the offices of the branch are not listed in the bylaws,
then it is unclear whether the branch’s board of trustees
is composed of three members or five members.

• Additional offices—Article 4, Section 1 of the CGSFB also
states that a branch may provide for additional elective
offices in its bylaws. If a branch wishes to have additional 
elective offices then, of course, those offices also should
be listed in the branch bylaws.

•	 Term of office—Article 4, Section 2 of the CGSFB provides
that all officers shall be elected for a term of one, two or
three years at the option of the branch. Often the committee 
encounters branch bylaws that fail to specify what the term
of office is for its officers. The branch may decide that the
term of office be either one, two or three years—but the by-
laws must specify what term of office the branch opted for.

Again, these are just a few of the common problems the Com-
mittee of Laws encounters when it comes to proposed language 
concerning branch offices. To assist branches that may be con-
sidering revising their bylaws, the committee recommends that 
branches refer to the CGSFB as a guide. The CGSFB begins on 
page 66 of the NALC Constitution. The NALC Constitution may 
be found on the NALC website. The link can be found under the 
“Union Administration” tab at the top of the homepage.

Paul
Barner

Changing bylaws about branch officers 
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Update: One-Year Delay Announced on 
California’s Anti-Harassment Training

As outlined in the November 
2019 edition of The Postal Record, 
California employers with five or 
more employees are required to 
provide sexual-harassment-preven-
tion training every two years to all 
employees, including one hour of 
training to non-supervisors and two 
hours of training to supervisors. The 
initial training deadline was Jan. 1, 
2020, but employers now have until 
Jan. 1, 2021, under SB 778, which 
Gov. Gavin Newsom recently signed 
into law. Starting Jan. 1, 2021, new 
employees must be trained within 
six months of their hire date, and 
newly promoted supervisors must 
be trained within six months of their 

promotion. The new law clarifies 
that supervisors and non-supervi-
sors trained in 2019 need not be 
retrained until 2021. If employees 
are not trained properly, an em-
ployer could be investigated by the 
California Department of Fair Em-
ployment and Housing (DFEH), and 
a court could order the employer to 
comply. Please note that, despite 
the extended training deadline for 
most employees, seasonal and 
temporary employees—including 
those hired to work for less than six 
months—must be trained within 30 
calendar days of hire or 100 hours 
worked, whichever occurs first, be-
ginning Jan. 1, 2020.



Winter is here again—and with 
shorter daylight hours and 
later start times, carriers are 

once again dealing with delivering 
mail in the dark. Delivering mail in the 
dark raises safety concerns for many 
letter carriers. Whether or not delivery 
can be accomplished safely depends 
on a variety of circumstances. The type 
of delivery (curbside, park-and-loop 
walking, cluster boxes), surroundings, 
adequate light sources and familiarity 
with the route are some of the factors 
that can affect safe delivery as the sun 
sets and darkness occurs.

Over the years, arbitrators have 
ruled that darkness in and of itself is 
not unsafe. However, darkness can 
contribute to an unsafe situation. 

While there is no blanket policy regarding delivery in the 
dark, Article 14 of the National Agreement states that man-
agement has the responsibility to provide safe working con-
ditions, and the union should cooperate and assist man-
agement to meet this responsibility. Keeping Article 14 in 
mind, the parties memorialized an agreement on this issue 
in a joint memorandum (M-00483), which states in part:

Normally, letter carriers deliver mail during daylight hours: 
however, we mutually agree that there is no contractual pro-
vision which would preclude management from assigning 
carriers to deliver mail in other than daylight hours. We also 
mutually agree that the existence of safety hazard in the of-
fice in question can only be determined by applying the fact 
circumstances to the provisions of Article XIV.

Keep in mind, there may be obstacles or unsafe condi-
tions that could become even more dangerous with dark-
ness. These conditions can be even more hazardous if you 
are assisting on a route with which you are unfamiliar. It 
is your responsibility to attempt delivery and assess the 
safety circumstances that may preclude delivery. Be aware, 
customers and drivers are not expecting letter carriers to be 
out in the dark and may not react appropriately.  

If you are on a walking route and an area is not well lit, 
you may not be able to transverse lawns safely while finger-
ing the mail. Section 133.2 of Handbook M-41, City Delivery 

Carriers Duties and Responsibilities speaks to the carrier’s 
obligation to safety:

Do not finger mail when driving, or when walking up or down 
steps or curbs, when crossing streets, or at any time it would 
create a safety hazard to the carriers or to the public.

In some places, letter carriers are using their cell phones 
or personal headlamps to assist with lighting deficiencies. 
Letter carriers should not be using their personal devices to 
assist them with mail delivery.

Carriers should always attempt to make delivery of all 
mail at every delivery point. If you are performing park-and-
loop delivery, you should approach each delivery point and 
determine whether lighting is sufficient to sort and deliver 
the mail. If you cannot make delivery, bypass the stop and 
continue to the next delivery point. Letter carriers should at-
tempt to deliver at each and every possible address on their 
route. At the end of the relay, collect any undeliverable mail 
that was not safe to deliver and rubber band it together for 
proper processing upon return to the office. 

If you are delivering curbside, you may have to turn on the 
dome light at each delivery point to sort the mail.  Remem-
ber, you may need to let your eyes adjust to the dark again 
before driving to the next box to do it safely.

While carriers should not curtail or eliminate any sched-
uled delivery, sometimes safety concerns will limit oppor-
tunities for safe delivery. In the event you attempt and are 
unsuccessful in safely accessing a delivery point, carriers 
should always report the situation to management and 
complete a PS Form 1571, Undelivered Mail Report. Enter 
the particular circumstances related to the curtailment of 
mail, sign the form, attach it to the mail, and give it to the 
supervisor or manager on duty. Under Article 41.3.g of the 
National Agreement, letter carriers are entitled to a dupli-
cate of the PS Form 1571 and should always request a copy.
Usage of the PS Form 1571 protects letter carriers from dis-
ciplinary and potentially legal action. Federal law prohibits 
improper delay of mail and, in some instances, letter car-
riers have received legal citations for failing to document 
curtailed mail. 

It is important to remember that NALC does not endorse the 
unnecessary curtailment of any mail. It is about each carrier’s 
safety and the protection of the mail in our charge. It is the re-
sponsibility of each carrier to measure safety and report to su-
pervisors any unsafe conditions encountered. Likewise, it is man-
agement’s responsibility to provide a safe working environment.

With the winter solstice behind us as we progress into spring, 
hopefully concerns about delivering in the dark will wane. As 
always when delivering mail, use caution, protect yourself and 
remember that your safety is always the first priority. 

New initiatives for City Delivery

Christopher  
Jackson

Director of  
City Delivery
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“While carriers should not curtail or 
eliminate any scheduled delivery, 
sometimes safety concerns will limit 
opportunities for safe delivery.”



Carriers Duties and Responsibilities speaks to the carrier’s 
obligation to safety:

Do not finger mail when driving, or when walking up or down 
steps or curbs, when crossing streets, or at any time it would 
create a safety hazard to the carriers or to the public.

In some places, letter carriers are using their cell phones 
or personal headlamps to assist with lighting deficiencies. 
Letter carriers should not be using their personal devices to 
assist them with mail delivery.

Carriers should always attempt to make delivery of all 
mail at every delivery point. If you are performing park-and-
loop delivery, you should approach each delivery point and 
determine whether lighting is sufficient to sort and deliver 
the mail. If you cannot make delivery, bypass the stop and 
continue to the next delivery point. Letter carriers should at-
tempt to deliver at each and every possible address on their 
route. At the end of the relay, collect any undeliverable mail 
that was not safe to deliver and rubber band it together for 
proper processing upon return to the office.

If you are delivering curbside, you may have to turn on the 
dome light at each delivery point to sort the mail.  Remem-
ber, you may need to let your eyes adjust to the dark again 
before driving to the next box to do it safely.

While carriers should not curtail or eliminate any sched-
uled delivery, sometimes safety concerns will limit oppor-
tunities for safe delivery. In the event you attempt and are 
unsuccessful in safely accessing a delivery point, carriers 
should always report the situation to management and 
complete a PS Form 1571, Undelivered Mail Report. Enter 
the particular circumstances related to the curtailment of 
mail, sign the form, attach it to the mail, and give it to the 
supervisor or manager on duty. Under Article 41.3.g of the 
National Agreement, letter carriers are entitled to a dupli-
cate of the PS Form 1571 and should always request a copy.
Usage of the PS Form 1571 protects letter carriers from dis-
ciplinary and potentially legal action. Federal law prohibits 
improper delay of mail and, in some instances, letter car-
riers have received legal citations for failing to document 
curtailed mail.

It is important to remember that NALC does not endorse the 
unnecessary curtailment of any mail. It is about each carrier’s 
safety and the protection of the mail in our charge. It is the re-
sponsibility of each carrier to measure safety and report to su-
pervisorsanyunsafe conditionsencountered. Likewise, it is man-
agement’s responsibility to provide a safe working environment.

With the winter solstice behind us as we progress into spring, 
hopefully concerns about delivering in the dark will wane. As 
always when delivering mail, use caution, protect yourself and 
remember that your safety is always the first priority.

January 2020

Director of 
Safety and Health

Over the last decade, we have 
experienced hundreds of ve-
hicle fires. In September of 

2019, NALC requested a breakout 
of the number of recent vehicle fires 
involving city letter carriers.

USPS’s response, released in Octo-
ber 2019, indicates that we have expe-
rienced 377 LLV Fires, 36 FFV fires and 
surprisingly, five ProMaster fires within 
the last five years. The ProMaster fires 
were all within the last two years.

Fire investigation—all city delivery 
vehicles

Separate from the above, in No-
vember 2019, NALC requested re-
ports prepared by an outside con-
tractor concerning the investigation 
of fires involving vehicles used in 

the city delivery craft.
In September 2019, LLV 3314535 was involved in a fire. 

The report determined that the point of origin for the fire 
was the dashboard area. Sadly, this vehicle was a loaner 
from the vehicle maintenance facility and should have 
been in tip-top shape if it was being serviced properly.

In the same month, LLV 0205495 also was involved in 
a fire. The report determined that the causation scenario 
included the ignition of escaping fuel and/or vapors out 
of the throttle body injection unit by an ignition source. In 
that investigation, the carrier reported having “...shut the 
truck off. Heard a pop noise come from the engine...didn’t 
think anything of it...delivered a parcel...tried to start it 
three times...smoke started to come from the dashboard...
saw flames coming from the engine...”

LLV problems continue

The number of city delivery vehicle fires listed above in-
cludes 77 LLV fires in Fiscal Year 2019. Despite all efforts by 
NALC to encourage every letter carrier to inspect his or her 
assigned vehicle every single day, we know that it is not hap-
pening. The National Agreement, through the M-41, provides 
time for each and every one of you to conduct a vehicle in-
spection every morning. The purpose is for you to pay close 
attention to the condition of your vehicle, checking for any 
leaks and reporting any conditions that you believe to be a 
hazard. Your opinion counts and what you report must be 
addressed. If it is not, please see your shop steward.

ProMaster recall

In August 2019, ProMaster 6420538 was involved in a 
fire. The fire investigation report suggested the probability 

that “adverse electrical activity involving the cooling fan or 
one of the conductors, relays, or resistors that connected 
to the cooling fan module” was involved. The conclusion 
determined that the “cooling fan cannot be eliminated” as 
contributory to the fire.

The report added that there were at least eight com-
plaints on the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-
tion (NHTSA) website about the vehicle, there was no recall 
listed at the time. 

In early December, Long Island Merged, NY Branch 6000 
President Walter Barton brought a possible Promaster recall 
to my attention, through his inquiry to the USPS in his area.

While researching the NHTSA website, we discovered the 
following information relating to ProMasters:

November 15, 2019 NHTSA CAMPAIGN NUMBER: 19V818000

Engine Cooling Fan May Seize and Cause Fire

An overheated fan motor increases the risk of a fire.

NHTSA Campaign Number: 19V818000

Manufacturer Chrysler (FCA US LLC)

Components ENGINE AND ENGINE COOLING, EQUIPMENT

Potential Number of Units Affected: 99,128

Summary

Chrysler (FCA US LLC) is recalling certain 2015-2018 Ram Pro-
Master vehicles equipped with 3.0L diesel or 3.6L gasoline 
engines and air conditioning (A/C). The engine cooling fan 
may seize which can cause the cooling fan motor to overheat.

Remedy

The remedy for this recall is still under development. Interim 
notices informing owners of the safety risk are scheduled to 
begin mailing on or before January 4, 2020. Owners will re-
ceive a second notice when the remedy becomes available. 
Owners may contact Chrysler customer service at 1-800-
853-1403. Chrysler’s number for this recall is VB2.

NALC has made an inquiry to USPS Headquarters. We
seek to know which of our ProMasters are affected by the 
recall, and what USPS plans to do about the hazard until 
the manufacturer establishes the remedy as referenced 
above.

Upon receipt of relevant information, it will be forwarded 
to your national business agents (NBA) for distribution to 
the branches.

Manuel L. 
Peralta Jr.

Vehicle fires, continued
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“We seek to know which of our ProMas-
ters are affected by the recall, and what 
USPS plans to do about the hazard...”



Retired letter carriers who re-
ceive a written notice from 
USPS claiming a debt is owed 

should visualize flashing red lights 
and imagine loud sirens signifying 
extreme danger. 

If a letter carrier receives such a 
notice and does nothing, the Postal 
Service may refer the claimed debt to 
the U.S. Treasury Department. Once 
a referral to Treasury is made, the 
amount allegedly owed can be in-
creased by hefty penalty and finance 
charges. The total amount owed can 
be deducted from a Civil Service Re-
tirement System (CSRS) or Federal 
Employees Retirement System (FERS) 
pension, from a Social Security ben-
efit, from a federal tax return, or from 
other federal benefits. Treasury may 

also sell the debt to a collection agency. All of this may hap-
pen even if the claimed debt is in error. Right or wrong, real 
or invented, correctly calculated or wildly inaccurate, post-re-
tirement debts that are referred to Treasury can result in addi-
tional penalties and enforcement actions, such as confisca-
tion. So, don’t let the debt collection get referred to Treasury. 
A retired letter carrier can stop a referral to Treasury by for-
mally disputing the debt collection notice through the griev-
ance procedure or by utilizing the internal appeal procedure.

Although retired employees generally lose access to the 
grievance process, a retiree who receives an invoice or no-
tice of debt from the Postal Service can initiate a grievance 
through the local branch of their former employing office 
initiated directly to Step B. The grievance must be received 
at Step B within 30 days from the date the retiree first 
learned, or may reasonably have been expected to have 
learned, of the Postal Service’s intent to collect the debt. 
The memorandum of understanding (Re: Debts of Retired 
Employees) that explains this process is found in the 2016 
National Agreement on page 214.

In accordance with Section 485 of the Employee and La-
bor Relations Manual (ELM), if the former employee timely 

initiates a grievance in accordance with the collective bar-
gaining agreement’s provisions, the Postal Service will stay 
the collection of the debt by administrative offset until after 
the disposition of the grievance. 

Additionally, the Postal Service’s internal appeal proce-
dure is available to retirees. It is a formal procedure involv-
ing both a first step known as “request for reconsideration,” 
and a second step known as a “petition for review.” Once 
a letter carrier properly invokes the appeal procedure, the 
law prohibits the Postal Service from further action toward 
collection, pending resolution of the appeal.

This appeal procedure can be used to obtain the docu-
mentation the Postal Service relies on to claim the debt; from 
these documents, the carrier can determine whether the Post-
al Service is correct that money is owed, and if so, whether 
the amount claimed is accurate. If the documentation shows 
that the debt exists but that the amount claimed is incorrect, 
an administrative law judge working within the appeal proce-
dures can correct the error. If the documentation shows that 
the debt is claimed in error, the administrative law judge can 
order the Postal Service to cease all collection efforts. If the 
documentation shows that the debt is owed, and the amount 
is correct, the administrative law judge can agree to a rea-
sonable repayment schedule. In all these situations, there is 
no referral to Treasury, and there are no penalties or interest 
charged.

Certainly, the debt could be valid, such as when a carrier 
used advanced annual leave and retired prior to earning 
it. This results in a negative annual leave balance at retire-
ment. But every retiree who receives a letter of demand 
should be able to understand why he or she owes money 
and have enough information to ensure the amount owed 
is properly calculated. 

If a retired letter carrier receives a debt-collection notice 
from the Postal Service and can’t verify the validity of the 
debt, he or she should immediately seek assistance from 
their branch. If the branch does not have expertise in post-
retirement debt collection appeals or needs assistance 
with the grievance procedure, it should contact the nation-
al business agent or the NALC Retirement Department. 

Don’t let post-retirement debt collection notices get re-
ferred to Treasury. To reiterate, a request for reconsidera-
tion must be submitted within 30 calendar days of receiv-
ing the notice, or a grievance must be must be received at 
Step B within 30 days from the date the retiree first learned 
or may reasonably been expected to have learned of the 
Postal Service’s intent to collect the debt. 

A previous article from the Retirement Department pub-
lished in the August 2014 edition of The Postal Record pro-
vides more detail of the specific technical guidance on ac-
cessing the internal appeal procedures.

Post-retirement debt collection

Dan 
Toth

Director of 
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“But every retiree who receives a 
letter of demand should be able to 
understand why they owe money 
and have enough information to 
ensure the amount owed is properly 
calculated.” 

January 2020

Information security
The security of our member-

ship’s personal information is a 
very high priority for all of us at

the MBA. We have all become aware 
of major corporations, banks, and 
even state and federal government
systems that have been attacked by
hackers. As a result of these attacks, 
the sensitive and personal informa-
tion of millions of Americans has
been compromised.

Cybersecurity is among the most
significant challenges for all busi-
ness organizations, including the 
MBA. As such, we have implement-
ed an information security program 
based on a model law drafted by the 
National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners (NAIC), as well as on 
our own operations. 

NAIC drafted this model law after almost two years of
extensive deliberations and input from state insurance 
regulators and representatives for consumers and the in-
surance industry. While NAIC drafted the model, it is up to 
each individual state whether to adopt the law as is, modi-
fied to fit their needs or not at all.

To date, eight states have adopted some form of the 
model law (South Carolina, Ohio, Michigan, Mississippi, 
Alabama, Delaware, Connecticut and New Hampshire). 
Legislation to enact a version of the model law has been in-
troduced in other states such as Nevada and Rhode Island.

Within MBA’s information security program, we moni-
tor and manage material risks, perform vendor and third-
party oversight, have third-party intrusion tests performed, 
and can report on any security incidents and breaches. A 
portion of the monitoring of our intrusion prevention ca-
pabilities is automated and reported by our software and 
hardware systems. We continually strive to protect our 
membership and to maximize the capabilities of our sys-
tem to stay ahead of attempts to compromise our data.

In addition to protecting our members’ information on 
our computer systems from cyber attacks, we also take nu-
merous steps to ensure that their information is secure, no 
matter the format.

When members call MBA or MBA calls members regard-
ing a policy, they will be asked several questions to de-
termine if they are the policy owner. They will be asked to 
verify their Social Security number, date of birth and ad-
dress. MBA will speak only to the policy owner regarding 
the details of a policy, unless we have received permission 
from the owner of the policy to speak to someone else.

Whenever a conversation regarding a policy takes place, 
whether initiated by MBA or the member, notes are taken. 

James W. 
“Jim” Yates
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documentation shows that the debt is owed, and the amount 
is correct, the administrative law judge can agree to a rea-
sonable repayment schedule. In all these situations, there is 
no referral to Treasury, and there are no penalties or interest 
charged.

Certainly, the debt could be valid, such as when a carrier 
used advanced annual leave and retired prior to earning 
it. This results in a negative annual leave balance at retire-
ment. But every retiree who receives a letter of demand 
should be able to understand why he or she owes money 
and have enough information to ensure the amount owed 
is properly calculated. 

If a retired letter carrier receives a debt-collection notice 
from the Postal Service and can’t verify the validity of the 
debt, he or she should immediately seek assistance from 
their branch. If the branch does not have expertise in post-
retirement debt collection appeals or needs assistance 
with the grievance procedure, it should contact the nation-
al business agent or the NALC Retirement Department. 

Don’t let post-retirement debt collection notices get re-
ferred to Treasury. To reiterate, a request for reconsidera-
tion must be submitted within 30 calendar days of receiv-
ing the notice, or a grievance must be must be received at 
Step B within 30 days from the date the retiree first learned 
or may reasonably been expected to have learned of the 
Postal Service’s intent to collect the debt. 

A previous article from the Retirement Department pub-
lished in the August 2014 edition of The Postal Record pro-
vides more detail of the specific technical guidance on ac-
cessing the internal appeal procedures.
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Director of  
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Information security
The security of our member-

ship’s personal information is a 
very high priority for all of us at 

the MBA. We have all become aware 
of major corporations, banks, and 
even state and federal government 
systems that have been attacked by 
hackers. As a result of these attacks, 
the sensitive and personal informa-
tion of millions of Americans has 
been compromised.

Cybersecurity is among the most 
significant challenges for all busi-
ness organizations, including the  
MBA. As such, we have implement-
ed an information security program 
based on a model law drafted by the
National Association of Insurance
Commissioners (NAIC), as well as on 
our own operations. 

NAIC drafted this model law after almost two years of 
extensive deliberations and input from state insurance 
regulators and representatives for consumers and the in-
surance industry. While NAIC drafted the model, it is up to 
each individual state whether to adopt the law as is, modi-
fied to fit their needs or not at all.

To date, eight states have adopted some form of the 
model law (South Carolina, Ohio, Michigan, Mississippi, 
Alabama, Delaware, Connecticut and New Hampshire). 
Legislation to enact a version of the model law has been in-
troduced in other states such as Nevada and Rhode Island.

Within MBA’s information security program, we moni-
tor and manage material risks, perform vendor and third-
party oversight, have third-party intrusion tests performed, 
and can report on any security incidents and breaches. A 
portion of the monitoring of our intrusion prevention ca-
pabilities is automated and reported by our software and 
hardware systems. We continually strive to protect our 
membership and to maximize the capabilities of our sys-
tem to stay ahead of attempts to compromise our data.

In addition to protecting our members’ information on 
our computer systems from cyber attacks, we also take nu-
merous steps to ensure that their information is secure, no 
matter the format.

When members call MBA or MBA calls members regard-
ing a policy, they will be asked several questions to de-
termine if they are the policy owner. They will be asked to 
verify their Social Security number, date of birth and ad-
dress. MBA will speak only to the policy owner regarding 
the details of a policy, unless we have received permission 
from the owner of the policy to speak to someone else.

Whenever a conversation regarding a policy takes place, 
whether initiated by MBA or the member, notes are taken. 

These notes then are added to the policy file in our data-
base for future reference. We also maintain hard copies of 
our members’ policy files. All hard copies of policy files and 
members’ information are housed in a secured area. 

Additionally, all policy documents are electronically im-
aged and stored in our database; thus, they always are  
available should the hard copies be destroyed in the event 
of a disaster. Furthermore, the database is encrypted and 
backed up off site. The database, and its backup, can be 
accessed only by MBA from our office or our disaster recov-
ery location if necessary. 

Any time there is a request to withdraw funds from or 
cancel an annuity policy, the policy owner’s signature is 
verified. This is taken a step further when a life insurance 
policy is canceled. In this case, the policy owner’s signa-
ture must either be notarized or the member’s signature 
must be verified by a branch officer.

MBA requires written and signed requests to add, or 
make changes to, a policy’s beneficiary or to change the 
member’s address of record. Any addition or changes to 
a beneficiary are processed immediately upon receipt at 
MBA to ensure that any benefit claims are paid to the prop-
er individual per the policy owner’s request.

MBA has policies in place to ensure that any communi-
cation via email that includes a member’s private informa-
tion is sent in an encrypted format. Additional policies are 
in place governing cell phone usage in the work area that 
contains our members’ sensitive information.

Protecting our members’ money is as important to us as 
protecting their private information. Statements are mailed 
to the policy owners to confirm cash values, dividend 
amounts and loan values. Policy owners should contact 
MBA immediately if they notice any discrepancies.

It is our goal to process all premium payments received in 
our office on the day received. Any payment that is not pro-
cessed on the day received is secured in our safe until the 
next business day. Once these checks and money orders 
are processed, they are secured for an additional 90 days.  
After 90 days, the checks and money orders are shredded. 
This process fully complies with banking regulations.

In addition to shredding any checks and money orders 
received at our office, MBA also shreds any discarded 
documents that contains our members’ information. These 
documents are kept under lock and key until shredding is 
completed by a shredding and records management com-
pany contracted by MBA. 

Members who receive monthly annuity payments are re-
quired to provide “proof of life” annually by having their 
signatures notarized on our proof-of-life letters. This en-
sures that our members are the individuals receiving the 
payments.

James W. 
“Jim” Yates



Director, Health 
Benefits

New benefits
and important reminders for 2020

New in 2020, the Real Appeal® 
Program through Optum™ 
is an online weight loss pro-

gram that offers group and one-on-
one personalized coaching through 
an online and mobile platform. The 
program focuses on weight loss 
through proper nutrition, exercise, 
sleep and stress management. 
Members will have access to a 
transformation coach and a suite of 
online tools to help track food and 
activity. Members also will receive a 
Success Kit to support their weight 
loss journey, including a food and a  
weight scale, resistance band, work-
out DVDs and more! 

Coaching sessions are sched-
uled online at the members’ con-

venience, and educational content is provided throughout 
the year. Coaches will be able to see the participants’ prog-
ress throughout the course of the program and will be able 
to offer personalized support. Real Appeal® encourages 
members to make small changes toward more significant 
long-term health results with sustained support through-
out the duration of the program.

 Members can enroll in the Real Appeal® Program online 
at nalchbp.org.

Telehealth visits (new for 2020)

Also new for 2020, we have added the convenience of 
telehealth virtual visits. Receive high-quality, affordable 
care for minor acute conditions, wherever you are. A virtual 
visit with a physician or nurse practitioner for things such 
as sinus problems, allergies, abrasions and minor wounds 
can save you time and money. If appropriate, prescriptions 
for medications can be ordered. All these services, for a 
$10 copayment per visit! Download the mobile app, visit 
nalchbptelehealth.org or call 888-541-7706 to access this 
service.

Other coverage reminder

As we start another year, I would like to take a few min-
utes to talk about keeping the Plan informed regarding 
Medicare and other coverage. If you have other coverage 
in addition to our Plan, have made changes to your other 

coverage or will be gaining other coverage in the upcoming 
months, you will need to let us know.   

You must tell us if you or a covered family member have 
Medicare coverage, and let us obtain information about 
services denied or paid under Medicare if we ask. You 
also must tell us if you or a covered family member have 
coverage under any other health plan (non-Medicare) or 
have automobile insurance that pays health care expenses 
without regard to fault. Another coverage could affect the 
primary/secondary status of this Plan and the other plan’s 
payment.  

Medicare 

All physicians and other providers are required by law to 
file claims directly to Medicare for members with Medicare 
Part B when Medicare is primary. This is true regardless of 
whether or not these providers accept Medicare. When you 
are enrolled in Medicare along with this Plan, you still need 
to follow the rules in the official brochure for us to cover 
your care. 

When we are the primary payor, we process the claim 
first. However, when Medicare is the primary payor, Medi-
care processes your claim first. In most cases, your claim 
will be coordinated automatically, and we then will provide 
secondary benefits for covered charges.  

If we believe that Medicare has incorrectly denied a ser-
vice or supply, we will ask the provider or facility to refile to 
Medicare.

Keep in mind, the decision to enroll in Medicare is yours; 
however, if you choose to enroll, you will need to apply for 
Medicare benefits three months before you turn age 65. It’s 
easy—just call the Social Security Administration to apply. 
If you do not apply for one or more parts of Medicare, you 
still can be covered under the Federal Employees Health 
Benefits (FEHB) Program.  

Other coverage (non-Medicare)

When you have other coverage, one plan normally pays 
its benefits in full as the primary payor and the other plan 
pays a reduced benefit as the secondary payor.  Like other 
insurers, we determine which coverage is primary, accord-
ing to the National Association of Insurance Commission-
ers’ guidelines.  

When we are primary, we will pay the benefits described 
in our official brochure.  

Please keep in mind, if we do not have the correct co-
ordination of benefits, an overpayment could occur. If we 
overpay you or a provider, we will make diligent efforts to 
recover benefit payments we made in error but in good 
faith. We may reduce subsequent benefit payments to off-
set overpayments.

Stephanie 
Stewart
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Article 12 of the National Agreement gives manage-
ment the right and responsibility to withhold full and 
part-time positions for employees who may be invol-

untarily reassigned due to the need to reduce employees in 
a craft or installation.  

Recently the Postal Service has begun notifying several
national business agent (NBA) offices of its intent to with-
hold letter carrier craft positions. These withholding notic-
es are due to management’s anticipated excessing of clerk
and maintenance craft employees.

Involuntary reassignments of this nature, referred to as
excessing events, can occur for a variety of reasons, such as
route adjustments; automation, as in the case of delivery
point sequencing (DPS) and flat sequencing system (FSS) 
implementation; facility closures and consolidations; and 
declining mail volumes. 

Excessing may occur from one craft to another within the 
same installation, from one installation to another within 
the same craft, or from one craft to another in a different
installation. Excessing also may occur from one section to 
another within the same installation if the local memoran-
dum of understanding (LMOU) identifies separate sections
for excessing purposes in accordance with Article 30.B.18.

When determining the need to excess employees, manage-
ment is required to minimize the impact on the employee be-
ing reassigned, as long as the needs of the service can be met.

Article 12.4.A states:

A primary principle in effecting reassignments will be that dis-
location and inconvenience to employees in the regular work
force shall be kept to a minimum, consistent with the needs of
the service.  Reassignments will be made in accordance with
this Section and the provisions of Section 5 below.

Article 12.5.B.2 states:

The Vice Presidents Area Operations shall give full consider-
ation to withholding sufficient full-time and part-time flex-
ible positions within the area for full-time and part-time flex-
ible employees who may be involuntarily reassigned. When 
positions are withheld, management will periodically review 
the continuing need for withholding such positions and dis-
cuss with the NBA the results of such review.

This provision does not give the Postal Service the right to ex-
cess an employee based solely on the impact of the reassign-
ment. Management must adhere to the jointly agreed-upon rules
when determining where to reassign the impacted employee.

Page 12-9 of the 2014 USPS-NALC Joint Contract Ad-
ministration Manual (JCAM) states:

This section is applicable to all excessing situations. It states
the general rule, repeated in Article 12.5.B.1, that disloca-
tion and inconvenience to employees in the regular work

“Receive high quality, affordable care 
for minor acute conditions, wherever 
you are.” 
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coverage or will be gaining other coverage in the upcoming 
months, you will need to let us know.   
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services denied or paid under Medicare if we ask. You 
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coverage under any other health plan (non-Medicare) or 
have automobile insurance that pays health care expenses 
without regard to fault. Another coverage could affect the 
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payment.  

Medicare 

All physicians and other providers are required by law to 
file claims directly to Medicare for members with Medicare 
Part B when Medicare is primary. This is true regardless of 
whether or not these providers accept Medicare. When you 
are enrolled in Medicare along with this Plan, you still need 
to follow the rules in the official brochure for us to cover 
your care. 

When we are the primary payor, we process the claim 
first. However, when Medicare is the primary payor, Medi-
care processes your claim first. In most cases, your claim 
will be coordinated automatically, and we then will provide 
secondary benefits for covered charges.  

If we believe that Medicare has incorrectly denied a ser-
vice or supply, we will ask the provider or facility to refile to 
Medicare.

Keep in mind, the decision to enroll in Medicare is yours; 
however, if you choose to enroll, you will need to apply for 
Medicare benefits three months before you turn age 65. It’s 
easy—just call the Social Security Administration to apply. 
If you do not apply for one or more parts of Medicare, you 
still can be covered under the Federal Employees Health 
Benefits (FEHB) Program.  

Other coverage (non-Medicare)

When you have other coverage, one plan normally pays 
its benefits in full as the primary payor and the other plan 
pays a reduced benefit as the secondary payor.  Like other 
insurers, we determine which coverage is primary, accord-
ing to the National Association of Insurance Commission-
ers’ guidelines.  

When we are primary, we will pay the benefits described 
in our official brochure.  

Please keep in mind, if we do not have the correct co-
ordination of benefits, an overpayment could occur. If we 
overpay you or a provider, we will make diligent efforts to 
recover benefit payments we made in error but in good 
faith. We may reduce subsequent benefit payments to off-
set overpayments.
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Article 12 of the National Agreement gives manage-
ment the right and responsibility to withhold full and 
part-time positions for employees who may be invol-

untarily reassigned due to the need to reduce employees in 
a craft or installation.  

Recently the Postal Service has begun notifying several 
national business agent (NBA) offices of its intent to with-
hold letter carrier craft positions. These withholding notic-
es are due to management’s anticipated excessing of clerk 
and maintenance craft employees.

Involuntary reassignments of this nature, referred to as 
excessing events, can occur for a variety of reasons, such as 
route adjustments; automation, as in the case of delivery 
point sequencing (DPS) and flat sequencing system (FSS) 
implementation; facility closures and consolidations; and 
declining mail volumes. 

Excessing may occur from one craft to another within the 
same installation, from one installation to another within 
the same craft, or from one craft to another in a different 
installation. Excessing also may occur from one section to 
another within the same installation if the local memoran-
dum of understanding (LMOU) identifies separate sections 
for excessing purposes in accordance with Article 30.B.18.

When determining the need to excess employees, manage-
ment is required to minimize the impact on the employee be-
ing reassigned, as long as the needs of the service can be met.   

Article 12.4.A states:

A primary principle in effecting reassignments will be that dis-
location and inconvenience to employees in the regular work 
force shall be kept to a minimum, consistent with the needs of 
the service.  Reassignments will be made in accordance with 
this Section and the provisions of Section 5 below.

Article 12.5.B.2 states:

The Vice Presidents Area Operations shall give full consider-
ation to withholding sufficient full-time and part-time flex-
ible positions within the area for full-time and part-time flex-
ible employees who may be involuntarily reassigned. When 
positions are withheld, management will periodically review 
the continuing need for withholding such positions and dis-
cuss with the NBA the results of such review.

This provision does not give the Postal Service the right to ex-
cess an employee based solely on the impact of the reassign-
ment. Management must adhere to the jointly agreed-upon rules 
when determining where to reassign the impacted employee.

Page 12-9 of the 2014 USPS-NALC Joint Contract Ad-
ministration Manual (JCAM) states:

This section is applicable to all excessing situations. It states 
the general rule, repeated in Article 12.5.B.1, that disloca-
tion and inconvenience to employees in the regular work 

force must be kept to a minimum. To accomplish this Article 
12.5.C identifies the different circumstances under which ex-
cessing may occur and the correct procedures in each.

When an LMOU identifies sections for reassignments to the same 
craft within an installation as authorized by Article 30.B.18, the 
special rules provided for in Article 12.5.C.4.b apply.

When management needs to reduce the number of employees 
in an installation other than by attrition, the following applies:

• Management must seek to excess employees to another
craft in the same installation under the provisions of Article
12.5.C.5.a(4).

• Then, management must seek to excess employees to the
same craft in another installation under the provisions of
Article 12.5.C.5.b(1).

• Finally, management may then seek to excess employees 
to another craft in another installation under the provisions
of Article 12.5.C.5.b(2).

For example, it is a violation for management to excess 
a clerk to the carrier craft in another installation under the 
provisions of Article 12.5.C.5.b(2) when it could instead 
have excessed the clerk to a clerk craft position in another 
installation under the provisions of Article 12.5.C.5.b(1).

The Postal Service does not have the right to withhold as-
signments indefinitely when it determines the need to excess 
employees from the craft or installation. National Arbitrator 
Howard Gamser addressed the length of time the Postal Ser-
vice may withhold positions in anticipation of an excessing 
event in NC-C-16340, Dec. 7, 1979 (C-05904). He concluded 
that a “rule of reason based on the facts and circumstances” 
must be applied to determine whether the length of the with-
holding was proper.

Under the provisions of Article 12.5.B.2, management 
may not withhold more positions than the anticipated 
number of employees who will be excessed.    

Page 12-14 of JCAM states:

Management may not withhold more positions than are 
reasonably necessary to accommodate any planned excess-
ing. Article 12.5.B.2 only authorizes management to with-
hold “sufficient ... positions within the area for full-time and 
part-time flexible employees who may be involuntarily reas-
signed.”

Once management has withheld a sufficient number 
of positions to accommodate the employees being ex-
cessed, no additional positions may be withheld.  

The Postal Service is required to evaluate the attrition 
rate of the losing craft in the installation when determining 
the number of positions to withhold.  

(continued on next page)
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Contract Talk 
by the Contract Administration Unit

Withholding and excessing (continued)
Management must reduce the number of withheld posi-

tions if the projected attrition rate will lessen the need to 
excess employees.  

Page 12-14 of JCAM explains management’s respon-
sibilities:

Withholding positions for excessing is only justified when 
positions in the losing craft or installation must be reduced 
faster than can be accomplished through normal attrition. 
Projections of anticipated attrition must take into account 
not only local historical attrition data, but also the age 
composition of the employees. Installations with a high 
percentage of employees approaching retirement age can 
reasonably anticipate higher attrition than installations with 
younger employees. Thus, accurate projections require an 
examination of the local fact circumstances rather than the 
mere application of a national average attrition rate.

Management may not withhold carrier technician posi-
tions in order to excess employees from other crafts unless 
the employee has prior service in the letter carrier craft.  

JCAM, page 12-14, states:

Management may not withhold Carrier Technician positions 
in anticipation of excessing employees from another craft. 
Article 12.5.B.9, 12.5.C.5.a(4) and 12.5.C.5.b(2) require 
that when employees are excessed into another craft, they 
must meet the minimum qualifications for the position. The 
minimum qualification standards for Carrier Technician po-
sitions include one year of experience as a city carrier (See 
Qualification Standards for Carrier Technician—Q7- 02: Oc-
cupation Code: 2310-2010). Clerks cannot meet the mini-
mum experience requirements for Carrier Technician posi-
tions except when former letter carriers will be excessed 
back into the letter carrier craft.

Management may not withhold higher-level positions in 
order to excess employees from a lower level.

JCAM, page 12-15, states:

Management may not withhold letter carrier positions in 
anticipation of excessing employees from lower level posi-
tions. The provisions of Article 12.5.C.5.a(4) & 12.5.C.5.b(2) 
specifically require that when excess employees are ex-
cessed to other crafts it must be to positions in the same 
or lower level.

For the purposes of applying this provision, letter carrier craft 
assignments are equivalent to level 6 assignments in the bar-
gaining unit crafts represented by the American Postal Workers 
Union and the National Postal Mail Handlers Union. This means 
that management may withhold letter carrier positions only to 
excess employees in level 6 or higher assignments.

The Postal Service is barred from excessing part-time or non-
traditional full-time (NTFT) employees from other crafts into 
full-time letter carrier craft positions. This prohibition prevents 
management from withholding full-time positions in anticipa-

tion of excessing part-time and/or NTFT employees from other 
crafts. National Arbitrator Dennis Nolan ruled in Q06N-4Q-
C12114440, Feb. 16, 2014 (C-31171) the following:

The Postal Service may not reassign into a full-time carrier 
position any clerk craft employee who does not meet the 
definition of full-time employee specified in the Postal Ser-
vice’s Agreement with NALC.

The Postal Service at the area level is required to meet 
periodically with the NBA office to discuss the positions be-
ing withheld in the letter carrier craft.

JCAM, page 12-15, states:

Effective with the change in the 2001 National Agreement, 
area management will periodically review the continuing 
need for withholding positions and discuss the results of 
such review with the National Business Agents. The issues 
that should be discussed include, but are not limited to:

• The excessing that has occurred and the projected future
need for excessing,

• The currently effective withholding notices,

• The continuing need for withholding,

• The vacancies currently being withheld in the letter carrier craft.

Full-time Opportunities
Currently, full-time positions in the letter carrier craft are 

filled in accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding 
Re: Full-time Opportunities–City Letter Carrier Craft, found on 
pages 159-162 of the 2016-2019 National Agreement. This 
MOU requires that management fill full-time opportunities 
through assignment of an unassigned full-time regular letter 
carrier, promotion of a part-time flexible (PTF) in the installa-
tion to full-time, acceptance of a voluntary reassignment, or 
conversion of a city carrier assistant (CCA) to full-time regu-
lar career status. An exception to these requirements occurs 
when the opportunity is subject to a proper withholding no-
tice pursuant to Article 12. In this case, management must 
hold the opportunity until the withholding is lifted under the 
circumstances described above. 

Branches should contact their NBA to determine if a 
grievance should be filed when they are notified that an 
assignment is being withheld due to an excessing event. 
NALC has created grievance starters to assist local branch-
es in filing grievances challenging the Postal Service’s right 
to withhold letter carrier positions. Local NALC representa-
tives can contact their NBA office to obtain copies of these 
grievance starters and any other information the NBA may 
have received regarding the withholding event.

Local NALC representatives and members wanting more 
information regarding withholding and excessing should 
review A Guide for Understanding Excessing Rules, which is 
available on the NALC website at nalc.org/workplace-issues/
city-delivery/body/Excessing-Book.pdf.
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MDA Report

I can’t say this enough: “Thank you, 
thank you! Thank you, brothers and 
sisters, for all your hard work!”
Well, 2019 is over and 2020 is 

here. Many branches have either 
completed or at least started working 
on their budgeting process for 2020. 
A budget is simply a strategic plan for 
the way you will spend your money 
over the next year. 

My article this month is tailored 
toward asking branch members to 
use the same type of planning that 
they do for their branch budget, but 
applying that structure to community 

service. Specifically, how are we going to be successful in 
raising money for our national charity, the Muscular Dystro-
phy Association (MDA)?

So, what are the steps in a strategic plan? What factors 
do branch leaders need to pay attention to while planning 
for the coming year(s)? A good planning process answers 
the following questions: 

• How do we know where we are going?

• How do we evaluate our progress?

• How do we know if we succeed?

Of course, the beginning point is to have branch officers
get together with the branch MDA coordinator and commit-
tee members who are responsible for MDA in your branch.

The planning process starts with reviewing the purpose 
of NALC involvement with community service in the first 
place. The next step is to determine branch goals for the 
next year. Has your branch set goals for MDA fundraising? 
Goals for strategic planning should be smart and not outra-
geous. You do not want to discourage your MDA coordina-
tor, committee or branch members.

That is, your goals should be specific, achievable and rel-
evant—and you must have a timetable. The strategies you 
develop will be based on the needs, information and goals 
identified by the group. Choose the strategies that will:

• Accomplish the objective.

• Be handled by your committee in a reasonable amount
of time.

• Involve most of the people on your committee, plus
other members and activists.

• Contribute to achieving your overall goal and purpose.

The next step is to figure out what the branch wants to do to
raise money. Here is a list of easy ways to raise money for MDA: 

• Casual days
• Raffles

• Car washes
• Yard sale

• Satchel drive
• Local credit union part-

nerships
• Bowling tournaments
•	 Pool and dart tournaments
• Comedy/karaoke nights
• Charity golf tournaments
• Corn hole and bean bag

tournaments
• Bake sale

• Bingo night
• Branch member donation

drives
•	 Pancake breakfasts or spa-

ghetti dinners
• Muscle walks
•	 Texas hold’em tournaments 

(follow state laws)
• 5K Tough Mudder
• Trivia tournaments
•	 Text DeliverTheCure to 41444 

Once you have figured that out, you want to develop an
action plan. An action plan is a written outline that pulls 
all the pieces of your planning together. It includes spe-
cific tasks, times and assignments to each person about 
what needs to happen and when. The committee should 
periodically check the progress related to the tasks. The 
committee should ask themselves the following ques-
tions:

• Are we on schedule?

• Are our plans still feasible?

• Did we leave anything out?

• Have things come up that we did not anticipate?

• How did we handle them?

• Does new information suggest that changes in strategy
are needed?

Finally, review your objectives and strategy with the
aim of adjusting and improving if necessary. Depending 
on what the evaluation shows, celebrate your branch’s 
accomplishments, make corrections and keep moving for-
ward toward the goal. Then, next year about this time, re-
peat the whole process over again. If we can keep moving 
our strategic plan along, we will help get MDA ever closer 
to finding a cure, and we will provide the help and hope 
that the MDA families need. 

We have been successful in raising money for MDA in 
past years because of branch leadership and coordina-
tors. I can tell you that the MDA sings your praises at ev-
ery opportunity. They are grateful for you, my sisters and 
brothers. 

Again, I want to thank all those who have worked so hard 
to raise money for MDA. Let me end with this: “Remember, 
you never know when it might be you or someone you love 
who may need help.” 

Note: All MDA fundraising is reported on a calendar ba-
sis, i.e., January to December. If you have not already pro-
vided NALC Headquarters with the total amount of funds 
raised by your branch in 2019, please do so immediately.

MDA end-of-year wrap-up

Christina Vela Davidson
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As stated before, nearly one in four 
NALC members have served in 
the armed forces. These veterans 

traded their military uniforms for letter 
carrier uniforms, continuing their ser-
vice to their nation and their communi-
ties. Due to the vast number of requests, 
submissions and corrections, I want 
to thank all those veterans who have 
signed up for the NALC Veterans Group.

The new resource guide is being 
completed, and, once completed, 
the guide will be available for all 
veterans in the Veterans Group. This 

guide will be full of valuable information for active and re-
tired carriers with past military service and those currently 
serving in a reserve component of the U.S. Armed Forces or 
the National Guard.  

Just another reminder that next August, the Veterans 

Group will once again sponsor a special service project for 
NALC members who are veterans to serve the local commu-
nity at the national convention in Honolulu. Veterans Group 
members also may purchase exclusive merchandise from 
the NALC store. All products are union-made in the U.S. To 
buy these products, go to nalc.org/store to download an 
order form, or call 202-393-4695 to order by phone.

Again, membership is free and open to any NALC mem-
ber with past or current military service. To join the NALC 
Veterans Group, fill out the form and mail it to: NALC Vet-
erans Group, National Association of Letter Carriers, 100 
Indiana Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20001-2144.

The form—along with useful information and news of in-
terest to veterans— also is available on our website at nalc.
org/veterans.

The following pages list new members of the NALC Vet-
erans Group from of Oct. 14 to Dec. 11. They are listed by 
state and branch number. Anyone who joins after that date 
will be listed in The Postal Record in November. 

Updated Veterans List 

Assistant to the President 
for Community Services 
Christina Vela Davidson

Staff Reports

Neal A. Perdue, Decatur, AL Br. 1314
Tim E. Love, Fort Payne, AL Br. 3359
William A. Cook, Anchorage, AK Br. 4319
Ann M. Holbrook, Anchorage, AK Br. 4319
Troy M. Carolan, Phoenix, AZ Br. 576
Michael Griner, Tucson, AZ Br. 704
Jennifer Lavelle, Tucson, AZ Br. 704
Charles T. McDonald Jr., Tucson, AZ Br. 704
Jerome A. Nathanson, Tucson, AZ Br. 704
Sergio A. Ojedavalles, Tucson, AZ Br. 704
Belinda L. Scott, Tucson, AZ Br. 704
Ronald L. Cloud, Little Rock, AR Br. 35
Anthony C. Martin, Fort Smith, AR Br. 399
Theodore R. Wampach, Fort Smith, AR Br. 399
Michael Horton, Jonesboro, AR Br. 1131
Johnny Egas, Los Angeles, CA Br. 24
Karl O. Fretlon, Los Angeles, CA Br. 24
Donald R. Boatright, Sacramento, CA Br. 133
Stephen F. Vonbima, Sacramento, CA Br. 133
Aaron M. Malek, Santa Rosa, CA Br. 183
Steven C. Mazman, San Jose, CA Br. 193
Jesus M. Garcia, Stockton, CA Br. 213
Richard R. Gardner Jr., Stockton, CA Br. 213
Michael A. Gosciniak, Stockton, CA Br. 213
Michael A. Guerrero, Stockton, CA Br. 213
Michael L. Hutchings, Stockton, CA Br. 213
Anthony P. Talamantes, Stockton, CA Br. 213
Alex M. Trinidad, Stockton, CA Br. 213
Pedro Brache Jr., San Bernardino, CA Br. 411
Rigoberto Bugarin, San Bernardino, CA Br. 411
Ernest J. Medina, San Bernardino, CA Br. 411
William H. Perry, San Bernardino, CA Br. 411
Michael E. Beaudette, Garden Grove, CA Br. 1100
Emmanuel Carreon, Garden Grove, CA Br. 1100
Jose L. Cortez, Garden Grove, CA Br. 1100
John F. Lalonde, Garden Grove, CA Br. 1100
Richard P. Spindler, Garden Grove, CA Br. 1100
Lancelot A. Thomas, Garden Grove, CA Br. 1100
Richard A. Grimes, Greater East Bay, CA Br. 1111
Neil W. Davis, Modesto, CA Br. 1291

Samuel U. Cabarloc, Santa Clara, CA Br. 1427
Casey J. McGeorge, Pasadena, CA Br. 2200
Anthony R. Cicero, San Fernando, CA Br. 2902
Elizabeth C. Lepak, Palm Springs, CA Br. 4149
Gary J. Salmansohn, Lancaster, CA Br. 4430
Janice T. Dennis, Denver, CO Br. 47
Wayne L. Parrington, Denver, CO Br. 47
Tori L. Simmons, Denver, CO Br. 47
Todd C. Akers, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Steven R. Bedia, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Tristan Betha, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Michael B. Champagne, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
David D. Claypool, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Honorene S. Davis, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Anthony S. Duenas, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Louisa Ferraro, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Raymond Gutierrez, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Byron E. Harris, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Robert W. Hernandez, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Jeffrey R. Hopkins, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Rick McCullough, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Joshua A. Potts, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Warren C. Roth, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Eric F. Sandoval, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Jodawn Session, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Howard D. Sheley, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Ronald L. Snook, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Leslie J. Toney, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Corey J. Walker, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Anthony D. Williams, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
David E. Wissinger, Colorado Springs, CO Br. 204
Aaron Benavides, Boulder, CO Br. 642
William L. Justice, Grand Junction, CO Br. 913
Randy S. Abeyta, Arvada, CO Br. 4405
Wayne A. Young, New Haven, CT Br. 19
Michael A. Leite, Bridgeport, CT Br. 32
Michael M. Clancy, Hartford, CT Br. 86
Frederick G. Scott, Washington, DC Br. 142
Kirt A. Krebs, Wilmington, DE Br. 191
Bradley Kennedy, Dover, DE Br. 906

Bobby L. Allison, Northeast Florida Br. 53
Donna Andrews, Northeast Florida Br. 53
Robert V. Berkel, Northeast Florida Br. 53
Westley R. Collins, Northeast Florida Br. 53
Raymond E. Davidson, Northeast Florida Br. 53
Deborah S. Felder, Northeast Florida Br. 53
Daniel A. Goulet, Northeast Florida Br. 53
Tracy Herring, Northeast Florida Br. 53
Marianne W. Irwin, Northeast Florida Br. 53
Maurice R. Irwin, Northeast Florida Br. 53
Craig A. Lisman, Northeast Florida Br. 53
Scott E. Martinez, Northeast Florida Br. 53
Darin Transou, Northeast Florida Br. 53
Benjamin A. Bell, Pensacola, FL Br. 321
Leslie R. Garcia, Tampa, FL Br. 599
Steven W. Anderson, Saint Augustine, FL Br. 689
Christian Alva, South Florida Br. 1071
Susan D. Bardisa, South Florida Br. 1071
Cornelia Douthett Jones, South Florida Br. 1071
Casey A. Gloden, South Florida Br. 1071
Lori R. Horner, South Florida Br. 1071
Stephen J. Horwath, South Florida Br. 1071
Johnnie C. Jefferson, South Florida Br. 1071
David A. Lubin, South Florida Br. 1071
Rocky Nguyen, South Florida Br. 1071
Paul Ponte Jr., South Florida Br. 1071
Julie A. Rey, South Florida Br. 1071
Juan J. Rodriguez, South Florida Br. 1071
Florian J. Stolfi, South Florida Br. 1071
Edward P. Stolz Jr., South Florida Br. 1071
Paul A. Kent, Central Florida Br. 1091
Helen Krug, Central Florida Br. 1091
Shane Laws, Central Florida Br. 1091
Shantasia D. Smith, Central Florida Br. 1091
Renee C. Dilger, Tallahassee, FL Br. 1172
Lee A. Pinder, West Palm Beach, FL Br. 1690
William A. Wiemer, Fort Myers, FL Br. 2072
Joseph Hayes, Sarasota, FL Br. 2148
Jimmy L. Johnson, Fort Lauderdale, FL Br. 2550
William E. Jump, Panama City, FL Br. 3367
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Adella Charles, Emerald Coast, FL Br. 4559
Walter L. Prater Sr., Emerald Coast, FL Br. 4559
Patricia A. Rickard, Emerald Coast, FL Br. 4559
Paul F. Vermillion, Emerald Coast, FL Br. 4559
Dayshia Collins, Apopka, FL Br. 5192
Jaime O. Cruz, Apopka, FL Br. 5192
Regis M. Descorbeth, Apopka, FL Br. 5192
Omar R. James Jr., Apopka, FL Br. 5192
Leverso A. Myrick, Apopka, FL Br. 5192
Manuel A. Valerio-Algarra, Apopka, FL Br. 5192
Terry D. Haskins, Venice, FL Br. 5480
Krystle A. Hardwick, Atlanta, GA Br. 73
Edward D. Magee, Atlanta, GA Br. 73
Marji P. Simmons, Atlanta, GA Br. 73
Bennie J. Toney, Atlanta, GA Br. 73
Douglas R. Strakosch, Augusta, GA Br. 263
Russell A. Langston, Rome, GA Br. 536
Jeremiah S. Puma, Rome, GA Br. 536
Valisha T. Lawrence, Warrenton, GA Br. 3371
John Desmet, Buford, GA Br. 3793
Josef C. Skapik, Aiea, HI Br. 4682
Frank J. Miars, Chicago, IL Br. 11
Steven A. Sargent, Peoria, IL Br. 31
Paul E. Bahlow, Springfield, IL Br. 80
Kathy A. Rogers, Galesburg, IL Br. 88
Wesley A. Barrett, Belleville, IL Br. 155
Robert A. McLain, Belleville, IL Br. 155
Luke Nguyen, Pekin, IL Br. 209
Sharon J. Bogenrief, Rockford, IL Br. 245
Todd M. Ebens, Rockford, IL Br. 245
Lynn M. Hallberg, Rockford, IL Br. 245
Dean R. Lindeman, Rockford, IL Br. 245
Gene E. McGee, Rockford, IL Br. 245
John A. Rhoades, Decatur, IL Br. 317
William R. Owen, Bloomington, IL Br. 522
Dennis C. Stott, Bloomington, IL Br. 522
Mario A. Wilkerson, Oak Park, IL Br. 608
Lee A. Temple, Champaign, IL Br. 671
Larry G. Vandeveer, Champaign, IL Br. 671
William C. Petty, De Kalb, IL Br. 706
Robert E. Hunerberg Jr., Oak Brook, IL Br. 825
Fredrick M. Lacey Jr., Oak Brook, IL Br. 825
Paul Lukawski, Oak Brook, IL Br. 825
Melvin L. Nix, Oak Brook, IL Br. 825
Kevin E. Pedziewiatr, Oak Brook, IL Br. 825
Andrew M. Ferreri, Naperville, IL Br. 1151
Kenneth J. Garhan, Naperville, IL Br. 1151
Jeffery R. Thompson, Downers Grove, IL Br. 1870
Walter Ladalski Jr., S. Suburban IL Mgd. Br. 4016
David G. Perozzi, S. Suburban IL Mgd. Br. 4016
John B. Mount, Indianapolis, IN Br. 39
Richard A. Puckett, Indianapolis, IN Br. 39
Rickey Smith, Indianapolis, IN Br. 39
Daryl D. Staton, Indianapolis, IN Br. 39
Michael A. Barrett, Fort Wayne, IN Br. 116
Harold J. Spiess, Fort Wayne, IN Br. 116
Knowel M. Broadway, South Bend, IN Br. 330
Mark J. Devlieger, South Bend, IN Br. 330
Kenneth N. Igel, South Bend, IN Br. 330
Kenneth E. Lucas Jr., South Bend, IN Br. 330
Kelly G. Porter, South Bend, IN Br. 330
Donald Redding, South Bend, IN Br. 330
Dennis R. Willis, Evansville, IN Br. 377
Tony W. Winkler, Evansville, IN Br. 377
Gary W. McGaha, Terre Haute, IN Br. 479
Robert L. Grimm, Elkhart, IN Br. 547
Michael T. Day, Mishawaka, IN Br. 820

Raymond A. Gamble, Gary, IN Br. 1326
Norman E. Dare, Central IA Mgd. Br. 352
Gerald D. Todahl, Central IA Mgd. Br. 352
Adam D. Anderson, Waterloo, IA Br. 512
Travis L. Anderson, Waterloo, IA Br. 512
Gregory J. Deitrick, Waterloo, IA Br. 512
Kevin L. Peverill, Waterloo, IA Br. 512
Duane W. Regenold, Waterloo, IA Br. 512
Jeffrey M. Trost, Waterloo, IA Br. 512
Larry W. Ravn, Cedar Falls, IA Br. 719
Ron D. Neis, Topeka, KS Br. 10
Alan R. Cunningham, Wichita, KS Br. 201
Donald J. Herrick, Wichita, KS Br. 201
Charles R. Jones, Kansas City, KS Br. 499
Frederick Stork, Manhattan, KS Br. 1018
Robert W. Bracy, Louisville, KY Br. 14
Thomas D. Derringer, Louisville, KY Br. 14
Ronald L. Nix, Louisville, KY Br. 14
James M. Spaulding, Louisville, KY Br. 14
Ronnie Vincenti, Paducah, KY Br. 383
Larry M. Peterman, Ashland, KY Br. 745
James A. Rice, Ashland, KY Br. 745
David R. Clark, Madisonville, KY Br. 1408
Adam Dunn, Shreveport, LA Br. 197
Thad S. Pinnix, Shreveport, LA Br. 197
Orlanda Lacy, Gretna, LA Br. 2730
Charles E. McAllister, Bossier City, LA Br. 4617
Norman D. Davidson, Maine Mgd. Br. 92
Eric H. Dickey, Maine Mgd. Br. 92
Terry A. Powers, Maine Mgd. Br. 92
Douglas M. Dorer, Baltimore, MD Br. 176
Anthony J. Jackiewicz, Baltimore, MD Br. 176
Scott W. McLain, Baltimore, MD Br. 176
Richard M. Schweiger, Baltimore, MD Br. 176
Thomas E. Lyons, Cumberland, MD Br. 638
Donald J. Gaudet, Lynn, MA Br. 7
Richard V. Harvey, Worcester, MA Br. 12
Richard M. Kennedy, Worcester, MA Br. 12
Ronald C. McDowell, Southeast MA Mgd. Br. 18
Robert F. Craver, MA Northeast Br. 25
William C. Caryl, Boston, MA Br. 34
Paul O. Glynn, Boston, MA Br. 34
Edward Yee, Boston, MA Br. 34
Richard A. Bergeron, Western MA Br. 46
Harold J. Chapin, Western MA Br. 46
Richard A. D’amario, Western MA Br. 46
Elliott N. Levin, Western MA Br. 46
James F. McCarthy Jr., Western MA Br. 46
Paul E. Vaillancourt, Fall River, MA Br. 51
George O. Johnson, North Attleboro, MA Br. 539
David C. Laverty, Detroit, MI Br. 1
Eric Lee, Detroit, MI Br. 1
Ronald D. Baker, Muskegon, MI Br. 13
Richard L. Friday, Muskegon, MI Br. 13
Michael L. Theisen, Muskegon, MI Br. 13
Timothy L. Fedewa, Grand Rapids, MI Br. 56
Clayton W. Sawyer, Grand Rapids, MI Br. 56
Kenneth P. Skonecki, Grand Rapids, MI Br. 56
Paul A. Titus, Lansing, MI Br. 122
John W. Charles II, Jackson, MI Br. 232
Michael J. Beckett, Kalamazoo, MI Br. 246
Russell C. Tiller, Kalamazoo, MI Br. 246
John Angelosanto, Pontiac, MI Br. 320
William I. Arnold Jr., Pontiac, MI Br. 320 
Theron V. Franklin, Pontiac, MI Br. 320
Harley C. Harned, Pontiac, MI Br. 320
Dick Kralian, Pontiac, MI Br. 320

Steven W. Petree, Pontiac, MI Br. 320
Michael P. Winowiecki, Pontiac, MI Br. 320
Joseph C. Bonovetz, Ironwood, MI Br. 437
Michael A. Austin, Alma, MI Br. 1580
John M. Foley, Royal Oak, MI Br. 3126
Janet A. Holz, Newberry, MI Br. 3785
Troy J. Sullivan, Houghton, MI Br. 5785
Roy E. Cole, Minneapolis, MN Br. 9
Thomas G. Jenkin, Minneapolis, MN Br. 9
Donald L. Anderson, Saint Paul, MN Br. 28
Clifford A. Teigland, Saint Cloud, MN Br. 388
Eric J. Jenneke, Rochester, MN Br. 440
Eugene V. Rasmussen, Albert Lea, MN Br. 718
Brian D. Neudecker, Waseca, MN Br. 1447
Teresa C. Quintal, Granite Falls, MN Br. 4185
Robert R. Olejniczak Jr., Kansas City, MO Br. 30
William H. Stewart, Kansas City, MO Br. 30
Anthony Zarantonello, Kansas City, MO Br. 30
Carrie L. Wilcox, Sedalia, MO Br. 139
Gerald M. Fite, Springfield, MO Br. 203
Charles E. Neidig, Hannibal, MO Br. 291
Dennis Cook, Saint Louis, MO Br. 343
William J. Osia, Saint Louis, MO Br. 343
Darrell E. Martin, Joplin, MO Br. 366
Thomas J. Gantner, Poplar Bluff, MO Br. 1016
Louis C. Bonds Jr., Crystal City, MO Br. 4050
Jacob D. Deavers, Ballwin, MO Br. 5050
Frank L. Dunsmoor III, Ballwin, MO Br. 5050
David M. Howe, Ballwin, MO Br. 5050
Lawrence W. Malone, Ballwin, MO Br. 5050
Mark B. Reck, Great Falls, MT Br. 650
Roger A. Rhoads, Omaha, NE Br. 5
Kenneth K. Stratton, Omaha, NE Br. 5
William D. Warren, Omaha, NE Br. 5
Chester A. Peluso, Scottsbluff, NE Br. 1836
Donald W. Benoit, New Hampshire Mgd. Br. 44
Michael E. Goodwin, New Hampshire Mgd. Br. 44
Lee A. Booker, Concord, NH Br. 72
George J. Aughey, New Jersey Mgd. Br. 38
Robert F. Chaneski, New Jersey Mgd. Br. 38
Timothy J. Daum, New Jersey Mgd. Br. 38
Roberto M. De La Cruz, New Jersey Mgd. Br. 38
Mark S. Fahy, New Jersey Mgd. Br. 38
Jack A. Marcino, New Jersey Mgd. Br. 38
J A. Petsu, New Jersey Mgd. Br. 38
Robert C. Scheuerman, New Jersey Mgd. Br. 38
James R. Stasse, New Jersey Mgd. Br. 38
Charles W. Tuzzolino, Paterson, NJ Br. 120
John E. Paxton, Atlantic City, NJ Br. 370
Charles A. Mattey, Trenton, NJ Br. 380
George F. Wrocklage, Bergen Co., NJ Mgd. Br. 425
Francis H. Hoffman, Garden State Mgd. Br. 444
Raymond R. Gajtkowski, Cherry Hill/Haddonfield, NJ Br. 769
Cynthia L. Wilson, Cape Atlantic, NJ Br. 903
John J. Harley, South Jersey Br. 908
Warren N. Reid, South Jersey Br. 908
Bruce H. Shelton, South Jersey Br. 908
Thomas Perconte, Westfield, NJ Br. 1492
Carmen L. Urso, Linden, NJ Br. 2876
John S. Audino, Brick Town, NJ Br. 5420
Stephen D. Desanto, Brick Town, NJ Br. 5420
William L. Brown, Albuquerque, NM Br. 504
Elizabeth K. Baca, Las Cruces, NM Br. 2905
Robert C. Lustig, Las Cruces, NM Br. 2905
Joel C. Colvin, Reno, NV Br. 709
Robert J. Kellermann Jr., Reno, NV Br. 709
Mark A. Borrelli, Buffalo-Western NY Br. 3

Staff Reports
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The Postal Service has been slow-
ly rolling out electronic claim
filing around the country. The

initial rollout in the DC metro area
began in late July and early August.
Electronic claim filing became avail-
able in the Pacific Area at the end of
September, and the Western Area in
early November.

The Postal Service’s scheduled 
rollout for the rest of the nation is:

 Northeast Area 12/11/19

 Great Lakes Area 01/23/20

 Eastern Area 02/12/20

Southern Area 03/16/20

The Postal Service provided NALC with a mandatory ser-
vice talk that explains the Employees Compensation and 
Management Portal (ECOMP) claim filing portal and offers
guides for filing CA-1, CA-2 and CA-7 forms. Reports of the 
ECOMP mandatory service talks have been spotty at best. 
There’s probably a good reason for that.

In some districts where ECOMP claim filing has been 
rolled out, some postal managers are telling injured work-
ers that claims can only be filed online. While that is not
true—claims can still be filed using a paper form—the ad-
vantages of filing a claim electronically far outweigh the 
benefits of filing a paper claim.

Reporting an injury has been problematic for many let-
ter carriers. For one, we are a proud craft. The “walk it off” 
ethos runs strong in our craft. In my years of carrying mail, 
many of my co-workers wore all sorts of braces for wrists, 
knees and ankles. They were good letter carriers who were 
hesitant to file a claim for injuries that were clearly work-
related. It may have been personal pride that motivated 
them, but it’s also likely that they were hesitant to report
injuries due to the potential for confrontation with their 
supervisor or manager. Such confrontations are not just
wrong, they may violate federal law and postal regulations.

Filing a claim electronically should eliminate such con-
frontations because the injured worker is in the driver’s
seat when filing a claim. You can register and file a claim 
without having to ask for a form. In traumatic injury cases, 
you still will need to notify the Postal Service, but you do 
not have to beg for a form. 

Injured workers can register and fill out the claim form
from their home computer, tablet or smart phone. The Office
of Workers’ Compensation Programs (OWCP) designed the
ECOMP system to make filing a claim easier than filling out 
the forms. You can register in ECOMP and file a claim from
your phone while sitting in a doctor’s office; it’s that easy.

Another benefit of filing a claim electronically is the in-
jured letter’s ability carrier to track the progress of the claim.

January 2020 

Jonathan D. Cochrain, Buffalo-Western NY Br. 3
Mark W. Kindron, Buffalo-Western NY Br. 3
Erik V. Kopp, Buffalo, Buffalo-Western NY Br. 3
Louis A. McDonald, Buffalo-Western NY Br. 3
Thomas G. Fitzpatrick, Elmira, NY Br. 21
Warren C. Groome, Elmira, NY Br. 21
Justin Hunn, Elmira, NY Br. 21
Rodney T. McClelland, Elmira, NY Br. 21
Amy J. Schmachtenberge, Elmira, NY Br. 21
E. R. Tompkins, Elmira, FL Br. 21
Gerald F. Fernandez, Albany, NY Br. 29
Eugene S. Skorupski, Albany, NY Br. 29
Felix Alvarado, New York, NY Br. 36
Emilio Ramos, Brooklyn, NY Br. 41
Thomas F. Wall, Brooklyn, NY Br. 41
Victor J. Torricelli, Staten Island, NY Br. 99
Jacob Valkenburg, Hudson Valley, NY Br. 137
Gerald E. Adams, Rochester, NY Br. 210
Karl J. Bloss, Rochester, NY Br. 210
Anthony D. Polidori, Rochester, NY Br. 210
Juan P. Santell, Rochester, NY Br. 210
Joseph G. Ferrante, Flushing, NY Br. 294
Larry R. Gans, Flushing, NY Br. 294
Eugene E. Hartmann, Flushing, NY Br. 294
John J. Mack, Flushing, NY Br. 294
George Martino, Flushing, NY Br. 294
Kenneth H. McGhee, Flushing, NY Br. 294
Albert J. Noble, Flushing, NY Br. 294
Gary G. Parsons, Flushing, NY Br. 294
Darryl E. Reams Jr., Flushing, NY Br. 294
Erric F. Robles, Flushing, NY Br. 294
Gerard A. Rosato, Flushing, NY Br. 294
Joseph T. Rosen, Flushing, NY Br. 294
Jay Weiner, Flushing, NY Br. 294
Dean A. Chilton, Northeastern NY Br. 358
Allen C. Crotty, Northeastern NY Br. 358
Joseph E. Madigan, Northeastern NY Br. 358
Marvin D. Merrill, Northeastern NY Br. 358
Edward M. Washburn, Utica, NY Br. 375
Frederick A. Washburn, Utica, NY Br. 375
Thomas R. Gorman, Westchester, NY Mgd. Br. 693
Paul Mueller, Westchester, NY Mgd. Br. 693
Michael L. Muscari, Westchester, NY Mgd. Br. 693
John P. Fox, Long Island, NY Br. 6000
Walter J. Lange, Long Island, NY Br. 6000
David Oliver, Long Island, NY Br. 6000
Fabrizio M. Crespo, Asheville, NC Br. 248
Arkavia R. Smith, Asheville, NC Br. 248
Melanie F. Monteiro, Raleigh, NC Br. 459
Chrystella L. Muwwakkil, Raleigh, NC Br. 459
George F. Wilson Jr., Raleigh, NC Br. 459
Dana L. Seagle, Winston-Salem, NC Br. 461
William D. Myatt, Wilmington, NC Br. 464
Daniel R. Stull, Wilmington, NC Br. 464
James L. Gantt, Charlotte, NC Br. 545
Russell C. Hill, New Bern, NC Br. 780
Donald N. Boyd, Fayetteville, NC Br. 1128
Theodore A. Debose, Fayetteville, NC Br. 1128
Fredric H. Britton Jr., Jacksonville, NC Br. 3984
Jeffrey M. Burry, Jacksonville, NC Br. 3984
Solomon E. Butler, Jacksonville, NC Br. 3984
Kelly J. Murphy, Jacksonville, NC Br. 3984
Lee A. Raines, Jacksonville, NC Br. 3984
Christine J. Scott, Jacksonville, NC Br. 3984
Frank J. Torres Jr., Jacksonville, NC Br. 3984
Brian S. Whitesell, Jacksonville, NC Br. 3984
Thomas R. Schonhoff, Fargo-West Fargo, ND Br. 205

Joseph F. Becker, Bismarck, ND Br. 957
Donald J. Anderson, Cleveland, OH Br. 40
Joseph R. Deluca, Cleveland, OH Br. 40
Joseph H. Fugate, Cleveland, OH Br. 40
Robert F. Grove, Cleveland, OH Br. 40
Christopher J. Melillo, Cleveland, OH Br. 40
Gerald C. Nusbaum, Cleveland, OH Br. 40
Harry P. Ortman Jr., Cleveland, OH Br. 40
Mitchell Sartoski Jr., Cleveland, OH Br. 40
Dana L. Hoisington, Columbus, OH Br. 78
Steven M. Pitzer, Columbus, OH Br. 78
Edward A. Bengela, Toledo, OH Br. 100
James W. Gyori, Toledo, OH Br. 100
Thomas E. Keplinger, Akron, OH Br. 148
Paul J. Merlo, Akron, OH Br. 148
Edward G. Rooks, Akron, OH Br. 148
Melvin E. Clark, Dayton, OH Br. 182
Daniel D. Perkins, Dayton, OH Br. 182
Alan L. Bescan, Elyria, OH Br. 196
George E. Hutchison III, Elyria, OH Br. 196
David A. Ice Jr., Elyria, OH Br. 196
Dennis A. Mackert, Elyria, OH Br. 196
Kevin J. Nagy, Elyria, OH Br. 196
Philip R. Brown, Hamilton, OH Br. 426
Joseph J. Bailey, Ashland, OH Br. 745
Dan E. Stokley, Ashland, OH Br. 745
Jamie S. Lukens, Barberton, OH Br. 897
Robert G. Yerkes, Athens, OH Br. 997
John E. Stragan, Carrollton, OH Br. 3595
Donald S. Brown, Mentor, OH Br. 4195
Olan D. Baker, Oklahoma City, OK Br. 458
Madell H. Halpin, Oklahoma City, OK Br. 458
Guadalupe Juarez, Oklahoma City, OK Br. 458
Gary D. Flinchum, Tulsa, OK Br. 1358
Samuel L. Merritt, Tulsa, OK Br. 1358
Wesley R. Hubbard, Portland, OR Br. 82
Willie L. Paradise, Portland, OR Br. 82
William J. Foley, Medford, OR Br. 1433
Justin R. Barker, Crater Lake, OR Br. 1784
William C. Zeman, Scranton, PA Br. 17
Richard Crnjarich, Pittsburgh, PA Br. 84
Ronald L. Given, Pittsburgh, PA Br. 84
George C. Kutcher, Pittsburgh, PA Br. 84
Edward M. O’Malley, Pittsburgh, PA Br. 84
John Ortiz, Pittsburgh, PA Br. 84
E R. Sudaz, Pittsburgh, PA Br. 84
Daniel B. Whitehouse, Pittsburgh, PA Br. 84
John E. Ashcom, Philadelphia, PA Br. 157
Ronald C. Durst, Philadelphia, PA Br. 157
Thomas A. Haney III, Philadelphia, PA Br. 157 
Roger J. Marucci, Philadelphia, PA Br. 157
Donald A. Russell, Philadelphia, PA Br. 157
Bernard J. Skala Jr., Philadelphia, PA Br. 157
Crystal Y. Williams, Philadelphia, PA Br. 157
Kenneth L. Rothenberger, Reading, PA Br. 258
Joseph F. Katona, Lehigh Valley, PA Br. 274
Leonard J. Mikulski, Lehigh Valley, PA Br. 274
Allen C. Moll, Lehigh Valley, PA Br. 274
Keith A. Zimmerman, Lehigh Valley, PA Br. 274
Daniel P. Kaeberlein, Erie, PA Br. 284
Junior M. Mercado, Harrisburg, PA Br. 500
Francis A. Ficco, Upper Darby, PA Br. 725
Raymond C. Lomas, Southeast PA Mgd. Br. 725
Michael Raniszewski, Bux-Mont, PA Br. 920
Eric O. Felix, San Juan, PR Br. 869
Carmelo Montanez, San Juan, PR Br. 869
Rafael Montano, San Juan, PR Br. 869

Clint L. Corley, Columbia, SC Br. 233
Larry J. Suddeth, Greenville, SC Br. 439
Shawn M. Stump, Sumter, SC Br. 904
Willie E. Peeples, Orangeburg, SC Br. 1782
Ryan J. Hoffman, Sioux Falls, SD Br. 491
Thomas D. Carroll, Nashville, TN Br. 4
Dale A. Cogdell, Knoxville, TN Br. 419
Vernon A. Cruze, Knoxville, TN Br. 419
Barry F. Doucette, Knoxville, TN Br. 419
Charles D. Graves, Knoxville, TN Br. 419
Clifford C. Hightower, Knoxville, TN Br. 419
James A. Peppers, Knoxville, TN Br. 419
Isaac H. Sproles, Knoxville, TN Br. 419
Raymond A. Vandaveer, Knoxville, TN Br. 419
William F. Wayland, Knoxville, TN Br. 419
Michael J. Francis, Murfreesboro, TN Br. 1402
Robert E. Hoadley, Dallas, TX Br. 132
David M. Ramsay, Dallas, TX Br. 132
Joel R. Requenez, Dallas, TX Br. 132
Louis J. Chovanec, Austin, TX Br. 181
Thomas F. Claiborne, Austin, TX Br. 181
Alfred J. Dozier, Austin, TX Br. 181
Robert T. Grissom, Austin, TX Br. 181
Carroll L. Moore, Austin, TX Br. 181
Frank Washington III, Austin, TX Br. 181
Carol D. Gallegos, Fort Worth, TX Br. 226
Joseph A. Vargas, Houston, TX Br. 283
Carlos A. Duque, San Antonio, TX Br. 421
William D. Snyder Jr., Tyler, TX Br. 493
Erbi J. Herkinos, Cleburne, TX Br. 752
Kimberly D. Hambrick, Abilene, TX Br. 950
James V. Lemmons, Abilene, TX Br. 950
Jason Minear, Abilene, TX Br. 950
Karlyle E. Hemming, Wichita Falls, TX Br. 1227
Danielle D. Losoya, Wichita Falls, TX Br. 1227
Craig Montano, Wichita Falls, TX Br. 1227
Roberto Zepeda III, McAllen, TX Br. 2130
Billy G. Sopher, Arlington, TX Br. 2309
Raul Villarreal, Del Rio, TX Br. 2511
Larry P. Dumas Jr., Lubbock, TX Br. 2589
James R. Edmondson, Lubbock, TX Br. 2589
Jeremiah L. King, Green River, TX Br. 6175
Thomas R. McPartland, Salt Lake City, UT Br. 111
Richard A. Dyer, Saint George, UT Br. 4043
Jose L. Moreno, Tidewater, VA Br. 247
William H. Carter, Richmond, VA Br. 496
Paul O. Shettel, Charlottesville, VA Br. 518
Kenneth R. Kunkle, Newport News, VA Br. 609
Regina R. Lopiccolo, Hopewell, VA Br. 2153
Robert L. Bohon, Northern Virginia Br. 3520
John P. Labas, Woodbridge, VA Br. 5921
Ben Garcia, Seattle, WA Br. 79
Dennis J. Healy, Spokane, WA Br. 442
Carl E. Green Iv, Everett, WA Br. 791
Ronald R. Mason, Everett, WA Br. 791
Allan R. Huss, Yakima, WA Br. 852
Thomas E. Riggleman, Cumberland, WV Br. 638
Kenneth K. Bannier, Milwaukee, WI Br. 2
Kenneth N. Coblentz, Milwaukee, WI Br. 2
Robert C. Cypher, Milwaukee, WI Br. 2
Donnell G. Taylor, Milwaukee, WI Br. 2
Eric J. Miller, Oshkosh, WI Br. 173
Jesse J. Vanloo, Oshkosh, WI Br. 173
Robert A. Dabson Jr., Madison, WI Br. 507
Armand C. Toonen, Green Bay, WI Br. 619
Alfred C. Liebau, Brookfield, WI Br. 4811
Weikko W. Jussila Jr., Laramie, WY Br. 463
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The Postal Service has been slow-
ly rolling out electronic claim 
filing around the country. The 

initial rollout in the DC metro area 
began in late July and early August. 
Electronic claim filing became avail-
able in the Pacific Area at the end of 
September, and the Western Area in 
early November.

The Postal Service’s scheduled 
rollout for the rest of the nation is:

 Northeast Area 12/11/19

 Great Lakes Area 01/23/20

 Eastern Area 02/12/20

             Southern Area 03/16/20

The Postal Service provided NALC with a mandatory ser-
vice talk that explains the Employees Compensation and 
Management Portal (ECOMP) claim filing portal and offers 
guides for filing CA-1, CA-2 and CA-7 forms. Reports of the 
ECOMP mandatory service talks have been spotty at best. 
There’s probably a good reason for that.

In some districts where ECOMP claim filing has been 
rolled out, some postal managers are telling injured work-
ers that claims can only be filed online. While that is not 
true—claims can still be filed using a paper form—the ad-
vantages of filing a claim electronically far outweigh the 
benefits of filing a paper claim.

Reporting an injury has been problematic for many let-
ter carriers. For one, we are a proud craft. The “walk it off” 
ethos runs strong in our craft. In my years of carrying mail, 
many of my co-workers wore all sorts of braces for wrists, 
knees and ankles. They were good letter carriers who were 
hesitant to file a claim for injuries that were clearly work-
related. It may have been personal pride that motivated 
them, but it’s also likely that they were hesitant to report 
injuries due to the potential for confrontation with their 
supervisor or manager. Such confrontations are not just 
wrong, they may violate federal law and postal regulations.

Filing a claim electronically should eliminate such con-
frontations because the injured worker is in the driver’s 
seat when filing a claim. You can register and file a claim 
without having to ask for a form. In traumatic injury cases, 
you still will need to notify the Postal Service, but you do 
not have to beg for a form. 

Injured workers can register and fill out the claim form 
from their home computer, tablet or smart phone. The Office 
of Workers’ Compensation Programs (OWCP) designed the 
ECOMP system to make filing a claim easier than filling out 
the forms. You can register in ECOMP and file a claim from 
your phone while sitting in a doctor’s office; it’s that easy. 

Another benefit of filing a claim electronically is the in-
jured letter’s ability carrier to track the progress of the claim. 

When you register and file using ECOMP, the system cre-
ates an employee dashboard that lists all of your claims 
and allows you to track the status of claim forms directly. 
The dashboard displays the claim number and the status 
of the claim form. You no longer have to rely on an OWCP 
claims examiner or Postal Service injury comp office to find 
out the status of your claim.

This is important because the Postal Service has 10 
working days to fill out its section of the claim form and 
send it to OWCP. Injured workers should check their dash-
board regularly to check on the status of the claim. If your 
claim form has not been processed in time, you should 
take a picture or screenshot of your dashboard and contact 
your shop steward, branch OWCP officer or national busi-
ness agent.

Once OWCP gives you your claim number, ECOMP allows 
you to upload your medical documentation directly into 
your file. Postal Service instructions for using ECOMP en-
courage injured workers to give management privacy-pro-
tected medical documentation. Do not do so! You should 
give your manager a completed CA-17 duty status report. 
However, your management is not entitled to all of your 
medical reports. 

To upload documents, you will have to enter your claim 
number, name, date of birth and date of injury. Once that 

information is entered, you may upload a variety of forms 
and requests including EFT (direct deposit) forms, address 
changes, case file/document requests, representative des-
ignations, general inquiries (non-medical), reconsideration 
requests, requests for authorization for medical treatment 
or procedures, requests for hearing/review of the written 
record, and medical documents.

You can upload documents in a variety of files types, in-
cluding .jpg, .jpeg, .gif, .png, .tif, .txt, .rtf, .pdf, .doc and 
.docx. A maximum of 10 pages can be uploaded at a time. 
It is best to separate documents by date and upload each 
individually.  

If you already have an OWCP claim, you can register on 
ECOMP and file CA-7 claims for compensation.

The “Injured on the Job” page at nalc.org has links to the 
ECOMP website and user guides for registering and filing 
claims. 

ECOMP filing claim update

Assistant to the President 
for Workers’ Compensation  
Kevin Card

Staff Reports

“If your claim has not been processed 
in time, take a picture or screenshot 
of your dashboard and contact your 
shop steward, branch OWCP officer  
or national business agent.” 
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Back to the future
Up until about 50 years ago, let-

ter carrier salaries were estab-
lished by Congress. But as a re-

sult of the 1970 postal strike, carriers 
gained collective-bargaining rights 
and NALC was able to negotiate con-
tracts directly with the new United 
States Postal Service. Every National 
Agreement (some more than others) 
has brought changes for the better to 
carrier salaries, benefits and working
conditions, but few of the contracts 
had a greater impact on working 

conditions than the 1984-1987 Agreement. So, let’s travel 
back 35 years to see how this agreement came to be, what 
was in it and how it affected the future of overtime for letter 
carriers.  

In 1981, the Postal Service and NALC narrowly averted 
a second nationwide strike when they reached an agree-
ment following contentious negotiations. The Postal Service 
sought to capitalize on the hardline approach the Reagan 
Administration was taking with the PATCO air traffic control-
lers (see my three previous Postal Record articles) so they 
wanted to impose a wage freeze and put a cap on cost-of-liv-
ing increases (COLA). Because the early 1980s was a time of 
high inflation (10 percent per year) with prime interest rates 
hovering around 20 percent, a wage freeze and a capped 
COLA would have been devastating to letter carriers. 

Fortunately, in the wee hours of July 21, 1981, NALC was 
able to reach an agreement with the Postal Service and 
a strike was avoided. Had the contract expired just two 
weeks later, after Reagan fired the air traffic controllers for 
conducting an illegal strike, things may have turned out 
very differently. But NALC President Sombrotto was able to 
get the Postal Service to agree to an uncapped COLA as well 
as wage increases, so a deal was reached. 

Another NALC accomplishment in 1981 was the elimi-
nation of regular route inspections. Many carriers found 
this annual exercise burdensome and stressful, so their 
elimination was a long-sought goal of NALC. In 1978, the 
parties had agreed to go from annual counts to just one 
during that contract. In 1981, they eliminated any manda-
tory requirement for inspections, except when the regular 
carrier requested one under the criteria of Section 271.G of 
the M-39. Unfortunately, once the requirement for regular 
inspections ended, the law of unintended consequences 
kicked in and as a result, many carriers found things far 
worse than they had been before.  

The 1970s and 1980s were a period of rapid growth in 
mail volume and delivery points and as bothersome and dif-
ficult as regular count and inspections were, they did tend to 
keep routes somewhat in check and close to eight hours. But 
once they were no longer required, many routes quickly be-

came overburdened, causing massive amounts of overtime. 
OT rates as high as 20 percent were not uncommon. 

The assignment of overtime was a different world back 
then. Because Article 8.5.C.2.D states that “recourse to the 
overtime desired list is not necessary in the case of a letter 
carrier working on the employee’s own route on one of the 
employee’s regularly scheduled days” and because there 
was no contract language requiring management to use a 
PTF or casual to provide auxiliary assistance, many non-ODL 
carriers found themselves working overtime nearly every 
day. Rather than hiring carriers to help with the increased 
workload, management took the position that it was cheap-
er to pay someone time and a half than hire a new employ-
ee given the added costs of leave, insurance, pension and 
other benefits. This made reducing mandatory overtime an 
important NALC goal in the 1984 negotiations. 

The main sticking points in labor negotiations are almost 
always the wage issues, and it was no different in 1984. In 
keeping with the anti-worker atmosphere of the post-PATCO 
economy, the Postal Service sought to reduce labor costs 
by imposing a permanent two-tier wage system with new 
employees starting at a lower rate and never reaching par-
ity with those hired before them. The NALC bargaining team 
vigorously opposed this. When no agreement was reached 
by the July 20 deadline, the contract went to arbitration. In a 
national interest arbitration, there are multiple arbitrators; 
one is selected by each party, and there is a neutral one 
who is selected by the parties alternatingly striking names 
off a list until they reach the last person standing. In 1984, 
that was Clark Kerr, a well-known labor arbitrator who had 
been blacklisted as a communist by J. Edgar Hoover for op-
posing the McCarthyite “loyalty oath” policies of the 1950s. 
He also was fired from his position as president of the Uni-
versity of California in 1967 by then-Gov. Ronald Reagan 
for not cracking down hard enough on the campus’s free 
speech and anti-Vietnam war movements.  

The arbitration hearings were held Dec. 11 to 17, and Ar-
bitrator Kerr’s final and binding award was issued on Dec. 
24, 1984, giving letter carriers a mixed-bag Christmas pres-
ent. Some changes were great; others, not so much. In other 
words, what you usually get in an arbitrated agreement. 

Up until that time there was a 12-step pay scale for letter 
carriers noted as Steps 1-12.  Rather than creating a separate 
lower tier scale for new hires as the Postal Service had want-
ed, Kerr compromised and instead created two new steps at 
lower rates than the previous Step 1. Under this new scale, 
the 14 steps were designated as Steps B-O with the old Step 
1 becoming Step D.  While this was not what NALC wanted, it 
was far better than what the Postal Service had sought.

The Kerr award also incorporated changes that parties 
had agreed to in order to reduce mandatory overtime, 
which was running rampant. I will cover these in next 
month’s article. Stay tuned.

Director of Education 
Jamie Lumm
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CLUW convention highlights
The Coalition of Labor Union 

Women’s (CLUW) 20th biennial 
convention was held in Las Ve-

gas, NV, from Oct. 16-18. We attended 
as delegates representing NALC along 
with Myra Warren, NALC’s former di-
rector of life insurance. Warren is a 
national vice president for CLUW and 
has been an active member of the or-
ganization for many years.

CLUW, first formed in 1974, is an or-
ganization made up primarily of wom-
en who are like-minded in promoting 
solidarity, strength and education 
within the labor movement, as indi-
cated in its mission statement: “The 
primary mission of CLUW is to unify all 
union women in a viable organization 
to determine our common problems 
and concerns and to develop action 
programs within the framework of our 
unions to deal effectively with our objectives.” 

The theme of the convention was “Sisters Not Afraid of 
Power: Coming Together to Change the World.” The wom-
en’s movement and the labor movement are facing some 
of the biggest challenges in our history. This convention 
sought to engage the labor movement to form strong co-
alitions and develop strategies to fight against the forces 
trying to diminish our power and eliminate the gains we 
struggled to achieve—both as women and as union mem-
bers. The majority of the attendees were union members 
from various labor organizations. Among the professions 
represented were steel workers, flight attendants, teach-
ers, mine workers, bricklayers, stage and television pro-
duction workers, and transportation workers.

The convention began with a day dedicated to a variety 
of day-long workshops. Workshop topics included constitu-
tion and finance rules, the history of the labor and women’s 
movements, meeting management and sexual harassment. 
McQuality attended the workshop “None of Us Are Free: The 
Impact of Race, Class, and Gender Bias.” This workshop ex-
plained how labor history has intersected with other social 
movements and included exercises designed to challenge 
participants to take a self-inventory and recognize their own 
biases. The workshop revealed how these biases can poten-
tially affect interaction with union sisters and brothers. 

Feldman-Wiencek attended the workshop “Healthy Lives/
Healthy Sisters.” This training encouraged women in the labor 
movement to pay attention to the effect our work has on our per-
sonal well-being and taught us techniques to address negative 
effects on our well-being so we can be better advocates.

The convention, as with NALC conventions, included the 
debate and passage of resolutions and constitutional amend-
ments. CLUW delegates approved 25 resolutions on topics 
including climate change, gun violence, supporting home 

healthcare workers, protection for 
immigrant children, sexual harass-
ment and collective-bargaining 
rights for public sector employees. 

The convention also included a 
number of guest speakers and sev-
eral panel discussions with union 
members and activists. Liz Shuler, 
secretary-treasurer of the AFL-CIO, 
spoke about the importance of 
women in the labor movement; 
Linda Chavez-Thompson, execu-
tive vice-president emerita of the 
AFL-CIO, spoke about the impor-
tance of women getting involved 
in politics—both as voters and as 
politicians; Sara Nelson, interna-
tional president of the Association 
of Flight Attendants, spoke about 
fighting sexual harassment in the 

workplace; and Dolores Huerta, co-founder of the United 
Farm Workers and founder and president of the Dolores 
Huerta Foundation, spoke about her six decades lobbying 
passionately on behalf of farm workers for fair wages, equal 
treatment and better working conditions. 

Panel discussions were offered on a variety of topics, 
including “Sisters of the Next Generation” (young women 
aged 17-22 sharing their ongoing efforts in addressing in-
justice on multiple fronts), “Teacher Power Rising” (a wave 
of teachers strikes that began in 2017 and the women who 
lead them), and “In Our Hands We Hold the Power” (wom-
en instrumental in spreading awareness related to wom-
en’s voting rights 100 years after the 19th Amendment). 
All of the guest speakers and panelists were awe-inspiring 
women. The young women on the “Sisters of the Next Gen-
eration” panel were particularly impressive and made us 
hopeful for future generations of female leaders.

The week concluded Friday evening with a “SNAP with 
Hattitude” gala reception. Convention organizers encour-
aged participants to wear hats of all kinds to represent the 
many different hats women wear in their lives.

Overall, the convention was empowering, promoting 
growth in the labor movement as well as encouraging 
women to address societal issues like oppression and 
injustice. We were inspired by the variety of labor unions 
and diversity of the delegates who participated in the con-
vention. All of the organizations were well-represented by 
strong, assertive and knowledgeable women and we were 
honored to be considered a part of this very special group. 
We returned from the convention full of ideas we hope to 
implement in our work with NALC. For more information on 
CLUW, its mission, and how to join, visit cluw.org.
Submitted by Research Assistant Holly Feldman-Wiencek and Assistant 
to the President for City Delivery Michelle McQuality

“The women’s movement and the
labor movement are facing some of the
biggest challenges in our history.”
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Holly Feldman-Wiencek, Myra Warren and Michelle 
McQuality (l to r) attend the 20th biennial convention 
for the Coalition of Labor Union Women.



The table below provides monthly basic annuity, survivor 
reduction and reduced annuity amount estimates for let-
ter carriers covered by the Civil Service Retirement System 

(CSRS) who plan to take optional retirement on April 1, 2020.
Estimates are computed by using the given high-3 aver-

ages, which are based on the basic pay earned by full-time 
Step O carriers and vary by length of postal/federal/mili-
tary service. 

Reduced annuity amounts reflect the difference between 
the given basic annuity and survivor reduction figures.

Monthly CSRS annuity payments
for letter carriers who retire on April 1, 2020

        CC Grade 1 / High-3 Average1: $63,167     CC Grade 2 / High-3 Average1: $ 64,473

Years of Basic Max. Survivor Max. Survivor  Basic Max. Survivor Max. Survivor
Service2 Annuity Deduction3 Reduced Annuity4   Annuity Deduction3 Reduced Annuity4

20 $1,908 $168 $1,740 $1,948 $172 $1,775 
21 2,013 179 1,835 2,055 183 1,872 
22 2,119 189 1,929 2,163 194 1,969 
23 2,224 200 2,024 2,270 204 2,065 
24 2,329 210 2,119 2,377 215 2,162 
25 2,435 221 2,214 2,485 226 2,259 
26 2,540 231 2,308 2,592 237 2,356 
27 2,645 242 2,403 2,700 247 2,452 
28 2,750 253 2,498 2,807 258 2,549 
29 2,856 263 2,593 2,915 269 2,646 
30 2,961 274 2,687 3,022 280 2,742 
31 3,066 284 2,782 3,130 290 2,839 
32 3,172 295 2,877 3,237 301 2,936 
33 3,277 305 2,972 3,345 312 3,033 
34 3,382 316 3,066 3,452 323 3,129 
35 3,487 326 3,161 3,559 333 3,226 
36 3,593 337 3,256 3,667 344 3,323 
37 3,698 347 3,351 3,774 355 3,419 
38 3,803 358 3,445 3,882 366 3,516 
39 3,908 368 3,540 3,989 376 3,613 
40 4,014 379 3,635 4,097 387 3,710 
41 4,119 389 3,730 4,204 398 3,806 

41+11 months 
     & over5 4,211 399 3,813 4,298 407 3,891

1. High-3 averages for both grades (formerly levels) are for carriers who have worked full-time on a continuous basis between April 1, 2017, and April  
1, 2020, at Step O (formerly Step 12). 

2. Years of service includes any unused sick leave.
3. The reduction for a survivor’s annuity is the amount necessary to provide maximum benefits (55% of basic annuity) to a surviving spouse.
4. If covered by the NALC Health Benefit Plan, a further deduction of either $473.01 per month if for self plus one (code 323), $408.94 if for self and 

family (code 322), or $196.82 if for self only (code 321) will be made. In addition, premiums for any coverage under the Federal Employees’ Group Life 
Insurance Program will reduce the net annuity further.

5. Under FERS rules, there is no maxiumum allowable yearly annuity. However, given the FERS formula of 1% per year, it is highly unlikely that any FERS 
employee will ever exceed the 80% maximum limit under CSRS.

6. FERS employees who retire at age 62 or later with at least 20 years of service receive an additional 10% - their annuities are calculated at 1.1% times 
years of service times high-three average salary.
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Annuity Estimates

The Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS) covers
federal and postal employees hired on or after Jan. 1, 
1984. FERS employees earn retirement benefits from 

three sources: the FERS Basic Annuity, Social Security and 
the Thrift Savings Plan. 

An additional Special Annuity Supplement is paid to FERS
annuitants who retire at Minimum Retirement Age (MRA) plus
30 years or more, or at age 60 plus 20 years or more. It is ap-
proximately calculated by taking an individual’s Social Security
age 62 benefit estimate, multiplied by the number of years of

Monthly FERS annuity payments
for letter carriers who retire on April 1, 2020

January 2020  
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The Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS) covers 
federal and postal employees hired on or after Jan. 1, 
1984. FERS employees earn retirement benefits from 

three sources: the FERS Basic Annuity, Social Security and 
the Thrift Savings Plan. 

An additional Special Annuity Supplement is paid to FERS 
annuitants who retire at Minimum Retirement Age (MRA) plus 
30 years or more, or at age 60 plus 20 years or more. It is ap-
proximately calculated by taking an individual’s Social Security 
age 62 benefit estimate, multiplied by the number of years of 

FERS coverage, divided by 40. It is payable to age 62 and then 
ends. Social Security benefits are payable beginning at age 62.

The table below provides monthly basic annuity, survivor 
deduction and net annuity amount estimates for letter car-
riers who plan to take optional retirement on April 1, 2020. 
Estimates are computed by using the given high-3 averages, 
which are based on the basic pay earned by full-time Step O 
carriers and vary by length of postal/military/federal service. 
Reduced annuity amounts reflect the difference between the 
given basic annuity and survivor reduction figures.

Monthly FERS annuity payments
for letter carriers who retire on April 1, 2020

          CC Grade 1 / High-3 Average1: $63,167          CC Grade 2 / High-3 Average1: $64,473
Years of Basic Max. Survivor Max. Survivor  Basic Max. Survivor Max. Survivor
Service2 Annuity Deduction3 Reduced Annuity4   Annuity Deduction3 Reduced Annuity4

20 $1,053 $105 948 1,075 $107 $967 
21  1,105 111 995 1,128 113 1,015 
22 1,158 116 1,042 1,182 118 1,064 
23  1,211 121 1,090 1,236 124 1,112 
24  1,263 126 1,137 1,289 129 1,161 
25  1,316 132 1,184 1,343 134 1,209 
26 1,369 137 1,232 1,397 140 1,257 
27  1,421 142 1,279 1,451 145 1,306 
28 1,474 147 1,327 1,504 150 1,354 
29 1,527 153 1,374 1,558 156 1,402 
30 1,579 158 1,421 1,612 161 1,451 
31  1,632 163 1,469 1,666 167 1,499 
32  1,684 168 1,516 1,719 172 1,547 
33  1,737 174 1,563 1,773 177 1,596 
34  1,790 179 1,611 1,827 183 1,644 
35  1,842 184 1,658 1,880 188 1,692 
36 1,895 190 1,706 1,934 193 1,741 
37  1,948 195 1,753 1,988 199 1,789 
38 2,000 200 1,800 2,042 204 1,837 
39  2,053 205 1,848 2,095 210 1,886 
40 2,106 211 1,895 2,149 215 1,934 

 Each additional 
 year5 52.64 5.26 47.38 53.73 5.37 48.35 

1. High-three averages for both grades (formerly levels) are for carriers who have worked full-time on a continuous basis between April 1, 2017, and April 
1, 2020, at Step O (formerly Step 12).

2. Years of service includes any unused sick leave.
3. The reduction for survivor’s annuity is the amount necessary to provide maximum benefits (50% of basic annuity) to a surviving spouse.
4. If covered by the NALC Health Benefit Plan, a further deduction of either $473.01 per month if for self plus one (code 323), $408.94 if for self and 

family (code 322), or $196.82 if for self only (code 321) will be made. In addition, premiums for any coverage under the Federal Employees’ Group Life 
Insurance Program will reduce the net annuity further.

5. Under FERS rules, there is no maxiumum allowable yearly annuity. However, given the FERS formula of 1% per year, it is highly unlikely that any FERS 
employee will ever exceed the 80% maximum limit under CSRS.

6. FERS employees who retire at age 62 or later with at least 20 years of service receive an additional 10% - their annuities are calculated at 1.1% times 
years of service times high-three average salary.
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State Summaries

Florida

The following is a continuation of the history
of the FSALC.
Throughout NALC’s history, legislation has 

been an important function of state associa-
tions. Prior to the Postal Reorganization Act, 
the FSALC spent time, resources and efforts lob-
bying Congress for wages, working conditions, 
Annual Leave, Sick Leave, Overtime pay and 
widows’ annuities. 

In 1948, the state associations met at NALC 
Headquarters to form a program to lobby Con-
gress concerning pay and working conditions. 
At the 1949 FSALC convention, there were bills 
pending to give postal workers 26 days of AL, 15 
days of SL, provide a $100 clothing allowance, 
make starting pay $2,950 per annum, and pro-
vide widows’ annuities. 

In 1953, these same issues were still pending. 
In 1954, state associations began a campaign urg-
ing carriers to contact their representatives urging 
support for those issues. At a meeting in St. Pe-
tersburg in 1954, NALC President Doherty noted 
that 79.66 percent of carriers had second jobs, 
or that their wives were employed. In 1957, state 
associations held rallies urging Congress against 
implementation of a threatened pay freeze. Again 
in 1958 and 1959, state associations lobbied Con-
gress for a reasonable pay increase. 

Legislative agendas have always been of 
great importance for state associations. In early 
years, recognition of NALC was paramount. Dur-
ing the ’40s and ’50s, our concerns were for de-
cent wages, OT pay, guaranteed hours, clothing 
allowances, spouses’ annuities, AL, SL, etc. Af-
ter obtaining bargaining rights, the concern was 
to repeal the Hatch Act. 

Throughout our history, legislative efforts have 
been to get members to contact their representa-
tives to support or oppose legislation relative to 
our interests. At the 2008 NALC convention, the 
Constitution of the Government of State Asso-
ciations was changed, making activities relating 
to legislation the sole mission of state associa-
tions. In 2016, the FSALC had a vote-by-mail bill 
passed in the Florida state legislature.

O.D. Elliott

Kentucky

Your Kentucky State Association is happy
that our new governor, Andy Beshear, has 

certainly been a friend of labor unions. The 
2020 federal elections are just on the hori-
zon, with S.2965 Postal Fairness Act needing 
cosponsors in the U.S. Senate. Congrats to all 
who called House members to get 295 cospon-
sors for HB 2382! 

We are also excited about our district meet-
ing from Feb. 22 to 23, at Embassy Suites, Lex-
ington Green in Lexington. Rooms are $112.00 
per night, and registration cut-off is Jan. 31. 
The code for our group is “NAL.” The phone 
number is 1-855-744-3589. Registration is $50 
per member. Make checks payable to NALC Br. 
361. Mail to Cindi Lindsay, c/o Central KY Br.
361, P.O. Box 911203, Lexington, KY 40591. Any 
questions: Steve Terry, KYSALC State Secretary, 
502-681-4512 or lttrcrr1978@ twc.com, or you
can contact Cindi Lindsay or this scribe. Happy 
new year, and hope to see you in Lexington in

February; camaraderie is guaranteed!
Bob McNulty

Michigan

Greetings and happy New Year from the Mich-
igan State Association of Letter Carriers. I 

hope everybody had a wonderful and safe holi-
day season. The holidays are always a busy time 
of year for letter carriers. Our national leaders 
have been busy as well. Contract negotiations 
are still in the forefront of everyone’s mind. The 
60-day mediation period ended in late Novem-
ber with both parties still at an impasse. This
means that our contract will now go to interest
arbitration. The parties are in the process of
choosing arbitrators and by the time you read
this, the hearings may have already begun. 

Another hot topic still ongoing is the caser/
streeter initiative. In early December, the Postal 
Service put NALC on notice that, pending an 
arbitrator’s decision, they intend to continue 
this test and will be bringing more sites online 
in January. NALC has hundreds of observers in 
place and is prepared to go into new sites to 
keep an eye on these tests. Extensive reports 
are being filed every week from every site, and 
Director of City Delivery Chris Jackson and his 
staff are working hard to compile statistics on 
contractual violations that are occurring be-
cause of this process. A national-level griev-
ance has been filed and, as of the submission 
of this article, we’ve had one hearing before an 
arbitrator, with more expected. I was amazed to 
read that a Postal Service representative in an-
other state told the press that this test has no 
customer impact! 

I am happy to announce that Michigan has 
had two more congressional representatives 
sign on as cosponsors of HS 2382. The Honor-
able Brenda Lawrence and the Honorable Fred 
Upton have put their names down to support 
our cause. That makes eight out of 14. Keep up 
the good work, let’s go get the rest! 

Tom Minshall

Tennessee

The Tennessee State Association of Letter Car-
riers awards two $500 scholarships each year.
Applicants must be the son or daughter of an 

active, retired or deceased letter carrier who is a 
member of the NALC. 

To receive a copy of the rules for the 2019-
2020 competition, submit a written request by 
Feb. 1 to: Attn: Scholarship Committee, Tennes-
see State Association of Letter Carriers, P.O. Box 
80241, Chattanooga, TN 37414.

Laurie McLemore

Texas

On behalf of the Texas State Association of
Letter Carriers, happy New Year. The senate 

has introduced S. 2965, the USPS Fairness Act, 
companion bill to H.R. 2382 in the House. Call 
Senator Cruz and Cornyn’s offices and ask them 
to support S. 2965.   

I was privileged to install the officers of Lar-
edo Branch 354 in December. Congratulations 
to all officers elected, in particular Ignacio “Na-

cho” Flores as president. Branch 354 showed 
how much they appreciated Anacleto De Luna, 
president emeritus, for his many years of hard 
work. Also, a big congratulations to Luis Pala-
cios, vice president of Laredo Branch 354, on his 
retirement from the Postal Service. He will have 
more time to visit branches in District 5.  

The year is starting off with a bang and we are 
racing.  National Business Agent Javier Bernal 
will be hosting the spring training at Embassy 
Suites by Hilton Dallas DFW North, 2401 Bass 
Pro Dr., Grapevine on February 14 to 17 (registra-
tion cut-off Jan. 24). Call 972-724-5143 for res-
ervations and mention NALC Region 10 Spring 
School (group code: NRM).

Since we’ve reached our goal of 290 co-spon-
sors, H.R. 2382 can get to the floor.  Now let’s 
work on the S. 2965, the USPS Fairness Act.  We 
can make this happen! We look forward to see-
ing y’all in Grapevine.

If you have questions, give me a call or text at 
956-455-2540 or send emails to carlos.TSALC@
gmail.com. 

Happy New Year, and God bless.
Carlos Rodriguez

Wisconsin

The annual state chairs meeting was held in
mid-November, and I met with NALC leader-

ship at headquarters in DC. The purpose of the 
meeting was to inform the states in LPO Brent 
Fjerestad’s orbit of the NALC’s legislative agen-
da and where each state is within that frame-
work. The primary focus was on getting H.R. 
2382, the House bill to fix the pre-funding prob-
lem, over the finish line of 290 co-sponsors.

In Wisconsin, Mark Pocan, Gwen Moore and 
Ron Kind are signed on and did so immediately 
after the legislation dropped (DC speak for leg-
islation being introduced). Glenn Grothman has 
indicated a desire to sign on but has not at the 
time this article was submitted. That is not for 
a lack of trying by LCCL Mike Streetar. He and 
branch members have been to see Rep. Groth-
man repeatedly, and I was able to meet with 
him in DC in February and November. We would 
welcome his co-sponsorship.

The other main topic was the Letter Carrier 
Political Fund. Wisconsin has an 8.35 percent 
giving rate among its 5,434 members. Imagine 
if only 8 percent of drivers on the road had auto 
insurance. That is the job insurance rate Wis-
consin carriers are carrying. 

I applaud these branches for getting it: 
Kenosha Branch 574, 21.49 percent; Beloit 
Branch 715, 19.04 percent; Sheboygan Branch 
102,18.48 percent; Superior Branch 337, 16.39 
percent; Stevens Point Branch 381, 15.90 per-
cent; Janesville Branch 572, 15.44 percent; Eau 
Claire Branch 728, 15.15 percent; Manitowoc 
Branch 490, 13.51 percent; Rapids Branch 1081 
and Marshfield Branch 978, 13.04 percent; Fond 
du Lac Branch 125, 12.98 percent; Brookfield 
Branch 4811, 11.45 percent; Green Bay Branch 
619, 11.31 percent; Racine Branch 436, 10.68 
percent; La Crosse Branch 59, 10.21 percent; 
and Appleton Branch 822, 10.10 percent.

LCPF is our voice, and we need you to pipe 
up!

Scott A. Van Derven
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December 2017

Retiree Reports

Hartford, Connecticut

Active and retired letter carriers from the 
Naugatuck Post Office got together at the 

Southington movie complex the last Tuesday of 
November to see the movie Midway. It is good to 
socialize outside of work, which is quite hectic 
with the holiday season and winter storms this 
December. 

Lots of holiday festivities to report: Branch 86 
had their annual Christmas party at the Ponte 
Club in Waterbury. The NARFE organization, 
which has several retired letter carriers active 
in it, had their Christmas party at the Dakota 
Steakhouses on Dec. 11. I joined that organiza-
tion, which lobbies on behalf of all government 
and postal workers in the U.S. That is an after-
noon luncheon. Later that evening is our last 
branch meeting of 2019. They often have a buf-
fet and soft drinks after the December meeting. 
Bad weather hit the northern U.S. on Dec. 1. 

Lots of wet and snow-covered roads to deal 
with for the long Thanksgiving weekend and our 
return to work after the holidays. I appreciate 
being retired in weather like this, and I admire 
the letter carriers who persevere and deliver 
our mail in such difficult wintry conditions on a 
weekly basis. Sadly, a foolish arbitrator ruled it 
is not unsafe to deliver in the darkness. You, not 
that fool arbitrator, are the one out there deliv-
ering mail in the darkness. Be safe and check for 
road visibility and slippery conditions that can 
make it nearly impossible to deliver. Bring the 
mail back for safety’s sake. 

Best wishes to all of the letter carriers over 

the new year. 2019 went by quickly. Last Nov. 
1 marked the 10th anniversary of my retirement 
from the Naugatuck post office. Time does fly 
by, does it not?

Ed Mulrenan, Branch 86 

New Orleans, Louisiana

“Pray for the dead and fight like hell for the 
living”—Mother Jones, labor activist.

In 2020, we will celebrate the passage of the 
19th amendment guaranteeing women the right 
to vote. This amendment was ratified on Aug. 
18, 1920. It is notable that the 100th anniversary 
will occur during the 72nd convention of NALC. 
Our country and union were founded on the 
principle of letting everyone succeed on merit; 
sometimes we excel, sometimes not. Our coun-
try and union are far from perfect—however, we 
still strive to be the best. Alexis de Tocqueville 
wrote about this in Democracy in America. 

As a veteran and letter carrier, we took an 
oath; as part of that requirement of our employ-
ment is the duty to uphold the “sanctity of the 
mail.” If one does this faithfully, the rewards are 
great—retirement with benefits! However, these 
benefits did not spring out of thin air, but were 
secured in 1889 and enhanced in 1970 when 
NALC bargained for wages and benefits. These 
benefits can be taken in retirement with a stroke 
of a pen—one group is hell bent on weakening 
these rights and benefits (hint: the party that 
starts with the 18th letter of the alphabet).

So, let’s celebrate the passage of the 19th 
amendment and recognize some NALC pio-

neers: Jane Broendel, Myra Warren, Judy Wil-
loughby, Cynthia Barnes, Cheryl Davis, Darleen 
Torregano and all female carriers past, present 
and future—job well done!

From “Unbought and Unbossed” Shirley Ch-
isholm to “Don’t mess with me” Nancy Pelosi!

Stanley Taylor, Branch 124 

Paterson, New Jersey

As time passes, it becomes more evident that 
participation in our union events (informa-

tional picket lines, retirement breakfasts that 
honor our past retirees, etc.) becomes smaller 
in the amount of union members coming to our 
events. Is this a trend? Are most people satis-
fied with our leadership that they do not feel the 
need to attend social gatherings, events and 
completely trust the Branch 120 administration 
and staff, or are we becoming less interested 
in attending social events? This union serves 
its members best when there are volumes in 
events that show a strong solidarity in union 
participation.

Becoming a strong union advocate not only 
involves becoming a member of this great 
union, belonging to our health plan and partici-
pating in our letter carrier political action fund, 
but also helping and assisting our union offi-
cials in gatherings that reinforce the idea that 
we speak in numbers and volumes in many dif-
ferent areas.

Joseph Murone, Branch 120
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In Memoriam

NALC offers deepest sympathies to the families and friends of departed brothers and sisters
James D. Rabren  Br. 1630 Dothan, AL
William E. Cox Br. 1111 Greater East Bay, CA
Gary Bergal Br. 1100 Garden Grove, CA
Frank Jaime Br. 1100 Garden Grove, CA
Alfred H. Sagner Br. 1100 Garden Grove, CA
Duane L. Woodburn Br. 1100 Garden Grove, CA
Henry D. Ford Jr. Br. 24 Los Angeles, CA
Jerome Roberts Br. 193 San Jose, CA
Franklin D. Kemp Jr. Br. 5996 Centennial, CO
John E. Hill Br. 47 Denver, CO
Harold L. Harris Br. 191 Wilmington, DE
Bernard R. Canoro Br. 2008 Clearwater, FL
Edward K. Joyner Br. 1477 West Coast Florida
Robert J. Keller Br. 1477 West Coast Florida
Eugene T. Jingles Br. 73 Atlanta, GA
Luis M. Rosa Br. 263 Augusta, GA
Harold B. Buckhoy Br. 11 Chicago, IL
Henry V. Pajor Br. 11 Chicago, IL
Patricia Reynolds Br. 11 Chicago, IL
Luz Torres Br. 11 Chicago, IL
James E. Wade Br. 31 Peoria, IL 
Robert E. Travis Br. 1326 Gary, IN
Alex J. Porubyanski Br. 1689 Whiting, IN
A. J. Wayman Br. 374 Northern Kentucky
Truman O. Lancaster Br. 176 Baltimore, MD
Carl R. Netzer Br. 176 Baltimore, MD
John M. Neville Br. 176 Baltimore, MD
Edward A. Pettaway Br. 176 Baltimore, MD
Michael P. Ruth Br. 176 Baltimore, MD

Eugene J. Stacharowski  Br. 176 Baltimore, MD
Rayfield F. Wimbish Br. 176 Baltimore, MD
Karol E. Zepp Br. 176 Baltimore, MD
Oscar A. Hilbert Br. 46 Western MA
Carlon A. Schafer Br. 262 Battle Creek, MI
Fred D. Gillmer Jr. Br. 13 Muskegon, MI
Thomas P. Cronin Br. 9 Minneapolis, MN
Charles L. Lenzen Br. 9 Minneapolis, MN
John P. McPartlan Br. 9 Minneapolis, MN
Gerald L. Galleano Br. 343 St. Louis, MO
Carmen J. Conti Br. 38 New Jersey Mgd.
Chester Guzik Br. 38 New Jersey Mgd.
Michael J. Mundell Br. 38 New Jersey Mgd.
E. W. Romanowski Br. 38 New Jersey Mgd.
John R. Gondola Br. 120 Paterson, NJ
Linda L. Miller Br. 1908 Riverside, NJ
John F. Rigby Br. 908 South Jersey, NJ 
Frank Gschwentner Br. 3 Buffalo-Western NY
Frederick A. Beyer Br. 137 Hudson Valley Mgd., NY
Donald Tarzia Br. 562 Jamaica, NY
Jeremiah T. Verdi Br. 6000 Long Island Mgd., NY
Robert L. Carter Br. 36 New York, NY 
Victor A. Papapietro Br. 36 New York, NY
Hubert E. Stokes Br. 693 Westchester Mgd., NY
Bruce Logan Jr. Br. 934 Salisbury, NC
Leroy Nelson Br. 461 Winston-Salem, NC
Henry B. Sandlin Br. 43 Cincinnati, OH
Charles W. Jaite Br. 40 Cleveland, OH
Donald R. Yarian Br. 40 Cleveland, OH

Garland M. Roberts Br. 78 Columbus, OH
Resden S. Talbert Jr. Br. 78 Columbus, OH
Wayne J. Clark Br. 182 Dayton, OH
Robert J. Naughton Br. 385 Youngstown, OH
Michele L. Cole Br. 458 Oklahoma City, OK
Gene C. Hayes Br. 458 Oklahoma City, OK
James D. Byers Br. 1358 Tulsa, OK
Jack C. Williams Br. 916 Eugene, OR
Donald H. Thom Br. 82 Portland, OR
Nicholas T. Comerford Br. 920 Bux-Mont, PA
David L. Keller Br. 920 Bux-Mont, PA
James J. Fiolek Br. 284 Erie, PA
B. C. Long Ii Br. 500 Harrisburg, PA 
Philip F. Knoll Br. 157 Philadelphia, PA
James P. Lynagh Br. 157 Philadelphia, PA
Dominic Salvio Br. 84 Pittsburgh, PA
John E. Faria Jr. Br. 55 Pawtucket, RI
Albert L. Lehman Br. 491 Sioux Falls, SD
Albert Mendez Jr. Br. 505 El Paso, TX
Harold N. Augbon Br. 283 Houston, TX
Fred A. Howell Br. 2279 Lufkin, TX
Fred E. Robinson Br. 456 Norfolk, VA
Wilbert A. Zacharias Br. 450 North Sound, WA
Beverly L. Cook Br. 79 Seattle, WA
Michael A. Haller Br. 507 Madison, WI
Robert N. Howard Br. 2 Milwaukee, WI
Robert J. Weisrock Br. 2 Milwaukee, WI
Ricky A. Georg Br. 173 Oshkosh, WI
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Honor Roll

NALC recognizes its brothers and sisters for their long-term membership

65-year pins 

Eugene R. Alber Ann Arbor, MI Br. 434
Ruben Fontes Clarksville, TN Br. 364
Cecil B. Picard Clarksville, TN Br. 364

60-year pins
Harvey M. Bullion Mobile, AL Br. 469
Bruce E. Davis Tuscaloosa, AL Br. 1096
Clois R. Dansby Central CA Br. 231
James E. Espinosa Central CA Br. 231
Abel M. Estrada Central CA Br. 231
Logan L. Howard Central CA Br. 231
Henry F. Kirkland Jr. Central CA Br. 231
Jackie J. Warinner Central CA Br. 231
Ellison A. Williams Jr. Central CA Br. 231
Jesse M. Zamora Central CA Br. 231
James K. Daley Greater East Bay, CA Br. 1111
Harvey P. Neville Ontario, CA Br. 1439
Eugene T. Blackston Augusta, GA Br. 263
Charles R. Koss Augusta, GA Br. 263
Frank L. Melton Augusta, GA Br. 263
Furman J. Padgett Jr. Augusta, GA Br. 263
Eugene R. Alber Ann Arbor, MI Br. 434
C. E. Herrington Meridian, MS Br. 487
Alvin C. Hyder St. Joseph, MO Br. 195   
Lawrence L. Hale Springfield, MO Br. 203
Ben A. Donnamaria Morristown, NJ Br. 272
Thomas J. Cowhig Staten Island, NY Br. 99
Roger R. Scocco Staten Island, NY Br. 99
Degno Valenti York, PA Br. 509
Ruben Fontes Clarksville, TN Br. 364
Cecil B. Picard Clarksville, TN Br. 364

55-year pins and gold cards
Harvey M. Bullion Mobile, AL Br. 469
Jene A. McKissack Mobile, AL Br. 469
Herbert B. Neal Mobile, AL Br. 469
William B. Norris Mobile, AL Br. 469
Lee E. Portis Mobile, AL Br. 469
Abel M. Estrada Central CA Br. 231
Leonard R. Garber Central CA Br. 231
Daniel J. Givens Central CA Br. 231
Richard Maldonado Central CA Br. 231
Salvador V. Salcido Central CA Br. 231
Thomas S. Sanders Central CA Br. 231
James K. Daley Greater East Bay, CA Br. 1111
William C. Haggard Greater East Bay, CA Br. 1111
Joseph L. Johnson Greater East Bay, CA Br. 1111
Peter G. Katsifolis Greater East Bay, CA Br. 1111
James C. Riker Greater East Bay, CA Br. 1111
Richard A. Segraves Greater East Bay, CA Br. 1111
Frank A. Swezey Greater East Bay, CA Br. 1111
Bobbie R. Henson Los Angeles, CA Br. 24
R. F. Shiver Lakeland, FL Br. 1779

Ralph H. Friedhofer Naples, FL Br. 4716
Bradley L. Will Naples, FL Br. 4716
Charles D. Kennedy Augusta, GA Br. 263
Robert E. Sanders Augusta, GA Br. 263
Franklin D. Ehresman Lafayette, IN Br. 466
Robert M. Skinner Lafayette, IN Br. 466
Charles E. Davis Baton Rouge, LA Br. 129
Alexander Jackson Jr. Baton Rouge, LA Br. 129
Lee A. Jones Jr. Baton Rouge, LA Br. 129
Eugene R. Alber Ann Arbor, MI Br. 434
Alvin C. Hyder St. Joseph, MO Br. 0195
Ben A. Donnamaria Morristown, NJ Br. 272
John M. Vaccaro New Jersey Mgd. Br. 38
Thomas J. Cowhig Staten Island, NY Br. 99
Joseph E. Monico Staten Island, NY Br. 99
Roger R. Scocco Staten Island, NY Br. 99
Claude L. Redick Eugene, OR Br. 916
Angelo Pennacchia Pittsburgh, PA Br. 84
Paul B. Crass Clarksville, TN Br. 364
Ruben Fontes Clarksville, TN Br. 364
Cecil B. Picard Clarksville, TN Br. 364
Lucius F. Talley Jr. Nashville, TN Br. 4
Carlos R. Martinez Laredo, TX Br. 354
Jack G. Raymond Salt Lake City, UT Br. 111
Don S. Taylor Salt Lake City, UT Br. 111
Richard E. Dubuque Racine, WI Br. 436
Robert J. Hansen Racine, WI Br. 436

5o-year pins and gold cards
Jene A. McKissack Mobile, AL Br. 469
Herbert B. Neal Mobile, AL Br. 469
Lee E. Portis Mobile, AL Br. 469
Abel M. Estrada Central CA Br. 231
Carl G. Burton Central CA Br. 231
Robert L. Hill Central CA Br. 231
Howard R. Knight Central CA Br. 231
Richard Maldonado Central CA Br. 231
Clifford R. Maxwell Central CA Br. 231
Donald L. Miller Central CA Br. 231
Donald G. Nonast Central CA Br. 231
Alfonso B. Perez Central CA Br. 231
Ray Ramirez Central CA Br. 231
Thomas S. Sanders Central CA Br. 231
Federico A. Torres Central CA Br. 231
Olen L. Wheeler Central CA Br. 231
Nicholas A. Formella Greater East Bay, CA Br. 1111
Bobby J. Lewis Greater East Bay, CA Br. 1111
Yvonne Tanner Greater East Bay, CA Br. 1111
Edward Rooney Jr. Pasadena, CA Br. 2200
Bennie Kirtman San Francisco, CA Br. 214
Gerald K. Lee San Francisco, CA Br. 214
Herbert P. Mitchell San Francisco, CA Br. 214
Frank J. Marulo Jr. Sacramento, CA Br. 133
Michael A. Acevedo South Florida Br. 1071
Larry N. Deshazior South Florida Br. 1071
Daniel J. Gorham South Florida Br. 1071

Kenneth G. Sawyer South Florida Br. 1071
James J. Culotta West Coast Florida Br. 1477
Joseph S. Vermette West Coast Florida Br. 1477
William M. Moreland Atlanta, GA Br. 73
Henry T. Ballard Augusta, GA Br. 263
Ronald E. Brack Augusta, GA Br. 263
Russell V. Dye Augusta, GA Br. 263
Lewis M. English Augusta, GA Br. 263
George L. Heath Augusta, GA Br. 263
Isaac Jackson Jr. Augusta, GA Br. 263
Ronald F. Kucera Augusta, GA Br. 263
John K. Moody Augusta, GA Br. 263
Ralph M. Moxley Augusta, GA Br. 263
Charlie J. Price Augusta, GA Br. 263
Julian P. Rachels Jr. Augusta, GA Br. 263
Joe T. Romero Augusta, GA Br. 263
Douglas R. Strakosch Augusta, GA Br. 263
Hector R. Torres Jr. Augusta, GA Br. 263
George M. Webb Augusta, GA Br. 263
Robert D. Wilkerson Augusta, GA Br. 263
Ralph H. Jackson Jr. Roswell, GA Br. 4862
Donald L. Ray Roswell, GA Br. 4862
Joanne Easden Pekin, IL Br. 209
Elizabeth Harr Pekin, IL Br. 209
Robert L. Strack Pekin, IL Br. 209
Earnest R. Barnett Jr. Indianapolis, IN Br. 39
Robert L. Jones Central Iowa Mgd. Br. 352
Wayne R. Rockwell Central Iowa Mgd. Br. 352
Richard F. Hutt Boston, MA Br. 34
Harry E. Turner Boston, MA Br. 34
Thomas E. Oliver Worcester, MA Br. 12
Rhea K. McGregor Saginaw, MI Br. 74
Donald J. Noel Saginaw, MI Br. 74
James F. Priebe Saginaw, MI Br. 74
George F. Wolf Jr. Saginaw, MI Br. 74
Kenneth W. Breamer Albert Lea, MN Br. 718
Andrew O. Dyrdal Albert Lea, MN Br. 718
Roland H. Green Albert Lea, MN Br. 718
Alvin C. Hyder St. Joseph, MO Br. 195
Ronnie S. Dean Springfield, MO Br. 203
Jim L. Hanafin Springfield, MO Br. 203
Michael L. Rothermel Springfield, MO Br. 203
James H. Ward Springfield, MO Br. 203
David W. Bisbee Nashua, NH Br. 230
Edward R. Jean Nashua, NH Br. 230
Gerard E. Levesque Nashua, NH Br. 230
Frank R. Mooney Nashua, NH Br. 230
Lucien C. Rioux Nashua, NH Br. 230
Richard H. Rolfe Nashua, NH Br. 230
John R. Soubosky Nashua, NH Br. 230
Frank D. Allen Mays Landing, NJ Br. 903
A. G. Smalley Jr. Morristown, NJ Br. 272
Donald Fecko New Jersey Mgd. Br. 38 
Joseph E. Monico Staten Island, NY Br. 99
Herman A. Scott Hannibal, MO Br. 291
Charles E. Wade Hannibal, MO Br. 291

NALC members who have completed 50 years of membership in 
NALC are awarded a Life Membership Gold Card that entitles them 

to all privileges of membership in 
NALC without payment of dues. To 
receive a gold card and 50-year la-
pel pin, the branch secretary must 
write to the NALC secretary-treasur-
er and request the award for the 
member. This is in accordance with 
Article 2, Section 5 (a) of the NALC 
Constitution.

Additionally, the national secretary-treasurer’s office handles 

branch requests for lapel pins. Accordingly, the secre-
tary-treasurer’s office can only provide suitable lapel 
pins “when receiving proper notification by the Branch 
Secretary” in the year when a member is to complete 
the following number of years as a member: 25 years, 
30 years, 35 years, 40 years, 45 years, 50 years, 55 
years, 60 years and 65 years. Special plaques are 
available for members who complete 70 years and 75 years. This is 
also per Article 2 of the NALC Constitution.

All requests must come from the branch secretary. Longtime mem-
bers are encouraged to inform their branches when they reach a lon-
gevity benchmark.

Below is a list of those NALC members who have received an award in the past month:
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Edward T. Amici Binghamton, NY Br. 333
Michael A. Babish Binghamton, NY Br. 333
Joseph V. Charpinsky Binghamton, NY Br. 333
Thomas G. Ribble Binghamton, NY Br. 333
James R. Sherman Binghamton, NY Br. 333
Louis Bastone Jr. Long Island Mgd., NY Br. 6000
Murdo Mackay Long Island Mgd., NY Br. 6000
Norman R. Blanton Kings Mountain, NC Br. 3145
Dean K. Lewi Columbus, OH Br. 78
Mary Etzinger Fostoria, OH Br. 279
Larry J. Lucius Fostoria, OH Br. 279
Oliver A. Overmier Fostoria, OH Br. 279
John H. Lewey Eugene, OR Br. 916
Thomas J. Logan Jr. Levittown, PA Br. 4973

Paul G. Kollinger Pittsburgh, PA Br. 84
Ronald D. Mumford York, PA Br. 509
Michike Kimura Nashville, TN Br. 4
Gwen Pardin Nashville, TN Br. 4
Johnny W. Yates Nashville, TN Br. 4
Martin L. Hernandez Laredo, TX Br. 354
Keith E. Jensen Salt Lake City, UT Br. 111
John D. McGowan Salt Lake City, UT Br. 111
Ruben A. Vargas Salt Lake City, UT Br. 111
Tommy Drayton Richmond, VA Br. 496
Joshua L. Nash Jr. Richmond, VA Br. 496
William E. Booth Roanoke, VA Br. 524
Ronald J. Brantner Eau Claire, WI Br. 728
Loren J. Dascher Eau Claire, WI Br. 728

Glen V. Grorud Eau Claire, WI Br. 728
Carl H. Hatlestad Eau Claire, WI Br. 728
Lloyd E. Holten Eau Claire, WI Br. 728
Roderick A. Lein Eau Claire, WI Br. 728
Gerald J. Malak Eau Claire, WI Br. 728
Maynard A. Moe Eau Claire, WI Br. 728
Harold G. Robarge Eau Claire, WI Br. 728
Merlin J. Stratton Eau Claire, WI Br. 728
Eldon C. Odekirk Fond du Lake, WI Br. 125
James A. Wolff II Madison, WI Br. 507
Henry A. Andersen Racine, WI Br. 436
Eugene F. Haluska Racine, WI Br. 436
David N. Willing Racine, WI Br. 436

Below is a list of those NALC members who have received an award in the past month:
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NALC recognizes its brothers and sisters for their long-term membership
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the following number of years as a member: 25 years, 
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Nalcrest Update

From the Trustees

Once again the generosity of Nalcrest’s resi-
dents has been put on display. As our annual 

toy collection kicked off after Thanksgiving, and 
before the first week in December was over, more 
than 50 toys had been donated. History shows 
that many more toys will be part of a collection 
that will brighten Christmas for kids in the area.  
Friday the 13th was a lucky one at Nalcrest. Our 
annual Christmas tree lighting and parade took 
place, providing a great time for all. The spirit 
exuded during the gathering left everyone full 
of the holiday spirit and ready to continue the 
celebration through New Year’s. What fun and 
what a place to live.

December was also a chance to say “thank 
you” to the wonderful, dedicated employees 
of Nalcrest. Each and every one contributes to 
making this unique, retirement community such 
a great place to call home. We are blessed to 
have them. Again, thank you.

As a reminder, we continue to have a waiting 
list and, if you wish to become part of the Nal-
crest community, contact the office and begin 
the process.

From all the letter carriers at Nalcrest and the 
Nalcrest, have a happy, healthy New Year.

Tom Young

For an application to live at Nalcrest, visit 
nalc.org/nalcrest, or call 863-696-1121.

Apply to live at Nalcrest

Nalcrest Update

Nalcrest Trustees

NALC President Fredric Rolando

NALC Secretary-Treasurer Nicole Rhine

NALC Director of Retired Members Dan Toth

NALC Trustee Mike Gill

Nalcrest Trustees President Matty Rose

Nalcrest Trustees Vice President Tom Young

Nalcrest Trustees Vice President Don Southern
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Branch Items

Albany, New York 

Congratulations to our newest career letter 
carrier in Branch 29, Zaid Ijaz. Zaid works 

out of the East Greenbush installation. We wish 
you all the best as you begin your career as a 
regular letter carrier.

The branch sends our congratulations to 
Scott DeLong, who retired on Nov. 29. Scott re-
tired after 35 years of service. He will be missed 
by his customers, especially the elderly people 
he delivered to and took great care of. I had the 
pleasure to work with Scott for many years and 
I was the best floater he ever had, without a 
doubt. Enjoy Scott, we wish you the best!

Jay Jackson, Branch 29

Anchorage, Alaska

The elections of officers results are as follows: 
Jim Raymond re-elected as president, Crys-

tal Higgins reelected as sergeant-at-arms, Jen-
nifer Atwood and Josper Villegas reelected and 
Marie Azevedo elected to her first full term as 
trustees. Other officers winning by acclamation 
were James Frankford, vice president, Thomas 
Devros, recording secretary, Chris Crutchfield, 
secretary-treasurer and Lyal Hanson, health 
benefits representative. I’d like to thank the 
membership for the continual support as your 
president and for these fine men and women.

The installation of officers and the retiree 
recognition banquet will be held on Feb. 15 at 
the American Legion, Post 28. In 2019, we set 
a record for grievances filed in branch history 
with more than 2,000 grievances. That is nearly 
six grievances per member as an average and 
three times the national average. We continue 
to be successful in getting carriers their job back 
from unjust terminations. In over 40 years, the 
branch has only lost two removal cases. That 
is an impressive success rate and is all begins 
with the stewards who do a great job represent-
ing carriers.

Even with all of our successes, management 
is still violating the same issues that many of 
you probably dealt with. I can’t explain why a 
supervisor who continually loses grievance 
after grievance still has a job. But I will try: ac-
countability. While management will go the ex-
tra mile and hold carriers accountable for their 
actions, you will see nothing from the manage-
ment side of the house, at least from my experi-
ence in the Alaska District. If Santa had any say 
in whether management has been naughty or 
nice, he would fill their stocking with enough 
coal to heat Alaska. But no need for that, Santa, 
the hot air coming out of this district more than 
makes up for that. 

Jim Raymond, Branch 4319

Bergen County Merged, New Jersey

Welcome to 2020, and I would like to con-
gratulate all the new retirees who have de-

cided to join us and live in a non-DPS, no-more-
scanners, no-more-pivot world.

Thank you for your many years of service. You 
are appreciated, even though the Postal Service 
would never admit that—you were just a body 
to it.

A few days after we had our branch retire-
ment luncheon, I attended and enjoyed a retiree 
breakfast, where there are anywhere from 10 to 
20 retirees who twice a month meet at a local 
diner and talk about almost anything.

Please save the date Sunday, Oct. 18 for our 
next retiree luncheon.

Dennis Spoto, Branch 425

Boston, Massachussets

Another holiday season has passed, and now 
it is time to take a deep breath and look 

forward to the new year. In Boston we currently 
have more than 260 CCAs awaiting conversion 
to career. We have stations that have numer-
ous fulltime vacancies that could be filled by 
a one-time conversion and stop the scurrying 
around every day to find enough help to get the 
job done. Management does not seem to have 
any long-term plans for the business and sim-
ply wants just to plan ahead as far as tomorrow. 
Carriers working 10 to 12 hours is a recipe for 
disaster, as the human body also needs some 
down time.

Congratulations to the 17 CCAs who were con-
verted to career on Dec. 7—well-deserved after 
30 months as a CCA. Management is currently 
conducting job fairs to hire new employees as 
retention seems to be a major issue, since $17 
per hour just doesn’t seem to cut it with the cost 
of living in this area.

Congratulations go out to recent retirees Ray 
Cipolletti, Rolfe Gatchell, Chris Lyons and Mike 
Wallace. Enjoy your well-deserved retirement. 
Thoughts and prayers going out to Alejandro 
Morales from the JFK station, who was hit by an 
auto on his way to work and is recuperating In 
the hospital.

Jerry McCarthy, Branch 34

Carmel, Indiana

My postmaster in Carmel is like the gift that 
keeps on giving. I was struggling to think 

of something to write about this month, and my 

good ol’ postmaster bailed me out with another 
one of his wonderful decisions. I just have to 
take you back in time a month or so ago when 
I was sent a certified letter with a return receipt 
from “the” Carmel postmaster about a safety in-
spection on Dec. 2. Lordy, I thought this must be 
super important, since he couldn’t just hand me 
the letter since I see him every single day and I 
know how much he enjoys my presence and our 
conversations.

I assumed it was an invitation letter, or if it 
wasn’t, I have no idea why it would have been 
sent to me in the first place. I could not be there 
because I was scheduled for an arbitration in 
Gary. I designated my treasurer and former 
steward Mike Coy to attend as my designee. I 
knew this safety inspection had to be very im-
portant since he took the time to send me a 
certified letter.

The disturbing part is when 10 a.m. came on 
Monday, Dec. 2, they told Mike that he could not 
participate and sent him out to deliver his route. 
I guess safety wasn’t that important or NALC 
wasn’t welcome or something like that. So you 
know me—I kindly sent an email to the district 
safety manager and human resources manager 
to voice my displeasure. I told them, as well, 
that in the future, please tell Carmel manage-
ment not to send me a certified letter about any 
safety inspections in the Carmel onstallation. It 
looks like this was just a check-the-box thing to 
say that a letter was sent.

Knowledge is power!
Ronnie Roush, Branch 888

Cincinnati, Ohio

Greetings from Cincinnati, where our pro-
fessional sports teams enjoy being in last 

place.
I recently had a CCA on his shadow day ride 

along with me and, at the end of the evening 
as we were walking to our cars, he thanked me 
for being so positive that day. With the national 
retention rate at 55 percent for our CCAs, a lit-
tle positivity may help in a career long known 
amongst our members as not always glamor-
ous, especially in the first couple years.

I had a trainer who gave me an idea of the 
hardships I would face but remained positive 
and chose to highlight the positive side of our 
job instead. I chose to do the same. There is 
enough stress and negativity this time of year, 
let alone trying to learn our job in the first week 
of December.

With the calendar flipping into its final month, 
the purchases of what seem to be a yearly vol-
ume increase from cyber-Monday shoppers 
start rolling into our offices. Mountains of boxes 
with the famous A-to-Z printed tape come rolling 
in every morning hovering over the carriers like 
Mount Everest towering over Edmund Hillary. 
Somehow, every year we get it done. Millions 
of scans made; hundreds of pounds lifted. And 
yet, we persevere. That is a testament to you, my 
fellow brothers and sisters, and to your profes-
sionalism and your steadfastness.

From me and the rest of Branch 43, merry 
Christmas and happy holidays.

Jacob Bingham, Branch 43

There will be no 
Branch Items, State 

Summaries or Retiree 
Reports in the  

February 2020 Postal 
Record. That edition 
will be the special  

annual tribute issue  
honoring contributors 
to LCPF during 2019.

Please note:
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Cleveland, Ohio

New Year’s resolutions again! But let’s take 
a peek at what happened back in 2019. We 

wrapped up the year with our annual Christmas 
Party. (I do love our parties.) But it has been a 
busy year with many other happenings. Let’s re-
member together....

We had our retirees breakfast, which was 
well-attended. Everyone had great stories about 
delivering the mail in the “good ol’ days.” We 
recognized our veterans in October. It was an 
honor to be part of that group. Do we officially 
have a “Space Force?” Just asking. 

Moving back to summer, we had a Branch 40 
Day at Cedar Point Amusement Park, a great day 
and lots of rides to go on. Roller coaster heaven. 
We had our 69th state convention in Cincinnati. 
It was productive, and it was stressed to us all 
how we need to support the people who sup-
port us in Congress. We want to do this at all lev-
els of government—local, state, and national. In 
other words, vote for people who support your 
checks and pensions, and donate to LCPF. 

Yes, it was a very busy year—and this was 
only a small portion of the events. Were you 
part of the action? Don’t forget about attending 
monthly membership meetings. Your union of-
ficers are always here for you. 

Now, if you would like to set some goals for 
2020, why not start by just picking up where you 
left off? It’s never too late to start again.

Factoid: Depending on who you talk to, it 
may or may not be a new decade. The Farm-
ers’ Almanac says, “no,” it is 2021. Other say, 
“yes,” 2020. And if you are a Cleveland sports 
fan, that’s a whole different calendar of wish-
ing, hoping and resolutions. Hang in there, 
Cleveland!

Bob Murphy, Branch 40 

East Lansing, Michigan

Long-life vehicles have certainly lived up to 
their name. Now, 33 years after they were 

first introduced in 1987, it’s long overdue that 
these rolling accidents-waiting-to-happen be 
retired. The LLV should more properly be known 
as RIP, as in “rust in pieces.” Unfortunately, 
USPS doesn’t make decisions lightly; it has 
been trying to make this one since 2015 and has 
only managed to narrow down a list of possible 
replacements to four candidates: Workhorse, 
Karsan, Malindra and Oshkosh, none of which 
is a major manufacturer. Of these, Workhorse is 
the only pure electric vehicle. Karsan and Ma-
lindra are hybrids and Oshkosh is (of all things) 
a gas-mobile. Meanwhile, Amazon has ordered 
100,000 electric trucks from Rivian, and UPS is 
also fully committed to switching to electric ve-
hicles.

The Post Office has said it will finally make a 
decision sometime next year. They need to may-
be pick up the pace a bit. Aging LLVs get only 
10 m.p.g., are very high maintenance and are 
catching fire and burning up at the rate of five 
per day. It seems ancient gas lines and poorly 
placed brake lines are leaking onto hot exhaust 
pipes, causing fires. Compounding these safety 
concerns is the fact that LLVs have no airbags.

A reader poll favored the Workhorse or other 
EV at 68 percent, while the hybrid Karsan or 

Malindra each got 12 percent. Only 8 percent 
want an internal combustion relic of the past. 
All these vehicles are made in the good ole U.S.-
of-A.

For some odd reason, USPS prefers to deal 
with smaller companies and did not solicit a bid 
from Ford, which is coming out with an electric 
truck; or Tesla, which I understand is also in the 
electric vehicle business. For once, let’s look to 
the future and not be stuck with obsolete tech-
nology. 

Mark Woodbury, Branch 2555

Fargo, North Dakota

We are in the middle of the holiday peak 
season, the busiest I have experienced in 

my 17 years as a carrier. The number of parcels 
flooding the system is quite overwhelming, not 
to mention we have had to deal with many full 
coverages. At the end of this season, I’m confi-
dent we will have provided our customers with 
the service they expect and deserve, as we do 
year after year.

When delivering mail, please remember that 
there are cameras everywhere. Treat all pack-
ages with care—a package that you know has 
clothes in it still does not look good to the pub-
lic being tossed on to a porch. 

As a former steward, I know what a challeng-
ing job it can be without many thank yous. I 
want to take some time to share my apprecia-
tion and gratitude for all the hard-working stew-
ards. Without the dedication of our local stew-
ards, the daily struggle with management would 
be much more difficult. On behalf of all carriers 
in the branch, thank you Wayne, Rachel, Cory, 
Rich, Cassandra and any other carrier who has 
stepped up to protect and defend our members. 
New carriers, if you have any issues, questions, 
or concerns, please don’t hesitate to talk with 
a union official, because they have your best 
interest in mind.

Thank you to everyone that contacted Rep. 
Kelly Armstrong—he co-sponsored H.R. 2382, 
the bill that repeals the requirement that the 
U.S. Postal Service annually prepay future re-
tirement health benefits.

I hope everyone had a chance to spend time 
with family and friends during the holiday sea-
son. Congratulations to Wayne Hotchkiss on 
reaching the milestone of receiving his 50-year 

pin and Peter Antoine on converting from CCA 
to regular.

Brian Prisinzano, Branch 205

Fresno, California

Yup! Every level of the NALC should not and 
does not endorse any candidate running for 

public office who does not support 6-day mail 
delivery and door-to-door mail delivery. These 
two are often being attacked by Republicans. 
There are some that do support us on these 
issues. That is a good thing. But, historically, 
attacks on these issues are Republican-bred. 
George W. Bush and the pinhead in the White 
House now have expressed interest in priva-
tizing our Postal Service. All attempts to do 
so have and will be met with opposition from 
NALC, APWU and other postal unions, as well 
as from our allies, such as the mailing indus-
try, our friends in Congress and many, many 
businesses, big and small. Anybody against 
our Postal Service is not a friend of ours. They 
do not deserve our votes during election time, 
or any time. So do the right thing and vote for 
candidates who support a strong future for us, 
our jobs and our mail delivery service across the 
country.

I hope everyone had a merry Christmas and 
happy New Year. You know what comes next. 
‘‘Have you got my W-2s?’’ Yes, that time has 
come again. That never bothered me. I was al-
ways glad to deliver what my patrons were wait-
ing for. I do, as all of you should be proud of the 
work you do. It is difficult at times, as you know. 
You will retire someday, then proudly look back 
on the service you provided.

Stand united as union members. Never sup-
port people that do not have our best interest 
in mind

Jesse Dominguez, Branch 231

Greensboro, North Carolina

At our Branch 630 election meeting in Novem-
ber, in a healthy sign of growth in branch 

union involvement, several new stewards and 
alternates were nominated and elected. At our 
January branch meeting, our branch officers 
will be installed to serve for the next two years. 
Three candidates running as a team defeated 
the incumbent officers for president and vice 
president, as well as sergeant-at-arms. Because 
all three votes were extremely close, even more 
than usual when new top officers are installed, 
local postal management undoubtedly will in-
tensify its ongoing attack on our union and our 
membership. Management will be probing for 
weaknesses in our unity and solidarity. 

It is very good that President-elect Debbie 
Matyga, supported by incoming Vice President 
Tracy Roberts and Sergeant-at-Arms Daryl John-
son, is committed to having regular branch 
executive board meetings and regular branch 
stewards training/stewards council meetings. 
We already have a solid newsletter committee 
led by Kim Hartsfeld, a food drive committee 
led by Theresa Franklin, MDA with active roles 
by Mary Rich and Crystal Morehead and other 
ways for members to become more involved. 
Such increased activism will help strengthen 

Cadillac, MI Br. 794 President Ruth Reddy 
presented a 50-year gold card and pin to 
Dallas Ashbay.
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our branch organization in the face of manage-
ment challenges. 

Many incumbent officers have already 
pledged to work cooperatively with President 
Matyga’s administration. And all branch offi-
cers, stewards and members should encourage 
a spirit of maximum cooperation and solidarity 
among us all.

For we are the union! And in our unity lies our 
strength!

Richard A. Koritz, Branch 630

Hagerstown, Maryland

I hope the New Year finds everyone happy and 
healthy. Looking ahead, we as a union will 

have some challenges and some milestones to 
mark this year. To start, this year will mark the 
50th anniversary of the Great Postal Strike of 
1970. One cannot overstate the impact it made 
on our livelihoods. Also we will have a new 
postmaster general appointed this year. With 
the political climate as it is, a new postmaster 
general could be more focused on downsizing 
and privatizing the Postal Service. And finally, 
we could see the results of a new arbitrated 
contract. The last contract that resulted from 
binding arbitration gave us CCAs and a second 
pay scale. It is important for all of us to remain 
engaged.

I would like to thank Jeremy Kessel and Joe 
Bertrand for their new roles in our branch. Jere-
my has stepped up to be the new shop steward 
in the downtown office, and Joe has volunteered 
to be a trustee for our branch. A branch is only 
as strong as its members. Without the determi-
nation and efforts of our members we would 
have nothing. Thanks, Jeremy and Joe!

It is with sadness that I report that last month 
we lost an icon of our branch. William “Bubby” 
Owens passed away on Dec. 6 at the age of 89. 
Bubby was a veteran of the Army and served in 
the Korean war. He was a member of this branch 
for more than 50 years and an active member 
for 44 years; serving his customers well into his 
seventies.  Bubby always looked out for others 
and would take time to help the newer carri-
ers. He was a great union brother who stood 
up for himself and never gave management an 
inch. Rest in peace, brother; you will be greatly 
missed.

Larry Wellborn, Branch 443

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

One of the best ways to thank NALC retir-
ees for years of faithful union service is to 

celebrate with a luncheon at a casino! Allen L. 
Stuart Branch 500 throws a “party” every other 
year to honor our retirees. This is a great way 
to thank these individuals for helping to build 
such a strong branch and union presence. As 
everyone knows, it isn’t the executive board or 
current union members delivering mail today 
that put us in a position of having the power 
to enjoy excellent pay, benefits, and fight the 
injustices that occur in the Postal Service—it is 
our retirees.

There were almost 140 total in attendance, 
consisting of retirees and family members to 
enjoy food, drink, fellowship and catching up 

on friend’s activities. Veterans were recognized, 
including the retirees who participated in the 
NALC strike. The meal was awesome and I didn’t 
think old letter carriers could jump up and run 
that fast to smash the dessert table. Jim Weaver, 
branch health benefits rep, talked a bit on our 
plan and William Carey, treasurer and now-re-
tired member provided an update about where 
the branch is financially. The branch then hon-
ored 50-plus retirees who have reached huge 
milestones consisting of 25-, 30-, 35-, 40-, 45-, 
50- and (one) 55-year membership.

Thanks go to Region 12 RAA Brian Thompson 
for stepping in and helping to present awards. I 
have yet to hear of anyone “hitting it big” at the 
tables or slot machines, but if I hit a big jackpot, 
I’d probably be quiet, too. Once again, I would 
like to thank everyone who helped out and to all 
retirees nationally for the benefits you helped 
provide carriers today. 

Sincerely in unionism— 

Richard Wilson, Branch 500

Hartford, Connecticut

Initiated in conjunction with Workers’ Memo-
rial Day, 2012, a memorial was established 

at NALC Headquarters to commit those names 
of NALC members who died in the performance 
of their postal duties. As had been nationally 
reported, Branch 86 member Daniel Nacin was 
killed on Aug. 22 by another driver being pur-
sued by local police officers.

On Tuesday, Nov. 19, NALC President Fredric 
Rolando visited the Enfield post office for pur-
poses of remembering Dan and officially memo-
rializing him at NALC Headquarters.

Upon our arrival, President Rolando spent 
30-40 minutes privately with members of Dan’s 
family; his wife Tina, sons Andy and Alex, Tina’s 
parents, his sister Cathy and her husband 
(Branch 294 President Tony Paolilo), and Dan’s 
ex-wife and mother of their sons, Donna Mes-
sina.

We then all moved outside for a wonderful, 
emotional ceremony in which President Rolando 
spoke of the job hazards of a city letter carrier, 
the (sometimes) unavoidable risks faced on a 
daily basis, and then presenting Dan’s wife and 
sons with a plaque commemorating Dan. Next, 
a fitting and wonderful carved plaque from San 
Diego, CA Branch 70’s Brenda Johnson and her 
co-workers was read and presented to Dan’s 
family. Tina Nacin then spoke from the heart of 
all the emotions since Dan’s death and her ap-
preciation for his postal family.

Finally, two street signs were unveiled nam-
ing the driveway in front of the Enfield Post Of-
fice “Daniel J. Nacin Blvd.”—a gift from the Man-
chester, CT, postal employees. The crowd then 
moved inside to share light refreshments and 
an abundance of fellowship.

Daniel Nacin became the third Branch 86 
member enshrined at NALC Headquarters fol-
lowing Hartford’s Robert Budusky (Jan. 1, 1996, 
shot and killed) and Manchester’s Seymour Bal-
los (Sept. 6, 2004, killed by a drunk driver).

Michael L. Willadsen, Branch 86 

Jackson, Michigan 

Made a big boo-boo last Branch Item. Kymm 
Neal did not retire as our Secretary. She is 

a member of the last punch bunch, but still our 
secretary. As soon as it was brought my atten-
tion, I fixed my mistake. 

I am a little disappointed our kidney donor, 
Martha Olsen, was not selected hero of the year 
or Midwest hero. Then I realized why she was 
not chosen—small branch. In my humble opin-
ion, and that all it is, you’re in a small branch, 
upward mobility union-wise is not in the cards 
for you. 

Management is crying poverty again. We lose 
a couple of billion dollars and it is the greedy 
carriers who are to blame. Yes, those $100,000 
lazy good-for-nothing carriers at fault. USPS 
is losing money. We are going broke by 2024. 
Meanwhile, these captains of chaos, barren of 
brains, masters of mayhem gave themselves 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in blood 
money. We call that chutzpah, asking for mercy 
in court after you killed your parents and telling 
the judge you’re an orphan. 

Here is hoping your Christmas was a memo-
rable one and great things happen to you in a 
happy new year. My dear carriers, dress warmly 
against the winter weather. Now I am gonna 
take my broken body to the fridge, get the 
shrimp, go on YouTube and sing along with the 
groups I was brought up on.

Cut and roll. 
Bob Czartoryski, Branch 232 

Kansas City, Missouri

It’s not hard to imagine the party started dur-
ing the Branch 30 cookout could be put on 

pause; and re-started for the Branch 30 Christ-
mas party held at the union hall. But that’s ex-
actly what happened. Robert Brown’s Family 
Catering (that brisket is still off the chain) while 
Dj9eleven continued to prove when you bring 
the groove, people will jam. 

From my perch near the entrance, the place 
was packed. Undoubtedly, due to the organiza-
tional skills of Terry Myers with assistance from 
the members of the entertainment committee, 
another successful event was enjoyed by the 
branch members. RUMor CONtrol (RUMCON) 
hasn’t confirmed reports that Terry is consider-
ing resignation. Whether or not he will promote 
touring Christian plays or the Eagles Hotel Cali-
fornia Tour has yet to be determined. I’m think-
ing in the event of his stepping down, he shall 
be worthy of the title “Party King.” 

My Christmas wish was for half of those at-
tending the Christmas party to attend monthly 
meetings in 2020.

While I’m thrilled to see new activists prepar-
ing for the future, the question is, it too little, 
too late? Surely, a quick glance at the turmoil 
going on in the nation’s capital should make 
every NALC member have his/her congressio-
nal representatives office number on speed 
dial. Will the retirement of Postmaster General 
Brennan play a part in contract negotiations? 
With the PMG position being a political appoint-
ment, what are the chances of the PMG readily 
responding to the presidents bidding? 

Branch Items
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The party’s over; now it’s time to put in the 
work necessary for a better future. The carriers 
from the 1970 strike made their stand. Now 
(2020) is the time for the rest of us to stand up. 
Start by becoming active in your branch. Have 
an expectation, not an excuse. 

Calvin Davis, Branch 30

Knoxville, Tennessee

Hello, sisters and brothers.
I would like to start off this article by 

mourning the passing away of Brother Ben Bar-
bee. Ben was 97 years old and the oldest mem-
ber of our branch. R.I.P., brother!

The November Postal Record had an article 
on veterans. About this article, I received calls 
from fellow brothers and sisters on how to enroll 
into this program. One can call me, and I can 
do it over the phone. See your steward or Ralph 
Davis, director of retirees, and they’ll give you 
my phone number. The second option is to go 
to nalc.org and click on member benefits. Click 
on Military Veterans, go the paragraph 7, and 
click and download a version of the card that al-
lows you to print and fill out by hand and mail 
to NALC Veterans Group, 100 Indiana Ave., NW, 
Washington DC 20001.

My second issue concerns our recent election 
and having election ballots returned because 
the carrier did not submit a change of address 
or they did not notify National Headquarters of 
their address change. Once again, one can call 
me, and I can accept the address change over 
the phone (see your steward or Ralph Davis for 
my phone number). The second option is to 
go to nalc.org and click on members benefits, 
but before doing this, you will need your Postal 
Record number, which is found on the Postal 
Record mailing label. Click on create account 
and fill out the required information. National 
maintains an election roster, which is used to 
create the ballot mail labels for the Election 
Commission. Another example of voter registra-
tion, union style!

Tony Rodriguez, Branch 419

Lakewood, New Jersey

“Solidarity” is a word often heard within 
the labor movement. It is defined as 

unity based on community of interests, ob-
jectives, or standards. But what does it really 
mean to have solidarity within a branch or a 
union?

To answer the question, union members 
must first identify that we share important com-
mon interests. It doesn’t mean we always see 
eye-to-eye. It doesn’t mean we agree on every 
issue. Solidarity means none of us touches 
mail, parcels or equipment before we clock in or 
after we clock out. We don’t inspect our vehicles 
off the clock; we take our lunch and breaks; 
we fill out our 3996; we attend the occasional 
union meeting; we keep abreast of issues that 
directly affect our wages and benefits; we regis-
ter to vote and then vote for labor-friendly can-
didates; we donate to the Letter Carrier Political 
Fund. We write statements when the carrier next 
us is being abused or another craft is doing car-

rier work. If every carrier did the same things, 
the right things, that is solidarity.

These are small examples of solidarity. No 
one is being asked to perform large examples of 
solidarity. No one is being asked to risk their ca-
reers or freedom to go on strike. No one is advo-
cating for reprisal against non-union members. 
Solidarity means we stick together.

A quick word on safety: Please familiarize 
yourself with the safety rules and regulations 
we are required to follow. It is our responsibility 
to know them. Go to nalc.org/workplace issues/
resources/usps handbooks and manuals. Read 
the M-41, the EL-801, 804 and 814. USPS philos-
ophy is very simple: Punish carriers for honest, 
human mistakes. 

Branch 1089 offers condolences to the family 
and friends of retired member Michael Kinsella, 
who passed away last November. 

Fuhgettaboutit— 
David J. Picconi, Branch 1089

Las Vegas, Nevada 

Carrying mail in Las Vegas is an endless 
source for scribe topics. Being a senior car-

rier is not a guarantee for “been there, done 
that.” Certainly the words, “this is the worst it’s 
ever been” should never be spoken, because it 
seems to create a challenge. During our record-
breaking Christmas season, local management, 
in its infinite wisdom, didn’t hire the holiday 
help needed to get the work done. There was 
no planning for the extra equipment we would 
need. “What’s this? A new holiday? We had no 
idea this was going to happen!” The overtime 
desired list and work assignment carriers loved 
the extra hours but it got old real fast. There 
were literally mountains of parcels.

In addition, Northern Nevada sent an emer-
gency solicitation for carriers to work as tempo-
rary help because of their desperate personnel 
shortage. The dreaded Christmas hiring amne-
sia struck again! So volunteers were shipped 
up north to help, leaving their already stretched 
stations even more shorthanded. Are there go-
ing to be other holidays next year? Las Vegas 
management never seems to know.

On a different subject: marijuana is now legal 
here. How many times have we smelled it while 
delivering on the street? Now it’s everywhere 
but not everyone is used to the freedom of it yet. 
During a recent delivery to a residence, a smil-
ing young woman stepped out of a half-open 
garage to receive her parcel. She apparently hit 
the opener because the door began rising. In 
the garage were four very elderly people sitting 
at a card table smoking pot. They appeared to 
be horrified at being “caught” by the letter carri-
er. Their innocence of apparently thinking what 
they were doing was naughty was hilarious and 
sweet. It’s just another Las Vegas letter carrier 
story to tell. Happy New Year!

Leslie Hammett, Branch 2502

Massachusetts Northeast Merged

There are many duties that union reps per-
form. By the nature of the grievance proce-

dure, it isn’t “fun” to file a grievance. I mean, 
it’s fun to win a grievance, but if you have to file 

a grievance, it means that someone has been 
wronged. That’s not fun.

Educating new members and bringing people 
into the fold can be fun. But there is one duty 
that is really fun—visiting a retired member to 
present a gold card or service pin. The week be-
fore Thanksgiving, I had the honor/pleasure to 

present a 70-year plaque and pin to Ovila Cote. 
Branch Health Benefits Representative Ken 

Dusombre and I went to chat with Ovila at his 
home. Ovila is a spry 97-year-old letter carrier 
who has been retired since 1981. He told us 
that his retirement value has tripled in that time 
thanks to retiree COLAs. He also reminisced 
about his days as a union activist when he and 
other carriers walked the halls of Congress with 
John F. Kennedy. 

It was an awe-inspiring visit for me. Ovila 
made his voice, and the voice of all letter car-
riers heard more than a half-century ago. How 
many of today’s letter carriers will be able to 
claim the same legacy when their careers are 
over? 

After visiting Ovila, I came away realizing 
that the importance of being actively involved 
in politics can’t be overstated. Fortunately for 
today’s letter carriers, it is much easier to do. All 
we have to do is pay attention to a notification 
that we receive on our smartphone and respond 
appropriately by contacting our representatives 
in Congress. It is also simple to contribute to our 
political action fund so our union representa-
tives can make our voices heard. 

Be like Ovila—make your voice heard.
Stay informed!

Dave Barbuzzi, Branch 25

Minneapolis, Minnesota

As I’m writing this article in December, Min-
nesota is experiencing its first deep freeze 

of the season. It was pointed out at our last gen-
eral membership meeting that we have many 
CCAs who are experiencing delivering mail in 
the winter for the first time. Unless they are an 
avid outdoorsman/woman, they have no idea 
what they are about to endure working outside 
in below-zero temperatures for hours. 

Massachusetts Northeast Merged Br. 25 
honored 70-year member Ovila Cote with 
a plaque and pin.
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Seasoned carriers have learned over the 
years the best winter weather gear to wear. 
We’ve found the magic combination that works 
for us to avoid frostbite, how to stay relatively 
warm and safely deal with the ups and downs of 
a Minnesota winter. 

Branch 9’s motto is “An injury to one 
is an injury to all.” We should all be 
cognizant that this motto applies not 
only to contractual violations, but also 
to our physical well-being. Those of us 
who have been around for a while un-
derstand the dangers of frostbite, the 
peril of ice and hidden snow-covered 
hazards. 

Please take the time to reach out 
to CCAs to make sure that they are ad-
equately prepared to survive the winter. 
Show them what works for you. Give 
them the names of stores that carry 
what they need. We’re all in this togeth-
er, so let’s do what we can to make sure 
we all go home in the same condition that we 
came to work. 

In solidarity—
JoAnn Gilbaugh, Branch 9 

Monterey, California

To one and all, happy holidays and a wonder-
ful 2020. I know that each of you will be ex-

hausted when this is all over. I wish routes had 
been adjusted to as close to eight hours as pos-
sible, but the adjustment crew had a different 
opinion. We will see what happens in the griev-
ance procedure. The only excuse I can fathom is 
management must be using “new math.”

The unnecessary overtime, mandatory over-
time, mandatory overtime on your non-sched-
uled day is taking a toll, and I’m sure sorry. 
You are all strong carriers and know the rules. 
If you don’t, you should be at the monthly union 
meeting to learn your rights. The best offense is 
a good defense.

It seems there were problems with the leave 
bidding. The local is clear, and there should 
have been no issues. If you don’t have a local 
agreement because you are new, talk to your 
union representative. Everything in the contract 
has been there for over 23 years, so it’s sound.

As we reflect over the past year, may we re-
member those we lost. The passing of our “Dock 
Guy” Sonny was devastating. I really thought he 
was going to beat the cancer, but God had an-
other plan. I’ve met a lot of people in my life, 
and Sonny was one in a million. He had no en-
emies and was loved by all who came across his 
path. Rest in peace, my friend.

May our hearts remember those who are 
serving in the armed forces and were unable to 
be with their families this holiday season. Be 
kind when you see a homeless person just try-
ing to get by. There was a “60 Minutes” program 
on and a Seattle letter carrier was homeless. 

United we bargain; divided we beg.
Patty Cramer, Branch 1310

New Jersey Merged

This year marks the 50th anniversary of the 
Great Postal Strike of 1970. I want to thank 

President Rolando and the Executive Council 
for organizing a dinner on March 21, 2020 to 
commemorate this historic event in the history 
of NALC and the Postal Service. There simply is 
no other single moment that was more critical to 

the advancement of letter carriers and the NALC.
The city letter carriers who walked off the job 

in 1970 in pursuit of fair wages and benefits, 
and the opportunity to collectively-bargained 
wages, benefits, and working conditions for our 
members into the future, risked everything. The 
strike was illegal. The carriers who participated 
knew that they could have lost their jobs and 
could have been prosecuted. Their bravery has 
positively impacted thousands of letter carriers 
over several generations. They have changed 
the lives of all of us who have followed in their 
footsteps. They deserve our utmost gratitude 
and respect, and it is right that we honor them 
on the 50th anniversary of the strike.

Branch 38 has invited all of our members 
who participated in the strike to attend the 
event at the Manhattan Center in New York City, 
and will present a commemorative jacket to 
each of them, whether they are able to attend 
or not. If you are one of those courageous men 
or women, and have not yet responded to your 
invitation, please do so as soon as possible.

It has been my personal privilege and joy to 
speak with many who have already responded 
to the invitation. They are all properly proud to 
have been a part of that incredibly momentous 
movement. They are also appreciative to be rec-
ognized by their fellow NALC brothers and sis-
ters. God bless them for what they did and their 
continued support.

Michael J. O’Neill, Branch 38

New Orleans, Louisiana

My fellow letter carriers, I hope you guys 
enjoyed your Thanksgiving. We definitely 

have plenty to be thankful for. The gift of life, 
good health, sound mind, and the ability to pur-
sue happiness as well as employment—these 
are things that we consider a joy and a bless-
ing. Those things being acknowledged, we are 
in contract mode. Hopefully, we can iron out dif-
ferences and come to an agreement or binding 
arbitration will be favorable. We shall see and 
await the outcome.

May your days be sunny and bright.
We must do our due diligence to keep vigi-

lant as we go about our jobs. Keep your head 
up, for we have miles to go before we sleep. Let 

the watchmen watch. We are at the threshold of 
our journey; never give up! As we look forward 
to the new year, many will make resolutions that 
are realistic and can be attained. Whatever you 
resolve, stick to your goal. 

Remember to keep up with your inoculations. 
Those 65 or older, the pneumonia shot is avail-
able. Remember the shingles shot and your flu 
shot. Good health to you. Continue attending 
meetings; seek knowledge and understanding. 
CCAs, be in attendance on your job and on time, 
prepared to work. Remember to give to LCPF. I 
wish each and every one a happy New Year!

Yours in unionism—
Marshall Wayne Smith, Branch 124

Norristown, Pennsylvania

Wanna hear something funny? The Post Of-
fice still doesn’t know that Christmas is 

Dec. 25. They hire CCAs right before the package 
madness and wonder why they quit. A smart 
and organized upper management would know 
that hiring way before the madness would be 
smarter. They would be into a groove and have 
the job somewhat down and not be in a panic. 
If they do make it through then it’s a good thing, 
but most don’t. Right now we are working 12-
hour days almost every day.

We had our Christmas party, and the turn-
out was good, but could have been better. Our 
management decided to force the ODL to work 
on Sunday, so that hurt a little. So what we may 
do is evolve and have our Xmas party in January 
so everyone gets to come. Now that’s looking 
to the future and knowing what to do, unlike...
never mind. 

We are on the schedule to be inspected in 
the spring. It’s been a while, and ya knew it 
was gonna come sooner or later. So now is the 
time (even though you should be doing your 
route professionally everyday) to do your route 
like you are being inspected. Don’t skip lunch 
or breaks, take comfort breaks, stop at stop 
signs, ring doorbells when delivering packages 
and give directly to customers—all the things 
that make you a professional. So when the time 
comes that the (experts) go with you, you will 
be in a groove.

The one thing I always say is be safe. My 
prayers go out to the UPS driver Frank Ordonez, 
a 27-year-old who won’t be home for Christmas 
this year. We are all in the same boat of delivery, 
so be aware of your surroundings and look out 
for suspicious people.

Be safe!
Joel Stimmler, Branch 542

Northeastern, New York 

I have been a case consolidation observer 
along with three other NALC officers for the 

Niskayuna Post Office test since the end of 
September. This test at this station has had 
abysmal results, commencing with horrible cus-
tomer service, since routes have been restruc-
tured with business routes being delivered late 
in the day. Carrier morale, fatigue, and manage-
ment not having the resources to deal with this 
unrealistic situation have all contributed to this 
program failure.

Branch Items

Harrisburg, PA Br. 50 honored its retired members 
at its biennial retirement luncheon.
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Niskayuna Post Office is one of the heavi-
est volume offices in the Albany District. It is a 
non-FSS office. How did the Postal Service ra-
tionalize that casers could set up two routes by 
8 o’clock in the morning when the mail is not 
there by 4:30 a.m. when the casers start? There 
have been numerous times when letter carriers 
are put on waiting time. Where are the savings 
to this program?

What I have observed is numerous safety 
violations for which grievances have been filed, 
and mismanagement of the whole operation. 
It is comparable to putting a square peg in a 
round hole. Letter carriers have had no input in 
this process, and they no idea what time they 
will finish their day. Shortage of letter carriers’ 
vehicles have also added to the failure of this 
test.

My concern is that upstate New York, where 
this test is being implemented, is a difficult area 
to deliver mail. Snow and frigid temperatures 
are a reality. What will happen when the tem-
perature plummets, and letter carriers are work-
ing 12 plus hours a day? I have spoken to every 
letter carrier in this office, and I have not heard 
one positive comment. It seems to me NALC is 
fighting for the survival of this organization, yet 
there are elements in the Postal Service that are 
destroying it. Hopefully, NALC will win the case 
in arbitration, and letter carriers can deliver mail 
the sensible way.

Frank P. Maresca, Branch 358

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

As we begin a new year, we are again facing 
interest arbitration for a new contract, al-

though our national officers are still negotiat-
ing in good faith and hopefully we can reach 
an agreement sooner than later. We are gain-
ing more co-sponsors on the USPS Fairness Act 
seeking to overturn the onerous prefunding bur-
den placed on the Postal Service by the 2006 
lame-duck Congress.

This year is a presidential election year and 
one that has a lot of possibilities for workers 
and their families. With the huge losses suffered 
by the Postal Service, we face a lot of problems 
and getting the right people elected to further 
our cause will be an important step in helping to 
solve the service’s financial woes. There are still 
ongoing efforts by this administration to cut our 
pension systems and do away with our COLAs 
and cut the Service’s active workforce in half. 

We must continue to work with our represen-
tatives in Congress to prevent those things from 
happening. Destroying the government’s most 
productive workforce and only cash cow makes 
no sense except that outside entities wish to si-
phon of the profitable parts of the Service for 
their own self interests. The Postal Service still 
performs well despite all its problems when 
stacked up against the private delivery service, 
and it performs a public service that those ser-
vices cannot provide.

It is in the best interests of letter carriers ac-
tive and retired to work with our congress-crea-
tures and in concert with our national officers 
to make sure that we keep the Postal Service a 
viable entity that continues to serve the public 
good. Privatization makes no sense and does 
nothing to serve the public good!

Bob Bearden, Branch 458

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Happy New Year, everyone. I hope you en-
joyed a wonderful holiday season with fam-

ily and friends. The year 2020 will undoubtably 
prove to be one of the busiest years in recent 
memory. Branch 157 will begin the new year 
by installing your officers on Jan. 20. I want to 
thank each member for choosing to support all 
the activists that ran for office on the Rodgers-
Mulvenna slate. I assure you we will continue to 
work diligently to promote the general welfare 
of every member we have the privilege to rep-
resent. Once again, thank you for your trust and 
encouragement.

On March 26, the Pennsylvania State Asso-
ciation will host our congressional breakfast in 
Washington, DC. The branch will provide trans-
portation to and from Washington as well as 
sponsoring the breakfast itself. Save the date 
for this very import endeavor. The breakfast 
offers a unique opportunity for the members 
to hear from our elected government officials, 
but more importantly for our elected officials to 
hear from us. Please consider attending.

The national convention will take place Aug. 
17 through Aug. 21 in Honolulu, HI. Currently, we 
have more than 100 branch members who have 
signed up to be potential delegates to the con-
vention. Remember, to become a delegate, you 
must attend six of the 10 regular general mem-
bership meetings to qualify. Good luck, and 
keep in mind that our meetings are every third 
Tuesday of the month. I hope to see you there.

Finally, the presidential election will take 
place in November. Without any equivocation, 
this election will prove to be the most crucial 
of our times. The branch will work hard to sup-
port the candidate who not only supports the 
longevity of the Postal Service as an organiza-
tion, but also recognizes the essential interests 
of letter carriers. Stay tuned and stay involved! 

In closing, I want to wish everyone a healthy, 
happy, prosperous and safe 2020. 

Joe Rodgers, Branch 157

Phoenix, Arizona

Best wishes to all for a safe and prosperous 
New Year.

A prosperous New Year could rely heavily 
upon how successful we are in the fight to get 
the USPS Fairness Act (H.R. 2382) passed. That 
means the members have to get their congres-
sional representatives to co-sponsor the bill 
and then to vote for it.

Contact them today! 
This also means raising the funds needed 

to support those in Congress that can help us. 
That depends upon our political action fund, 
which relies upon voluntary contributions from 
members. 

On average; we are lucky to get 10 percent 
of our members to donate. That is not the best 
we can do to fight for our futures. Just $5 a pay 
period, or $10 a month from an annuitant, can 
make a big difference if 20 percent donated.

This is a serious fight we cannot afford to 
lose. It doesn’t make sense that such a small 
percentage of the membership is waging the 
battle. If you don’t want to sign up for payroll 
deduction; please send a check every three 
months for $32.50. 

Dues money can’t be used for political pur-
poses. Voluntary donations are the only way. It’s 
not a condition of membership in your union, 
but without it, you may not have a union, or a 
job. 

Al Linde, Branch 576

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

So, how does one take a torch passed to 
them “gracefully”? Maybe they don’t. Per-

haps they simply do the best they can. I have 
huge shoes to fill, so time will tell if I can live 
up to the standard set by Bob Valenti. I do know 
two things: it takes a lot of people for the NALC 
to function, and every job within it is important.

As I write this, Branch 84 is coming off of 
the installation of officers. We were fortunate 
enough to be joined by not only Region 12 NBA 
Dave Napadano and State President Paul Rozzi, 
but also Director of City Delivery Chris Jackson. 
After hearing Jackson speak, there is no doubt 

COLA: Cost-of-living adjustment
 t Following the release of the July con-

sumer price index (CPI), the cost-of-
living adjustment (COLA) under the 
2016-2019 National Agreement is 
$624 annually. This COLA is based on 
the change in the CPI from the base 
index month to July 2019, with the pre-
vious six COLAs subtracted.

 t The 2021 projected COLAs for CSRS 
and FERS, which are based on the 
CPI’s increase between the third quar-
ter of 2019 and third quarter of 2020, 

is 0.2 percent and will be finalized 

with the publication of the September 

2020 CPI in October 2020.  

 t The projected 2020 COLA under the 

Federal Employees’ Compensation 

Act (FECA) is 2.4 percent following the 

release of the October CPI. This COLA 

is based on the change in the CPI be-

tween December 2018 and December 

2019.

Visit nalc.org for the latest updates.
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that he has taken the torch gracefully that was 
handed to him by Brian Renfroe. Dave and Paul 
have as well. They all have the same passion for 
letter carriers and it is apparent.

I looked up toward the stage as the officers 
(some new, some not-so-new) were sworn in. I 
realized that the group consisted of people that 
were mentors or who I look up to and even call 
friends (sometimes a combination of the three). 
There’s no doubt that their jobs in NALC are im-
portant and, at some stage, each one has taken 
their own torch gracefully.

Then, there’s you. Yeah, I’m talking to you. 
Being a letter carrier isn’t always the easiest job. 
Some days, you simply do the best you can. But, 
every day that you work safely, contractually 
and professionally, you take your torch grace-
fully. Without you, there’s no membership to 
represent. Do the best you can, because it takes 
a lot of people for the NALC to function and ev-
ery job within it is important. Now, who will you 
pass your torch to?

Happy New Year!
John Conger II, Branch 84

Racine, Wisconsin

My definition of anarchy and chaos would be 
the complete meltdown of common sense 

at four-way stop signs. My definition of frustra-
tion would be my postal vehicle not starting in 
the morning only to be told by my co-worker 
I’m in the wrong vehicle. Uggg, true story. Most 
days, the workroom floor is sanctioned orga-
nized mayhem. Some days it’s complete confu-
sion and lawlessness.

A recent stand-up talk alluded to an issue 
with our “arrival at unit” scans not meeting dis-
trict expectations. After an extensive and thor-
ough investigation to correct this deficiency, 
something not out of the ordinary happened. 
Management traced the issue to the carriers. Of 
course they did. Fell right into our laps.

The issue stems from a few unscanned, bar-
coded flats in our loose flats tub that are not 
scanned as “arrival at unit.” Once again, letter 
carriers to the rescue. If we come across any 
of these flats, we set them aside so the clerks 
can scan them “arrival at unit” when they come 
around with the dues cage. One would think that 
management would inform the clerks to bring a 
scanner with them. I say go to the source. Get 
on the phone with the processing plant and 
tell their clerks to separate them for our clerks 
to scan. Not a carrier problem. While manage-
ment’s got ’em on the horn, they can ask why 
our DPS is upside down. You can explain to me 
all day long until the cows come home why the 
DPS is upside down. I’m not buying it. Technol-
ogy is supposed to get better, not regress. Per-
haps I’m looking at this all wrong. Maybe it’s not 
the machine operators. Could it be the people 
“in charge” of the machines? Now the cows can 
come home.

Chris Paige, Branch 436

St. Louis, Missouri

Happy New Year to all! As we divert our at-
tention away from the hustle and bustle the 

holidays bring, we can now direct our attention 

to the gym and our efforts to lose what we’ve 
overindulged in.

I hope you had the patience to stay profes-
sional throughout the day. So much pressure 
to perform, to stay focused and to not lose your 
cool is a daunting task when every day challeng-
es you both mentally and physically.

I hope you were able to disregard the abusive 
rantings of your supervisors, who have no clue 
what a physical toll delivering over a hundred 
parcels a day to the door takes on your body and 
doing so, in many cases, in inclement weather.

I hope you got some rest. I hope you were 
able to decompress for an evening and enjoy 
some family time. I hope you were able to find 
the time to appreciate the meaning of the holi-
day season for yourself. 

I hope everyone found quality time to spend 
with family and loved ones. The lead-up to 
Christmas can be so nerve racking it hardly 
seems fair that we only have a day or maybe just 
hours before we have to return to work. Such 
is the curse of the public servant. Perhaps we 
gained some satisfaction in knowing our efforts 
brought joy to a lot of families and, more im-
portantly some of your patrons recognized your 
dedication and rewarded you in some fashion.

I remember how small almost insignificant 
gestures would make my day, a plate of home-
made cookies in the mailbox or a greeting card. 
It’s knowing that someone appreciated your 
efforts, that they took the time to show some 
measure of gratitude. I wish you all the best in 
the coming new year.

Tom Schulte, Branch 343 

Saint Paul, Minnesota

The first Branch 28 member I ever met was 
Clarence “Smoky” Smekofski. It was the 

spring of 2016 and I had just nearly high-cen-
tered a rental car trying to cross from the side to 
the front of a building that appeared, from the 
signage, to be a defunct bowling alley, but bore 
the address of NALC Branch 28. My wife and I 
had decided to transfer from Anchorage, Alaska 
(Branch 4319) to the Twin Cities to be closer to 
her family. I figured that it was my due diligence 
to check in at both the Branch 9 (Minneapolis) 
and Branch 28 (Saint Paul) halls. 

I never made it to Minneapolis. 
Inside, I found Smoky holding court. It was 

my intention to just poke my head in, maybe 
sign up for the local newsletter. Smoky would 
have none of that. He was proud of Saint Paul, 
and Branch 28. He insisted on buying me tick-
ets to the upcoming retirees’ banquet. He let me 
know that the place for me was definitely on the 
Saint Paul side of the river. 

Though our tenure on the Executive Board 
overlapped, his impact on this union and this 
local predates my birth by decades. There is 
not enough space in these pages to catalog his 
work and contributions, both pre- and post- re-
tirement. It was always explained to me that, as 
union members, we are always standing on the 
shoulders of giants. Smoky is undoubtedly one 
of those giants. We strive to do you proud. 

Thank you for all your years, and thank you to 
your family for sharing you with us. 

From one Navy vet carrier to another: Fair 
winds and following seas, Clarence “Smoky” 
Smekofski.

Colin Walker, Branch 28

San Antonio, Texas
Happy New Year 2020. The big news is we’ll 

be moving into our new building at 6218 
Krempen Ave. some time this month. Extensive 
remodeling will be going on to create our union 
hall (which will take several months), but we’ll 
be open for business. Stay tuned for building 
updates.

The new year also brings new stewards to 
the contract enforcement arena. New stewards, 
please take this job seriously. A good steward 
has to spend some time off the clock educat-
ing themselves on the contract, learning how 
to write grievances, and how to effectively 
represent the members. Educating yourself off 
the clock is necessary so you can be effective 
when you are on the clock. It is the toughest 
job in NALC and it takes work to get good at it. 
Invest the time and effort to do your members 
proud. We will be providing training throughout 
the month (and the remainder of the year), so 
please make every effort to attend. These train-
ing sessions are open to all of our members.

On a different note, I would like to thank to 
Kathy Ruffo, Cory Daniels, Charles Calhoun, Erin 
McLaughlin, Margaret Garza, Jillian Salazar, 
Nancy Feldt, Frank Santos, Joseph Blancarte, 
Richard Gould, Mary Pardo, and Louise and 
Phil Jordan for their hard work in decorating the 
union hall for our Christmas party and all the 
volunteers and donors (too numerous to men-
tion by name) who participated in ensuring this 
event was a success. It was a wonderful evening 
for our members and guests. Heritage Station 
represented! Thanks also to everyone who do-
nated a toy for our annual adopt-a-child Christ-
mas toy drive. Your generosity put smiles on the 
faces of children that may not have otherwise 
received a Christmas gift. 

Tony Boyd, Branch 421

Seattle, Washington
In the scullery-speak of diner lingo, one might 

hear: “Burn the British!”—meaning a toasted 
English muffin, or possibly, “Burn one, drag it 
through the garden and pin a rose on it,” that’s 
a designation for a burger with lettuce and to-
mato, garnished with an onion. The diner is 
where your cackleberries get wrecked, bread 
gets cremated, bossy’s in a bowl, there’s chicks 
in a raft, and you can wash it all down with a 
tasty cup of mud.

Now, you wouldn’t want to eat all that, but I 
served it up to make a point. With the advent of 
consolidated casing and the overabundance of 
grievances it has spawned, our shop stewards 
are less like union officials and must perform 
more like short-order cooks. Here’s how griev-
ances procedures might be translated for to-
day’s shop steward: “Hey, sheriff (code for shop 
steward)! Got a Siamese twin (simultaneous 
scheduling violation)—8.5.G—with several wan-
nabes (ODL-ers) running on less than a full tank 
(failure to maximize).” Or something akin to this 
for ODL equability issues? “Sheriff, we need 
eyes out. 8.5.C The man is not slicing the pie 
properly.” An improper mando may sound like, 
“Sheriff, 8.5.D. Being ‘mandoed’ while Junior is 
getting stiffed.” (When ODL personnel are maxi-
mized management is to assign overtime to ju-

Branch Items
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nior employees first.) Here’s one for a violation 
of Article 8.5.G.2 (working over 12 hrs. in a day, 
and/or over 60 hrs. in a week): “Got me going 
into darktime, Sheriff.”

Now the shop steward barely has to move. If 
he has a template printed out, all he has to do is 
provide the date and the name of the manage-
rial knucklehead, and he can walk up and pres-
ent the grievance before the supervisor even 
makes it back to their kiosk. “Here’s your job 
performance evaluation. You need to work on 
these issues!” 

Don Nokes, Branch 79

Silver Spring, Maryland
Happy New Year! What a great time to make 

life-improving resolutions and try hard to 
fulfill them.

If you don’t have one or have room for one 
more, I have a resolution suggestion: Try to be 
in the moment with your work (and life) by no-
ticing and eliminating Obsessive Compulsive 
Disorders (OCDs). OCDs are actions we take 
unconsciously and addictively that negatively 
impact our quality of life and, most definitively, 
our work. Work done in an office environment 
seems to be a contagious breeding ground for 
OCDs, and carriers are by no means immune. It 
seems like the longer the exposure to the conta-
gion, the worse the symptoms.

The most frequent symptom in carriers 
seems to be the OCD of working off the clock. 
This symptom seems silly and ridiculous, but 
try to get otherwise intelligent carriers to stop. 
Good luck. It usually takes several grievances by 
a competent shop steward to inoculate this ill-
ness. Not only does this behavior demonstrate 
that the carrier does not believe their labor to 
be valuable, it destroys the station by infecting 
other carriers, especially new ones. Pretty soon 
a cancer-like plague is ravaging the office and 
the infected carriers are zombie-like in their ad-
diction and denial of reality, and, since it seems 
the office doesn’t really need the budgeted 
hours, a red flag is sent to operation/support to 
inspect the station.

Another OCD symptom is the development 
of an unnatural jealous affection for a piece of 
postal equipment. I call it “discartisminetoe-
sus” but it doesn’t have to involve a cart; it 
could be a truck, trays, rubber bands or any-
thing else that carriers are supposed to share, 
not hoard.

I’ve witnessed infected carriers ready to fight 
each other because of this illness.

Let’s make it our resolution to triage OCDs!
Lee Taylor, Branch 2611

Southeast Pennsylvania Merged

Happy New Year! The Executive Board and I 
wish you and your families good health and 

prosperity in the coming year. 
For those of you who have not heard, Rhonda 

Massari retired as branch president effective 
Dec. 31. So it gives me great pleasure to address 
the membership in this first scribe article for the 
year. 

I would like to thank Rhonda for all that she 
has not only done for the branch but what she 
has done for me personally. She has served this 
branch as president for the last four years but 
also served NALC for more than 30 years. While 
I’ll be sad to see her go, life must go on for the 
branch. Fortunately, we planned for this day. We 

have trained our next generation of leaders well. 
And now it’s time for them to step up. But again, 
thank you, Rhonda! I always said, “you are the 
big sister I never had,” and you said, “You are 
the little brother I never wanted.” (LOL). Thanks 
again for making this transition somewhat 
seamless for the branch.

I also would like to thank two other board 
members who retired during this past year, Bill 
Mellon and Gerry Gallagher. Your many years of 
dedication to this branch will be missed. 

I have appointed Eric Jackson as my vice 
president. Colleen Haynes will be moving into 
Eric’s former position as branch treasurer. Also, 
Ed Donahue will be filling Colleen’s former posi-
tion as branch trustee. With this newly formed 
executive board, I’m confident we will move into 
the future with the strength and stability that 
the membership deserves. 

I am aware of all the challenges that we face 
as a branch. But together, we move without fear!

Great things happen when people work to-
gether. 

Les Dillman, Branch 725

Springfield, Ohio
If you stop by the steward office, you will see 

approximately 30 stacks of paper covering 
one table, two desks, and three file cabinets. 
Each stack of paper varies from three to several 
hundred sheets of paper. Each stack is a griev-
ance being filed by President DeWell and Stew-
ard Rob Green. 

The District Manager (DM) tells us there are 
3.3 million fewer parcels this year than last year, 
but cannot tell us why we often wait for late par-
cel trucks.

The DM knows we are short seven CCAs, the 
fewest CCAs in Springfield since the position 
was created. Overtime Desired List carriers have 
been forced to work up to 77 hours a week. 

The DM knows our postmaster changed out 
starting time to 8:30 a.m. (due to the late parcel 
trucks), forcing carriers to work unsafely in the 
dark. 

The DM lets our postmaster have two 204-
b’s, while carriers work 77-hour work weeks.

The DM hand-picked our postmaster over a 
more qualified individual who wanted the job.

Even though our starting time is now 8:30, 
our postmaster is allowing ODL carriers to start 
early and then sending them home early, while 
forcing non-ODL carriers to work late (in the 
dark).

There was an intervention meeting recently 
to try and resolve these problems. Our NBA, 
Mark Camilli, sent Regional Administrative As-
sistant John Collins to support us. Thanks, Mark 
and John.

I hope the DM retires soon. I’m not sure how 
much more of his management style Spring-
field can take. In the meantime, if you see Brian 
DeWell or Rob Green, thank them for their hard 
work.

Branch meetings are the second Thursday 
of each month in Room 221. Pizza at 6:15 p.m.; 
meeting at 6:30. Show up. Listen. Ask ques-
tions. Knowledge is power.

Brian Gourilis, Branch 45

Staten Island, New York
Loyalty—some believe it means to agree with 

whatever they are thinking. To me, it means 
to give me your honest opinion. A different 
opinion stimulates the mind, and if you have 
an open mind, you can learn from it. Once the 
decision is made though, loyalty means carry-
ing out that decision like you made it yourself. 
As branch president, I’ve had to make decisions 
that aren’t always comfortable. I believe we can 
unite people under a common goal. We can all 
perform our jobs based on the same principles.

The Postal Service has become so dysfunc-
tional. Many people supervising are in charge 
of workers that performed their duties better 
than when they were in craft themselves. Some 
of these people in charge try to take what I say 
and twist it in an effort to turn carriers away 
from the union, and as I’ve said so many times, 
the union is only as strong as their members. 
I believe carriers in Branch 99 are among the 
hardest working, unappreciated bunch ever to 
walk into a post office. Some no longer recog-
nize the fact they are abused and just move on. 
Carriers injured on the job have to fight for what 
they should be getting, and it’s a damn shame. 
Coming to work shouldn’t hurt, and getting hurt 
at work shouldn’t make you a second-class citi-
zen. Coming to work and being misled or mis-
treated in unacceptable.

Not everyone in management is bad, and as a 
branch, we have a good relationship with many 
in management. But wouldn’t it be great if each 
carrier learned what they could about their job 
and worked the way they should--professionally 
and safely?

Rich Ray, Branch 99

Syracuse, New York
I want to thank all of Branch 134 for the great 

year we have had. We have once again racked 
up an impressive win rate on all levels of the 
grievance process. Well more than half a million 
dollars has been paid out for violations through-
out the year. Our arbitration record for the year 
was seven wins out of eight cases moving for-
ward. In the past four years, we have gone 22 
wins and 5 losses at arbitration. This is an out-
standing win rate. This is due to the hard work at 
the local level with all the stewards requesting 
information and putting together solid cases. I 
want to thank all the officers who give up their 
personal time night after night and weekend af-
ter weekend to develop the cases as they move 
through the grievance/arbitration process. 

For the year, we have hired more than 140 
new members across the branch. Sadly, we still 
only keep half of them. Through the route inspec-
tion/joint process, we have added more than 20 

Chicago, IL Br. 11 raised more than $20,000 
for the American Cancer Society and Mak-
ing Strides for Breast Cancer with its  
seventh annual Walk for Breast Cancer in 
October.
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routes in the branch this year. We hope to con-
tinue this process into the new year so long as we 
have a willing partner in management. 

We had a very successful retirement break-
fast with more than 100 people in attendance. 
This year marked a milestone for close to 150 
people who have been members of this union 
for 25 years or longer. We had 48 people rec-
ognized for 50 years of union membership this 
year alone.

We have lost the following brothers and sis-
ters in the branch this year: Joe Miller, Gerald 
Robinson, Mike Graziano, Sherri Goodenough, 
John Anderson, Pete Harhay, Paul Lambrych and 
Roy Henry. 

I hope you all had a great holiday season and 
I am looking forward to another successful year 
in 2020. Thank you for your support in leading 
this great branch.

Tom Dlugolenski, Branch 134

Toledo, Ohio

The results of our branch election were an-
nounced at our December meeting.  Mike 

Hayden will be serving another term as branch 
president. Tammy Kelley will be moving from 
trustee to sergeant-at- arms. By acclamation, 
Ciana Duran will be moving to recording sec-
retary and Alexandra (AJ) Reynolds will join the 
trustees.  

As we have done the past few years, Branch 
100 is hosting an evening at the Toledo Zoo’s 
“Lights Before Christmas,” and a buffet and 
beverages at the Museum of Science at the 
Great Hall. We also have reserved a banquet 
room at Table Forty 4, for an over-21 gathering 
for the membership.

We received two more successful arbitration 
awards.  For one, the Postal Service attempted 
to negate the arbitration by issuing payment the 
day of the hearing. This did not please the arbi-
trator, who ordered the carriers be paid again 
and the union receive $1,000 as compensation 
for their time and expense. The second award 
also involved non-compliance of payment, ask-
ing for $25 for four carriers and approximately 
$100 for another. The arbitrator paid the origi-
nal amounts plus $100, with an additional $100 
to each. Branch 100 was compensated $10,000. 
The Postal Service sure saved a bundle by not 
settling the grievance at the lowest step!

In November, the post office allegedly paid 
out $93,000 to carriers in the city, much of that 
due to their refusal to settle grievances at the 
lowest level. I hope that amount gets the at-
tention of Eastern Area. It is imperative that the 
Postal Service has management personnel who 
can manage within the bounds of the contract 
and manuals. Otherwise, it will continue to pay.

Ray Bricker, Branch 100

Tri-Valley, California
At times it feels weird being the old guy, but 

that’s me now. After I turned 40, many moons 
ago, I started getting very comfortable with the 
aging process. Fast forward several years and I 
am now really comfortable with getting old, per-
haps a bit too comfortable. As I contemplate my 
eventual retirement, I think about our branch 
and the next wave of officers who will take over 
leadership roles. We represent 16 postal Instal-
lations, stretching geographically from Studio 
City, located in the eastern San Fernando Valley, 
to Ojai, located 71 miles northwest in the beau-
tiful Santa Ynez mountain range. 

Our grievance workload keeps us gainfully 
employed at all times at the branch office and 
ensures that our days, weeks and years fly by 
quickly. EVP James Perryman is doing outstand-
ing work and we have a couple of officers who 
are definitely ready to step up and represent the 
branch. My main worry regarding the future is 
the fact that most of our younger Branch 2902 
brothers and sisters have shown no interest 
in stepping up to represent their fellow carri-
ers and to uphold our contract unselfishly, for 
all of the right reasons, and not for the wrong 
reasons, i.e. in order to learn the “loopholes” or 
to be vindictive and punitive towards manage-
ment. That’s not to say that management isn’t 
often deserving of punishment; that’s just not 
an acceptable reason to be a steward. Stewards 
must follow the rules so they do not spend an 
inordinate amount of their union time defend-
ing themselves in the grievance procedure. 
Stewards often get flak from both sides of the 
fence, craft and management alike. Sounds 
great, doesn’t it? Take a moment to thank your 
stewards for fighting the good fight and unself-
ishly representing all letter carriers. And Happy 
New Year to all!

Ray Hill, Branch 2902

West Coast Florida
Late November, St. Petersburg City Letter Car-

rier Gloria Davis was killed in her Southside 
St. Petersburg home. It’s not how Gloria died 
that will stay with me, how she was celebrated 
by her co-workers will. 

As has happened more times that I care to 
think of, when some-
thing like this hap-
pens, I accompany 
an EAP counselor to 
the workroom floor. 
The talks start pretty 
much the same way: 
“What will you re-
member about Glo-
ria?” “What type of a 
person was she?” 

Never have I par-
ticipated in such a 
genuine out-pouring 
of affection for a co-
worker. Nearly all of 

the 60-plus carriers in one office had something 
to share.

The comments started out with “her uniform, 
she was proud of it and always looked amaz-
ing.” 

“Gloria had a mirror on the dashboard of her 
LLV and she checked her appearance before she 
dismounted to see a customer – When I’d carry 
her route – that mirror made me smile.” 

“She was a hard worker, but always took time 
to encourage and help me when I started.” one 
CCA said. 

“She always had a smile.”
“Her laughter would light up the room.” 
“She was the organizer of the office.”
“She was just beautiful inside and out.” 
Some comments made by her customers in-

cluded:
“This lovely lady was my letter carrier. She 

worked hard, always had smile on her face and 
kind words for others. Unbelievable...God bless 
her.”

“I wish I were more like her.” 
Gloria was a person who had an effect on 

many. She was loved by her customers and, as 
you can read above, respected by her peers. Its 

not often that we get to share time with a per-
son like Gloria. She took pride in the uniform, 
the job, and she took time to mentor less ex-
perienced carriers. She also had the ability to 
straighten out that carrier he/she thinks they 
“know it all.”

My wish for Branch 1477 members as we heal 
from this loss is that we choose to be more like 
Gloria. 

Joseph Henschen, Branch 1477

Western Wayne County, Michigan
Our calendars have turned to a new year, 

which promises to be a momentous one for 
NALC and for America’s public postal service; a 
year full of consequential events and issues. 
There will be a contract arbitration award, de-
cisions on other crucial issues and disputes, 
important legislative initiatives, our union’s 
72nd biennial convention in August and a criti-
cal national election in November. That’s just 
some of what awaits us this year, and as al-
ways, there will be the unexpected.

For letter carriers doing the day to day work 
of the USPS, their tireless dedication as the 
couriers of our nation’s business is much more 
focused and personal. While the maelstrom of 
events both national and local as well as large 
and small in scope continually swirls around 
them, they simply just take care of business. 
Moreover, they do so not because of the direc-
tion of Postal Service management; instead, 
they do so in spite of its often feckless and 
misguided leadership. 

A letter carrier dealing with daily manage-
ment nonsense on the post office workfloor 
does not have time to focus much on the larger 
picture. He or she just wants to do their job, 
go home, and focus on what actually matters 
in life. Whatever the results are of the forth-
coming contract arbitration, the toxic workfloor 
environment created and maintained by Postal 
Service management for decades remains an 
issue that must be effectively addressed once 
and for all.

Joe Golonka, Branch 2184

Yakima, Washington

Today (as I write this) is the anniversary of the 
attack on Pearl Harbor. All of us should say a 

prayer of thanks every day to those who sacri-
ficed to protect our freedom.

Postal workers are under a continuous at-
tack by an incompetent managerial system. The 
blame lies squarely at the top. So long, Megan. 
You weren’t the worst, but you weren’t that 
good.

Here in Yakima, we’ve been informed that 
regular carriers can expect to be mandated on 
their N.S. days off so CCAs can have at least one 
day off a week. Sorry, this is not acceptable. 
Stop trying to fix your blunder on the back end.

I predict this will lead to an increase in docu-
mentation limiting how much an individual can 
work. There appears to be no other recourse, 
since management refuses to do its job prop-
erly.

Personally, this is my last winter and will do 
my best to soldier onward. So looking forward 
to Nalcrest in the winter months. To heck with 
snow.

Peace—
J.S. Bohlinger, Branch 852
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From the Secretary

Gerome Gnome arrived in Dayton, OH, just 
in time to attend Branch 182’s “Family Fun 

Day,” where he visited with Auxiliary 138 mem-
bers Hazel Young, Sandi Williams and Lil Bauer 
(picture 1). While at the Family Fun Day, Gerome 
visited the putt-putt golf games and the MDA 
raffle table. During his stay in Dayton, Gerome 
attended Auxiliary 138’s meeting (picture 2), 

Branch 182’s meeting and the retirees meet-
ing (picture 3). Gerome spent one day helping 
the branch put together their newsletter. Before 
Gerome left Dayton, he visited one of the Memo-
rial Day tornado sites (picture 4); there were 19 
tornados reported that day. Gerome also visited 
the site of the July 4 shootings at Ned Pepper’s 
Bar; the pole is dedicated to those who lost 
their lives that day (picture 5). 

Gerome then packed up and headed on to 

his next adventure. 
The National Auxiliary Board members have 

been working hard planning for our 2020 con-
vention in Hawaii. We have some fun things 
planned for you and your family but I’m not let-
ting the secret out yet. More information will be 
coming soon. I also want to remind you to keep 
working on your crafts and collecting items for 
the general store. Keep up the good work.

Crystal Bragg 

Cythensis Lang
President 

Cynthia Martinez
Vice President 

Linda Davis
Asst. Secretary

Pam Fore
TreasurerCrystal Bragg

Secretary 
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Mutual 
Exchanges

CA: Cypress (11/94) to Yorba Linda, 
Rancho Cucamonga, Chino, Chino Hills, 
Norco or Sun City, CA. Overtime avail-
able if desired. Close to beaches. Regular 
carriers only. Randy, 657-266-7747 or 
randy0217@yahoo.com.
San Diego (Poway) (4/19) to Las Vegas, 
NV. County office. Beautiful weather and 
area. 30 minutes from the beach. Regular 
carriers only. Roger, mi2vg@yahoo.com.
CO: Denver (10/94) to Northeast FL—Jack-
sonville to Titusville or surrounding areas. 
26 offices for bidding. Close to downtown 
Denver and mountains. Alan, 303-522-5545 
(call, text or voice message).
FL: Fort Meyers (8/18) to SD. Great area 

and close to beaches. Relocating to care 
for a loved one. Toni, 651-233-0616 or 
tbentz12@comcast.net.
FL: Saint Petersburg (3/18) to Fort Mey-
ers, FL or surrounding areas. Citywide 
bidding, 10 offices. Plenty of OT available. 
Sabrina, 239-565-1533.
FL: Winter Garden (6/16) to Glenville, 
Schenectady, Mechanicville or Clifton 
Park. Within the next three months or 
sooner. Susan, 352-999-1765.
WA: Kent (10/98) to Las Vegas, Hen-
derson, NV or surrounding areas. Great 
parks, trails and schools. 25 miles from 
Seattle. Plenty of OT available. Aylan, 253-
486-2568 or aylanboughlef@yahoo.com.

The cost of Mutual Exchange 
ads is $15 for up to 30 words and 
$25 for 31-50 words per month.

Ads must be received by the 5th 
of the month preceding the month 
in which the ad will appear, e.g., 
December’s deadline is for the 
January publication. Mail ad with 
check (payable to NALC) to: Mutual 
Exchange Ads, Postal Record, 100 
Indiana Ave. NW, Washington, DC 
20001-2144.

Ads are published for NALC 
members only. A branch officer or 
steward must endorse the ad to 
certify membership. Ads without 
endorsements will be returned.

Include your name, address and 
branch number. Ads must be re-
ceived in the same format and word-
ing as they will appear in the maga-
zine. Begin each ad with your state 

abbreviation, city and seniority date.
Ads should be typed in upper/

lower case (or, if this is not possi-
ble, printed clearly) on a full sheet 
of 8.5 x 11” paper. Make certain 
the numerals 0 (zero) and 1 (one) 
can be distinguished from the let-
ters O and l in e-mail addresses.
Note: Specific route information or 
mention of three-way transfers will 
not be published, nor any word-
ing that offers cash or property 
to facilitate an exchange. Mutual 
exchanges must be approved by 
both postmasters involved. Se-
niority of carriers involved shall be 
governed by Article 41, Sec. 2E of 
the National Agreement. Carriers 
may not exchange assignments, 
since vacated positions must be 
posted for bids in accordance with 
local and national agreements.

How to place a Mutual Exchange ad
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Palm Springs, California
On Jan. 16 at 7 p.m., the branch shall elect 

delegates to the 2020 state/national conven-
tions, in accordance with branch bylaws:

Section 11: The election of delegates to 
the convention shall be by a plurality of the 
vote from the membership present at the reg-
ular branch membership meeting six months 
prior to the convention being attended.

Section 12: The candidates for delegates 
shall be listed according to the number of 
votes received beginning with the recipient 
of the highest vote and ending with the low-
est. Counting from the top, a number equal 
to twice the delegates shall be the list of del-
egates and alternates to which we are enti-
tled under the Constitution. The top two del-
egates elected to attend conventions by the 
membership must attend nine meetings in 
the 12 months, six months prior to the date 
of the convention to receive per diem, trans-
portation and lodging cost from the branch 
for attending. In the event the branch opts 
to cancel any membership meeting during 
the year, the number of meetings elected 
delegates must attend will be adjusted ac-
cordingly to eight meetings in the 11 months 
prior if one membership meeting is can-
celled, or seven meetings in the 10 months 
prior if two meetings are cancelled. 

Charles Bonner, Pres., Br. 4149

Providence, Rhode Island
This is the official notice that the nomina-

tions for Branch 15 president, vice president, 
recording secretary, treasurer, sergeant-at-
arms, NALC health benefits representative, 
postal scribe, director of retirees, RI state 
association representative and two branch 
trustees for the May 2020 to May 2023 term 
will take place Monday, March 2, at the regu-
lar branch meeting at 7 p.m., and will be held 
at the Providence APWU 387 hall, at 1192 
Plainfield St., Johnston.   

Those nominated must be present to 
accept the nomination or have submit-
ted prior to the meeting in writing their 

willingness to accept the nomination. All 
members in good standing are eligible 
to be nominated except that any regular 
member who voluntarily or otherwise 
holds, accepts or applies for a supervisory 
position in the Postal Service for any period 
of time, whether for one day or any fraction 
thereof, either detail, acting, probationary 
or permanently, shall immediately vacate 
any office held and shall be ineligible to 
run for any office for a period of two years 
after termination of such supervisory sta-
tus. Upon nomination, the candidate must 
certify that they have not served in a super-
visory capacity for the 24 months prior to 
the nomination.

The election will be conducted, if neces-
sary, by secret ballot on Monday, April 6. Vot-
ing will take place from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m. prior 
to the Branch 15 union meeting at 7 p.m. lo-
cated at the Providence APWU 387 hall, 1192 
Plainfield St., Johnston. All working carriers 
will be given the opportunity to vote.

John J. Barbery Jr., Rec. Sec., Br. 15

Election Notices
Election Notices must be sub-

mitted to The Postal Record, not 
to other offices at NALC. The Con-
stitution for Government of Fed-
eral and Subordinate Branches 
requires that notice be mailed to 
members no fewer than 45 days 
before the election (Article 5, Sec-
tion 4). Branch secretaries must 
remember the time difference 
between deadline for submis-
sion of notices—the 10th of the 
month—and publication of the 
subsequent issue of the maga-
zine, e.g., November’s deadline is 
for the December publication.

Election 
Notices



social
media

Join the conversation!
Follow NALC HQ’s social media accounts to get the latest letter 
carrier news and updates straight from the source. Follow our 
pages; interact with us by liking, commenting and sharing  
content and encourage others to do the same. For suggestions 
and photo/video submissions, please use social@nalc.org.



Go to the App Store or Google Play and search
for “NALC Member App” to install for free

Help your NALC family
affected by natural disasters

The NALC Disaster Relief Foundation 
provides hands-on relief for carriers affected by  
natural disasters, such as wildfires, hurricanes, floods 
and tornados. It receives donations to be used to assist 
regular NALC members affected by natural disasters. 

NALC response teams throughout the country are  
activated to go to disaster locations and offer assis-
tance to NALC members and their families who live 
in the same household. Basic supplies, including 
uniforms and food, are available for those who need 
assistance. 

Financial support may be available depending on the 
availability of funding and qualifying criterias. Any regu-
lar member of NALC who has faced hardship as a result of 
a natural disaster will be able to apply for assistance. 

Make a donation by sending a 
check or money order to:

NALC Disaster Relief Foundation
100 Indiana Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20001-2144

The foundation is a 501(c)(3). Your contribution to the NALC  
Disaster Relief Foundation may be eligible for a tax deduction. It 
is recommended you seek further advice from your tax advisor.

NALC
Disaster
Relief
Foundation

NALC
Disaster
Relief
Foundation
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